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An Open Letter to the Community
United Way of Madison County’s community-wide needs assessment is one 
way we fulfill our mission to unite volunteers and resources to solve community 
problems.  In 2014, we have again taken on this challenge and provide this 
report as a gift to our community. We could not have accomplished this critical 
work without the valuable support of hundreds of volunteers and participants. 
We are also deeply appreciative of the key sponsors for the printing of the 
report -- namely, Lockheed Martin Employees’ Foundation and members of the 
Madison County Legislative Delegation: Representatives Mike Ball, Laura Hall, 
and Howard Sanderford. 

Facts and trends revealed in this needs assessment provide a foundation for 
informed decision-making and community dialogue on health and human 
services. Certainly our community has some tough questions to answer 
to sustain a healthy, vibrant community. We must mobilize and focus our 
resources to meet this challenge.  Together, our community can make a positive, 
lasting impact in the lives of more individuals and families. Such actions will 
feed the quality of life and economic vitality of this great region. 

Going forward, United Way of Madison County will use this needs assessment 
as a platform for continued listening and action in the community. The voices of 
key community stakeholders, health and human service providers, those who 
need our help and, of course, our valued community members who live, give, 
and advocate locally are all important.  

And, as United Way of Madison County and the community move beyond 
the report, we recognize that sharing data and growing in understanding is 
critical. It makes possible renewed and new levels of partnerships. We urge 
service providers, policy makers, government and community leaders to use 
the information contained in this report to plan, evaluate, and adapt programs, 
policies, and strategies. This will result in Madison County being a healthier, 
more educated, and more financially stable community.   We ask you to join us 
in this endeavor.

Thank you for LIVING UNITED!

Clay Vandiver
President and CEO
United Way of Madison County
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Lockheed Martin and its employees are committed to a program of philanthropy that supports 
the Corporation’s strategic business goals and invests in the quality of life in the communities 
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by the communications representatives at Lockheed’s operating units.

Rep. Mike Ball (District 10)
Representative Mike Ball and his wife, Debbie, have three children- Chris, Cara, and Mandy- and 
a grandson, Jacob. Mike served in the U.S. Marine Corps and, in 1978, he became an Alabama 
State Trooper, who served 8 years in the Highway Patrol Division. In 1986, he was assigned 
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Purpose

The purpose of this Community Needs Assessment is to obtain an independent analysis of the challenges 
facing residents in Madison County, especially as it relates to health and human services. This summary 
describes the most current needs and challenges locally based on available data. While the needs of Madison 
County are challenging, experience indicates that impacting the lives of our fellow citizens is possible through 
cooperation and compassion.

What is a Community Needs Assessment?

Madison County, Alabama is a growing, vibrant and increasingly diverse community. Citizens span a broad 
spectrum of ethnic, economic, educational, and professional backgrounds. However, one thing all have in 
common is a wish for life here to be healthy, with opportunities for education, and a chance for everyone to be 
financially self-sufficient, able to take care of themselves and their family.  For that to be true, Madison County 
leadership and social service providers must have a clear understanding of the issues citizens face and the 
barriers that stand in their way.

Premier Evaluations, on behalf of United Way of Madison County, conducted a needs assessment in which 
members of the community were asked to tell about their primary issues of concern, what health and human 
service needs they have or that they see in their families, neighborhoods, and workplaces. They were also 
asked to help identify where gaps in services exist. This needs assessment synthesizes information gathered 
using the following three sources:

1. U.S. Census tables and other key secondary data sources
2. Surveys of four (4) distinct populations (stakeholders, nonprofit and government social service 

providers, clients of those organizations and those in need, as well as the general public), designed to 
increase the depth of understanding from various perspectives

3. Focus group transcripts from three key populations tasked with sharing their perspective of community 
needs and resources (clients of health and human service organizations; providers of health and 
human services; and stakeholders from business, education, and health industries as well as 
government officials)

Key Findings 

Concensus is that children and seniors are both vulnerable populations and ones that need special attention. 
In particular, the estimations for increase in the senior population (by 2015 the census estimates that 48,000 
seniors will live in Madison County and by 2040 nearly 100,000)1 are worthy of note.

ExECUTIVE SUMMARy

Section 1
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Broad agreement exists about the need to establish, continue, or expand the availability of 
services in the following areas:

Stakeholders, the persons more 
likely to support programs but less 
likely to need the programs, prefer 
to send resources toward programs 
that meet education needs first, 
health needs next, and income 
needs last. When asked to consider how resources should be allocated, providers of health and 
human services prefer to allocate resources nearly equally across areas of need.

Recommendations

Regardless of the discussion, the complexity of challenges and issues is apparent. The 
community is obligated to distill these primary findings and recommendations and work 
together to assure that an integrated approach to health and human services, both existing and 
forthcoming, is carefully considered for all our citizens.

Madison County’s future can be significantly improved. The following recommendations are 
based on the numerous voices engaged in this discovery process and the existing available data 
on individuals and families in Madison County. 

1. Increase Collaboration to Improve Results. If the Madison County nonprofit community is 
to become more efficient, it must avoid “reinventing the wheel” and duplicating efforts.  
Moving from isolated services to a more integrated approach with stronger cross referrals 
will enhance results.

2. Advocate For and Engage Community. The network of health and human services is rich 
within the community but its work is not always understood. Some citizens do not see 
health and humans services as connected to the entire community. This issue will require 
efforts from all levels of citizenry and government, not simply individual entities.

3. Reduce Barriers to Access.  Create additional vehicles through which individuals challenged 

Education:
 »Parenting education
 »Early childhood 
development and school 
readiness

 »Child care including after 
school care

 »Academic enrichment 
opportunities for K-12 
children

 »Workforce readiness for 
older teens and adults

 »Vocational training, 
technical training, and 
college opportunities for 
adults

Income and Self-sufficiency:
 »Financial literacy
 »Affordable housing and 
emergency shelter

 » Job training and 
placement, including on-
the-job training programs

 »Transportation assistance
 »Basic needs (help with 
rent, utilities, food, and 
clothing)

 »Hunger and food 
insecurity

 »Personal and 
neighborhood safety from 
crime and violence

Health:
 »Dental care, including 
services for adults

 »Mental health care
 »Substance abuse 
treatment

 »Prescription assistance
 »Specialty medical care 
including sex education

 »Vision care
 »Nutritional education and 
counseling targeting diet 
and disease

Less agreement exists among groups about how to target resources toward meeting these 
different categories of need. Clients, the persons living with the problems, prefer most 
resources to be aimed at programs that provide assistance with income and self-sufficiency 
needs, followed by education needs, and then health needs. 

There needs to be self-sufficiency, community 
service, and a sense of purpose instilled in the 
lives of all children, a passion for learning and the 
tangible possibility of a future they can believe in.

“

”
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4. Help nonprofits maximize dollars and increase funding. The critical nature of reduced 
funding for nonprofits (due to decreases in state and federal grants, funding from private 
foundations, and other funding sources) has left many with very limited resources, causing 
essential service providers to close or downsize initiatives and programs. The stress and 
amount of time devoted to searching for additional funding distracts from the work of 
nonprofit organizations and prevents them from spending their time providing services and 
looking for innovative, real solutions.

5. Promote awareness and visibility of programs. Programs and services from health and 
human service organizations need to be listed in the 2-1-1 database. Awareness of 2-1-1 
needs to be stressed within the entire nonprofit community, as well as direction on how to 
use 2-1-1. Awareness campaigns and training for use of this tool among nonprofits may be 
a means to this end.

6. Communicate. This assessment reveals that conversations between key stakeholders 
(business, education, health, and government leadership and organizations) working 
on key issues are needed. Engaging leaders from these organizations and nonprofits in 
periodic discussions should improve the outcomes for all.  Committing time and energy to 
this effort is essential to build trust. 

7. Increase Transparency and Consistency. As the community of Madison County grows, 
improving accountability and regular communication related to nonprofit work is critical.  
Encouraging stability among staff and leadership of nonprofits is also recommended so 
neither collaborative efforts nor individual work of such organizations suffers, and the 
community is clear about needs, including volunteer and giving opportunities.

8. Grow Diversity and Tolerance as the Community Grows. It is recommended that a larger 
portion of the community be engaged in the work of improving community conditions for all 
citizens.  Promoting more inclusiveness and tolerance is essential.

We need to investigate the very best and most 
effective strategies around the nation and not 
limit our thinking to how it has been done locally.

“
”

by barriers in information, 
transportation, and awareness of 
resources are better able to access 
essential services.
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 Next Steps

United Way of Madison County will, with community partners, continue to conduct research on 
the findings of the study where deeper evaluation is needed. Our organization will do so by 
convening key organizations 
and individuals in the 
community including 
collaborative partners, 
nonprofit organizations, 
volunteer impact teams, 
special ad hoc committees, 
and our Board of Directors 
to help move from 
identification to addressing 
and further prioritizing 
identified needs. A logical 
next step will also include 
a revision of United Way’s 
strategic plan. The Needs 
Assessment is just the 
beginning. We hope this 
report will serve in the 
following ways:

• Consolidate 
information regarding 
community needs 
and gaps that other 
health and human 
services organizations 
within Madison County may wish to use for internal planning, in grant writing, and in the 
development of sustainability plans for their programs

• Assist the work of the larger community of nonprofits in response to the identified needs;  
although raw data is not included in the public report, such data may be obtained by other 
organizations by contacting United Way of Madison County directly

• Guide others in the community (businesses, faith-based, civic organizations, etc.) who 
wish to collaborate with key nonprofits to achieve a greater social and philanthropic 
impact in Madison County

• Inform nonprofit Boards of Directors and key staff members of the needs within the 
community and the gaps in services that currently exist

• Provide data to inform nonprofit and local government/educational/health entities in their 
strategic planning processes

Further comments and recommendations that relate exclusively to United Way of Madison 
County’s internal operations will be shared directly with United Way’s Board of Directors.

The full report is available online at MadisonCountyCares.org for easy access. Additional 
supporting data is available by contacting United Way of Madison County’s Community Impact 
Director. 
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INTRODUCTION

United Way’s Mission & Vision
The purpose of United Way of Madison County is to help 
those least able to help themselves by uniting volunteers 
and resources in the community, and to solve community 
problems and address education, income, and health 
needs through our internal initiatives, programs, and 
Collaborative Partners. Our vision is for a stronger 
healthier Madison County, with more opportunities and 
fewer barriers/obstacles to success for individuals and 
families, where... 

...youth succeed in school and become 
productive members of the community.

...everyone is healthy.

...emergency needs of individuals and families 
are met.

...seniors and disabled adults maintain their 
independence and enjoy a good quality of life.

...individuals and families are economically 
stable.

“

”

Get to Know Madison County

Madison County consists of the cities of Huntsville and Madison Alabama, several smaller towns and 
municipalities, and all of the unincorporated areas of Madison County, Alabama. 

POPULATION
In 2012, Madison County geographic service areas were comprised of the City of Huntsville, with 
a population of 183,739 (97% urban and 3% rural), and second metropolitan area, the City of 
Madison,  with 44,979  people (100% urban)2.  It also included numerous small townships and 
unincorporated areas. 

The overall county population was 343,080 and the county covers a total area of 813 square miles3.  

Madison County is part of the greater Tennessee Valley Region, nestled between the Tennessee 
River and the Appalachian Mountains. The county is home to a large defense and aerospace sector, 
a major army installation in Redstone Arsenal and a major government presence with NASA in 
addition to a broad-based market of other industrial sectors. 

Cummings Research Park, situated primarily in Huntsville, houses one of the largest science and 
technology business parks in the world. Within the United States, it is second only to Research 

Triangle Park in the Raleigh/Durham area of 
North Carolina.
 
Health services include hospitals with the 
most advanced medical capability available 
within a 100 mile radius. Madison County 
is also home to a family practice residency 
training program through the University of 
Alabama/Birmingham School of Medicine. 
Several schools throughout Madison County 
are consistently ranked highly within the 
state. Madison County boasts two public 
universities:  the University of Alabama in 
Huntsville (a Tier-One research university) 
and Alabama A&M University, ranked  
among the top 20 Historically Black 
Colleges and Universities (HBCU) across the 
nation.

Section 2
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THE LOCAL NEED
Madison County (including its cities, towns, and outlying areas) is recognized 
nationally as a great place to live, work, and retire. Yet, like any community, even with 
these strengths, there are situations that prevent all citizens from enjoying a stable, 
self-sustaining lifestyle. Although the various sectors of business in the community 
support a strong economy compared to some other areas of the country, significant 
need still exists within segments of the population. Nearly 20% of children and 
over 6% of seniors are living in poverty, and Alabama is recognized as the seventh 
poorest state in the country.4

“The changing nature of concentrated poverty challenges our perceptions. It also makes it more 
challenging to reverse. The needs of rural and urban communities are very different, and it is 
more difficult to build and sustain the responsive economic base necessary for recovery.”

-Kristina Scott, Alabama Possible Executive Director (press release July 3, 2014)

This report gives Madison County a unique opportunity to increase understanding of the 
entire community and embrace neighbors, no matter where they live, no matter what their 
circumstances, with all its diversity, recognizing that when life is improved for the 
under-resourced and those who need a hand up, not a hand out, life improves for all. 

The future of Madison County truly rests with its citizens, their vitality, their productivity, and 
their generosity. The community has the opportunity to join together to find ways 
to positively and proactively address the most pressing challenges identified by 
this report, and those that will arise in the future, to create a clear vision for a 
brighter future that improves life for everyone. 

A Strategic Approach

The intentional work before our community, driven 
from the findings of this needs assessment, supports 
a shared community vision where everyone is healthy, 
youth succeed in school and become productive 
members of the community, individuals and families 
are economically stable, seniors and disabled adults 
maintain their independent and quality lifestyle, and 
emergency needs of individuals and families are 
met.  United Way of Madison County encourages 
all those providing assistance within the area of 
health and human services to work together and 
communicate, so the community can address 
citizens’ most pressing needs and those who 
need support will be in a position to receive it.

Although this report primarily focuses on the key areas of education, income, 
and health, needs beyond those areas have been noted and will be shared with 
appropriate parties.  In some cases, recommendations (provided in detail in the 
Executive Summary and later in this report) go beyond the scope of any one entity and will 
require a larger collaborative effort to truly solve the issue.

United Way of Madison County, in its role as a key financial, technical, and collaborative partner 
provides support within three broad programmatic areas of service: health, education, and 
income as follows on page 7.
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EDUCATIoN
 »Children enter school 
developmentally ready 
to succeed – physically, 
socially, emotionally, and 
cognitively.

 »Students are safe 
and secure, and have 
responsible, caring adults 
in their lives.

 »Students grow, develop, 
and help others through 
opportunities for 
community service.

 »Students succeed 
academically in school 
and graduate from high 
school.

 »Students have the 
necessary skills to 
successfully transition to 
work, college, military, 
and/or skilled trades.

INCoME
 » Individuals and families 
know and access 
emergency economic 
resources.

 »Families have access 
to affordable daycare 
(children, disabled, and 
seniors).

 » Individuals and families 
have access to resources 
to acquire skills to 
become economically self-
sufficient.

 » Individuals and 
families have access to 
transportation to maintain 
economic self-sufficiency.

 » Individuals and families 
have access to emergency 
services and/or 
transitional housing.

HEALTH
 » Individuals develop 
healthy physical and 
behavioral lifetime habits.

 »Children have a healthy 
start in life.

 »Children, youth, and 
adults have access 
to primary (both 
preventative and 
maintenance) dental care.

 »Seniors and disabled 
adults maintain an 
independent and healthy 
quality of life.

As our community moves forward, the results of this report will serve as a compass for all.

Connecting Foundational Work with the Future 

The 2014 Community Needs Assessment will support United Way’s mission by helping to 
determine the most critical needs of the residents of Madison County and by providing 
information to the community and health and human services partners to help identify the most 
significant, effective channels to address these needs. 

United Way of Madison County engaged Premier Evaluations, Inc. to develop and conduct 
the 2014 Needs Assessment Evaluation using a collaborative evaluation framework. Such an 
approach, including collaborative appraisals throughout all phases of the evaluation process, 
gives the community a greater strength in moving forward. To accomplish this, Premier 
Evaluations in conjuction with United Way leadership, staff, and volunteers designed and 
implemented a multi-faceted evaluation created to examine, inform, and guide the community’s 
work specifically in the areas of education, income, and health, with opportunities to capture 
the community’s perception 
on additional needs.  All of 
this work combined to produce 
this document with the 
intent of informing the larger 
community.
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METhODOLOGy

Section 3

The Needs Assessment plan 
used a mixed methods approach 
incorporating surveys, focus 
groups, and secondary data. Input 
was solicited from multiple groups 
of people who live and work in 
Madison County as follows: 

• those who receive services
• those who provide services
• community stakeholders 

representing businesses, 
educational organizations, 
and government agencies

• the public

Develop a Needs Assessment Plan

Synthesize Results for Reporting
                            Key Community Needs

Create Survey and Focus 
             Group Instruments

Collect & Analyze Data

Fig. 3.1

Needs
& Gaps

Identified

Review of
Prior Needs

Assessments

Community 
Level Data 
on Social, 

Economic, and
Health Factors

Surveys of
Providers,

Clients, other
Stakeholders

Focus Groups
with

Community
Experts

Fig. 3.2

The Needs Assessment Plan

1. a review of previous community needs assessments

2. an analysis of population-based and community level data from secondary and archival 
sources

3. surveys of local human service organizations (for profit and nonprofit), clients of local 
human service organizations, major stakeholders from among the professionals in 
education, business, and health in our community, and the general public

4. focus groups with 
community experts 
including human services 
providers, clients of local 
human services agencies, 
and major community 
stakeholders in education, 
business and health
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Data Collection: Surveys

Four broad groups were identified as critical sources of input as follows: 
• clients of human service agencies
• providers of health and human services
• leaders in business, education and government
• the general public

Different surveys were designed specifically for each of these key community groups (survey 
instruments are provided in Appendix A). Release of each survey was strategically planned to 
assure the targeted population was reached (detailed tables of survey responses are provided 
in Appendix B). A total of 981 surveys were completed as part of this initial phase of inquiry.

The Client Survey was developed to determine needs among clients of organizations that 
provide human services within the scope of health, education, or income. The Client Survey 
was distributed online. In addition, a paper/pencil format  was provided to collaborating 
organizations offering services throughout the Madison County area (20 organizations assisted 
in this effort). 

An instruction sheet accompanied each survey explaining its purpose and inviting clients 
to participate, and all client survey data remained anonymous. In addition, all nonprofit 
organizations listed in the 2-1-1 directory and in the Volunteer Center of Madison County 
database were invited to distribute online survey links among their clients. The Client Survey 
remained open for one month. A total of 230 were returned. 

To encourage  participation in the survey process by clients and those in need, an incentive 
– the opportunity to participate in a drawing for a VISA gift card – was offered. Respondents 
completing a survey were asked if they wish to participate. Those who did were asked to 
complete a separate form with their preferred contact information. To assure anonymity of 
Client Survey responses, information on the Contact Information Form for the gift card drawing 
was not combined or stored with any data gathered from the Client Survey. 

The Service Provider Survey was developed to determine community needs from the 
perspective of service providers. This survey was distributed via email to all United Way 
funded partner programs in Madison County, as well as a list of nearly 300 other organizations 
that serve Madison County (listed in the 2-1-1 directory, in the Volunteer Center of Madison 
County database, or in the Huntsville/Madison County Public Library’s database of nonprofit 
organizations).  In addition, participants at the Community Foundation’s Nonprofit University 
were invited if not already involved through the above-mentioned sources.

Providers were able to complete the survey online. Because the Service Provider Survey was 
emailed to participants, responses to the survey were confidential rather than anonymous.  
Some organizations were small and had only a single respondent, for example, an executive 
director. Others were large enough to offer multiple client programs and thus have multiple 
provider respondents, for example. organizations such as the National Children’s Advocacy 
Center or the Alabama Department of Human Resources offer services that span education, 
awareness, prevention, and treatment programs. A total of 163 responses were recorded for 
this version of the survey.

A Community Stakeholder Survey was developed to solicit information on community needs 
from the perspective of larger stakeholder groups in health, education, government, and 
business industries. A web link to this Stakeholder Survey was distributed via email to targeted 
professionals including senior level health administrators, senior level education professionals, 
selected business contacts, and elected officials.

Health administrators included in the stakeholder list represented senior management of 
hospitals, clinics, and other health care facilities operating in Madison County. Education 
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professionals included lead teachers, counselors, principals, central office staff, and 
superintendents of school systems, public and private, throughout Madison County. Business 
contacts were developed from listings that included Human Resource professionals and 
executives representing the leadership of numerous corporations and business of various sizes 
across Madison County. 

Email invitations to participate in the survey were sent to targeted lists of professionals who 
then had the opportunity to distribute the email and web links to other professionals within 
their organization who met stakeholder survey criteria. Respondents were able to complete the 
survey online. Because both email links and web links were provided for respondents to enter 
this survey, stakeholder responses to the survey were anonymous. Ultimately, 138 stakeholder 
surveys were received.
  
Finally, a survey of the General Public was administered electronically. This survey was 
disseminated through several outlets including United Way of Madison County’s website, 
Facebook page, Twitter account, and email distribution lists. United Way partner organizations 
were also recruited to share the survey through their webpages, social media sites, and email 
distribution lists. This survey of the general public targeted a convenience sample of people 
who live and/or work in Madison County. A total of 450 respondents completed a General Public 
survey.

All totaled, 981 surveys were completed as part of this initial phase of inquiry.

Data Collection: Focus Groups

Ten focus groups were held to solicit information on community needs. Four groups targeted 
clients of health and human service provider organizations, three groups targeted service 
providers themselves, and three groups targeted professionals from larger health, education, 
and business entities as well as government leadership. 
 
Focus group training materials were developed, with insight from the team of experienced 
facilitators, and included discussion guides tailored for each type of focus group participant. 
Two planning/training sessions were held to familiarize volunteer facilitators, scribes, and 
hosts/hostesses with their roles and the focus group discussion guide, as well as locations and 
site requirements for each group.
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Who We Heard From

Clients who completed a survey were primarily female (78.8%), 47.0% Caucasian and 46.6% 
African American, and most were between the ages of 19-49 (70.8%). The average number of 
people per household was three. Respondents reported having children in the home as follows: 
under 5 years old (41%), between 6-12 years old (43%), and/or teens 13-18 years old (27.7%). 
Nearly half of client respondents (48.8%) rent their homes and another third (34.4%) reported 
owning their homes. Almost 7% reported being homeless. 

In the workplace, clients most frequently reported being employed full-time (35.8%) with 
another quarter of the sample reporting that they were unemployed but looking for a job 
(25.2%). A sizeable number of respondents reported being retired (16.1%). Two-thirds of the 
sample (67.0%) reported household income of less than $25,000 annually, although more than 
15% reported household income in excess of $50,000.

Educationally, the client sample mirrors Madison County in that the most commonly reported 
educational attainment was two or more years of college (24.9%). Another one in five 
respondents (21.2%) reported having less than a high school education. 

Focus group sessions were designed to last approximately 75-90 minutes. Discussion was 
centered around five sets of questions addressing the following:

1. The identification of top community concerns

2. The identification of needs and gaps in services as well as community strengths to 
leverage

3. Understanding specific needs in the areas of education, income, and health

4. Eliciting areas of emerging need

5. Gathering further suggestions and observations regarding United Way’s work in the 
community

In addition to the facilitators of focus groups, a scribe supported the facilitator by documenting 
key points made during the focus groups. Two to three additional individuals took copious 
notes as “behind the scenes” listeners, so all comments and facets from all participants were 
captured and retained for a content analysis. Focus group comments were transcribed and 
coded for content. Key word transcripts are provided in Appendix C.

Overall, 90 people attended the focus groups: 40 attended the client groups, 30 attended the 
provider groups, and 20 attended the community stakeholder groups.
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In the client focus groups, attendees were primarily African-American (85%) and female 
(94.9%). A large number were educated with 45% reporting some college or a college degree, 
and another 35% reporting a high school diploma or GED. Members of this group were also 
generally poor. Almost four out of five reported having a household income of less than $20,000 
annually.

Providers who responded to the survey represented primarily private nonprofit organizations 
(91.2%) providing health and human services. The rest identified as being affiliated with 
a government organization involved in this type of work. Most respondents were highly 
experienced with 68.8% reporting that they have worked more than 10 years in their field. Well 
over half (56.6%) of the respondents had graduate or advanced degrees, and another 41% 
reported having at least a two or four year degree. Providers who completed the survey were 
generally in program management positions (44.2%) or held executive leadership roles (45.2%) 
within their organizations.

Persons attending the provider focus groups were predominately female (86.7%) and Caucasian 
(70%). This group was evenly split between those with four-year college degrees (48.3%) and 
those with graduate degrees (48.3%). Annual household income was also evenly split between 
those reporting income of $30,000 - $75,000 annually (44.8%) and those reporting income 
greater than $75,000 annually (44.8%).

Community stakeholders who completed a survey were professionals from education (45.2%), 
business (37.9%), government (8.9%), and health (8.1%). This group was highly educated 
with an overwhelming majority (70.2%) holding a graduate or advanced degree. They were 
also highly experienced with most (75.6%) reporting more than 10 years of experience in their 
field. These respondents typically held positions of great responsibility in their fields: the most 
commonly reported jobs were CEO or executive management (38.5%), other management or 
supervisory positions (22.9%), counselors (17.7%), and educational leadership positions 
(14.6%).

Invitees who attended the community stakeholder focus groups were evenly split between 
males and females. Most attendees to this group were African-American (50%) or Caucasian 
(45%), although a few Hispanic persons were represented (5%). The majority held graduate 
degrees (65%) and fully half (50%) of the members of these groups reported annual household 
income in excess of $100,000.

Among respondents to the general public survey, about half (49.6%) reported living in 
Huntsville with the rest living in another township or in an unincorporated area within the 
County. These respondents were most commonly Caucasian (77.0%), female (68.8%), and 
had children in the home. Most commonly, respondents reported having children 6-12 years 
old (35%), but sizeable numbers reported having teens 13-18 years old in the home (16.6%), 
seniors in the home (13.7%), or young children 0-5 years old in the home (11.4%). 

This group reported a high level of education: 37% reported holding a graduate degree and 
48.3% reported having a two or four year degree. Nearly one-quarter of this sample reported 
annual household income in excess of $125,000. Another 29.5% reported household income 
between $75,000 and $125,000. About 40% reported an annual household income between 
$25,000 and $75,000. Only 6.3% reported an income less than $25,000.

Members of the general public who completed a survey also tended to be those who volunteer 
within the community. Almost four out of five respondents (78.1%) reported volunteering, either 
with a nonprofit organization (72.4%), a religious organization (56.9%), a school (38.1%), or a 
community group (33.2%).
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KEy FINDINGS

Section 4

4.1 Madison County: Who We Are
Madison County is Alabama’s third most populated county with a per capita income second only to Shelby 
County. In 2012, there were over 135,000 households, 64.5% of which represented families. The average 
household size during that same time was between 2 and 3 individuals. The median age was 37.9 years.5

Although Madison County has plenty of young families, there are also grandparents raising grandchildren (over 
4,500). Over 90,000 children are enrolled in school, with a third of those students representing young people 
in college or graduate school.6

Eighty-five percent of our residents have been living in the same home for at least one year, and just over 70% 
of them are homeowners. Seven percent of our residents were born in another country, and the most prevalent 
language spoken in homes other than English is Spanish.7

Most industries are in the Services sector (40.7%), retail trade (21.0%), and manufacturing (14.1%).8 The top 
five employers in the county are Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville Hospital, NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center, 
Huntsville City Schools, and The Boeing Corporation.9
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U.S. CENSUS DEMOGRAPhICS: Madison County, Alabama
 2010 &       2012 - American Community Survey Estimates

Table  4.1

Racea
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233,774
(69.6%)

80,207
(23.9%)

8,147
(2.4%)

15,543
(4.6%)

237,507
(69.2%)

84,100
(24.5%)

7,601
(2.2%)

16,081
(4.7%)

Agef

under 5 5-19 20-44 45-64 65+

21,082 68,590 113,405 91,851 41,060

20,463 67,979 114,403 95,635 44,600

Household Incomed

<$14,999 $15,000-$34,999 $35,000-$74,000 >$75,000

7,519 (13.5%) 26,645 (20.6%) 38,151 (29.5%) 47,052 (36.4%)

17,758 (13.1%) 24,288 (17.9%) 41,743 (30.8%) 51,661 (38.1%)

Ethnicityb

H
is

pa
ni

c

N
on

-
H

is
pa

ni
c

15,543
(4.6%)

320,445
(95.3%)

16,081
(4.7%)

326,999
(95.3%)

Genderc

M
al

e

Fe
m

al
e

165,493
(49.3%)

170,495
(50.7%)

168,763
(49.2%)

174,317
(50.8%)

Educational Attainmente 
(25 years and older)

Less than HS
High School or 

GED
Some College 4-year College+

12.2% 22.0% 29.0% 37.0%

9.0% 21.0% 30.0% 41.0%

NOTES: 35,591 veterans living in Madison County in 2010g, 35,266 veterans in 2012h ; 
number of households in 2010: 129,367, in 2012: 135,450i

4.2 Education Needs
Clients reported needing but being unable to afford or access the following:

• K-12 afterschool care (12.4%) 
• Child care for children 0-5 (12.3%)
• K-12 summer enrichment (8.9%) 

Adult education was noted frequently as a need; clients wanted, but could not afford, to avail 
themselves of additional training through college and technical school programs.

Providers were asked about the types of programs they offered and most commonly reported 
their agencies offered programs for children that target the following:

• Early childhood development (35.6%)
• K-12 student support (34.1%)
• K-12 summer enrichment (28.8%)
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Programs for adults typically targeted workforce readiness training (32.6%) or provided 
independent living supports (26.5%). Provider organizations also reported offering education 
regarding health concerns (38.6%).

Community stakeholders, service providers, and the public were asked how much of a problem 
various education issues were in the community. Response percentages were rank-ordered to 
compare how these issues were viewed in these three groups. Rankings of the problem areas 
are shown below. 

Education Issue
Stakeholder 

Ranking
Provider 
Ranking

Public 
Ranking

Adequate parenting skills 1 1 3

Affordable before and after school 
childcare

3 3 2

Affordable preschool programs 4 4 4

High school drop out rate 2 2 1

Lack of educational opportunities for 
people 25 and older

6 6 6

Lack of educational services for children 
with special needs

5 5 5

Ranking: 1 = most important

Table 4.2

Statements of targeted goals within the focus area of education were offered to community 
stakeholders and members of the public who were surveyed. Each group was asked to rank the 
importance of those goals for Madison County. Rankings are provided below.

Education Goals
Stakeholder 

Ranking
Public 

Ranking

Students enter school ready to succeed. 3 3

Students have responsible, caring adults (parents, 
educators, mentors, and caregivers) in their lives.

2 5

Students learn to help others through community service. 5 1

Youth succeed in school and make good grades. 4 2

Students have the necessary skills to successfully transition 
to work, college, military service, or skilled trade.

1 4

Ranking: 1 = most important

Table 4.3
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ARMT** Scaled Scores by School District
**Alabama Reading & 

Math Test
ARMT-4
Reading

ARMT-4
Math

ARMT-8
Reading

ARMT-8
Math

Huntsville City Schoolsq
88.39% 89.11% 79.03% 78.09%

88.89% 78.16% 79.42% 73.61%

Madison City Schoolsr
96.41% 92.68% 94.42% 95.46%

96.26% 94.41% 92.01% 89.19%

Madison County Schoolss
93.98% 88.9% 89.28% 88.08%

93.41% 87.24% 90.33% 86.63%

EDUCATION INDICATORS: Madison County, Alabama
 2012* &                  2013* - AL Dept. of Education Accountability Reporting System

Table  4.4

Graduation / Alabama High School 
Graduation Exam (AHSGE)

High School 
Graduation 
Rate (4-year 

cohort)j

AHSGE Mathk AHSGE 
Readingl

HSV 77.0%
M Cit. 91.0%
M Co. 76.0%

HSV 83.6%
M Cit. 95.5%
M Co. 89.9%

HSV 84.6%
M Cit. 93.3%
M Co. 88.3 %

HSV 80.0%
M Cit. 97.0%
M Co. 86.0%

HSV 85.7%
M Cit. 94.9%
M Co. 89.2%

HSV 85.7%
M Cit. 95.5%
M Co. 87.5%

School Readiness

Number of 
3 & 4 Year 

oldsm

Total 
Childcare 
Providers 

(licensed & 
exempt)n

Number of 
Children in 
Head Starto

Number of 
Children in 
3-5 yr old 
Programs 
in Public 
Schoolsp

7,608
(2000)

214
554

(2012-2013)
575

(combined)

8,317
(2012)

205
270

(2013-2014)
1576

(combined)

NOTES: Countywide 1st Grade Retention Ratet - 3.8% in 2011, *unless otherwise noted

4.3 Income and Self-Sufficiency Needs
Clients reported needing but not finding the following services readily available or affordable:

• Affordable housing (13.8%)
• Help with housing applications (12.7%)
• Job certification programs (10.8%)
• Free or low-cost legal help (10.7%)
• On the job training (10.2%)
• Financial literacy programs (10.2%)
• Emergency needs assistance (10.2%)

Meeting basic needs is a problem for many clients. Fully 15% of clients reported spending more 
than half of their monthly income on housing, while one in eight reported spending more than 
half of their monthly income on food. 

Living without is a reality for vast numbers of clients. The largest source of income support 
reported by clients is through food stamps (77%), and approximately one in five clients report-
ed that their largest source of income was from Social Security (22%) or from disability/SSI 
payments (19.5%). Nearly 54% of clients reported having no savings account.
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Income/Self-Sufficiency Issue
Stakeholder 

Ranking
Provider 
Ranking

Public 
Ranking

Availability of safe, affordable housing 11 3 7

Availability of housing for senior citizens 
or disabled adults

7 8 12

Emergency housing 6 5 8

Homelessness 4 7 5

Lack of utilities assistance 14 4 9

Lack of assistance in preparing for home 
ownership

12 14 15

Children living in poverty 1 1 1

Food insecurity 2 6 10

Public transportation 3 2 4

Lack of free or reduced rate legal aid 16 12 14

Availability of veterans’ assistance (PTSD, 
housing, healthcare, workforce re-entry)

8 13 6

Lack of workforce re-entry opportunities 
for retirees

15 15 13

Workforce entry or re-entry for people 
with disabilities

10 11 11

Crimes against persons or property 9 9 2

Juvenile delinquency 5 10 3

Human trafficking 13 16 n/a

Ranking: 1 = most important

Table 4.5

Providers reported that their programs most commonly address the following needs:

• Basic needs help with rent, utilities, food, clothing (56.8%)
• Financial literacy (31.5%)
• Help with locating affordable housing (31.5%)
• Job training (29.7%)
• Job placement (27.0%)
• Assistance with applications for income support programs (27.0%)

Community stakeholders, service providers, and the public were asked how much of a problem 
various self-sufficiency issues were in the community. Response percentages were rank-ordered 
to compare how these issues were viewed by these three groups. Rankings of the problem areas 
are given below.
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Income

Median 
Household 

Incomeu

Mean 
Household 

Incomev

Mean Social 
Security 
Incomew

Mean 
Retirement 

Incomex

Mean SSI 
Incomey

Median 
Earnings (full 
time males)z

Median 
Earnings (full 

time 
females)aa

$54,444 $75,225 $16,216 $29,113 $9,086 $51,945 $35,393

$56,839 $74,355 $16,739 $28,266 $8,332 $52,495 $40,133

INCOME & POVERTy INDICATORS: Madison County, Alabama
 2011,   2012, &    2013 - US Census & America Community Survey

 Table  4.6

Employmentad

Civilian Labor Force 
16 years and older

Unemployment 
Rate

(2.2% in 2007)

179,485 7.2%*

177,942 6.0%*

8.8% in 2013**

Persons in Poverty by Ageac

0-5 5-17 18-64 65+

24.3% 19.5% 12.9% 6.6%

20.8% 13.7% 12.3% 6.1%

NOTES: 

*highest among 16-24 yr. 
olds, over 50% of whom 
are unemployed

**6.3% as of June 2014

***68% residences heated 
with electricity; 25.65% 
with utility gas

****38% utilities, 16% 
housing

Basic Needs Assistance Requests to 2-1-1ab

Housing & 
Utilities

Food Clothing

Legal, 
Consumer, 

& Public 
Safety 

Services

Medical 
& Dental 

Care

44.0% 9.6% 2.5% 2.9% 4.3%

42.5%*** 11.1% 2.9% 3.1% 7.7%

54.0%**** 10.0% 3.0% 3.0% 7.0%

The majority of Madison County citizens don’t realize 
that there are needs in our community, individuals 
living in poverty & without basic needs.

“
”
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Individuals Experiencing 
Food Insecurityae

2011 2012

15.0% 
(49,430 

individuals)

14.7%
(49,090 

individuals)

Grandparents Raising 
Grandchildrenaf

2012

3.0% (4,588)

Disabled 
Individualsag

2012 
Adults

2012 
Children

10.4% 3.9%

Abuse / Neglect 
Reportsah

2009-
2011 

Children

2010-
2012 

Adults

17.2 per 
1,000

(2,738)

17.2 per 
10,000
(439)

Hunger & Food Insecurity
Free or 

Reduced 
School 
Lunch

(2013)am

SNAP**
(2014)an

WIC**
(2014)ao

Meals on 
Wheels
(2013)ap

HSV City
51.0%

Mad Co
20.5%

Mad City
36.7%

12.4%

17,800 
house-
holds*

7018

7,032 in 
2013

7049 in 
2012

1200
(over 

120,000 
meals 

served)

Housing
Median Gross 
Rent (2010)ai

HHA** Wait 
List (2014)aj

Shelter Bed 
(2014)al

Homeless
(2014)aj

$693 5,000+ 795 693

Transportation (2012)
Public 

Transitaq

Uses Public 
Transitar

Walk to 
Workas

Mean Commute 
to Workat

47.6% of 
jobs greater 
than .5 mile 
from transit 

services

64.4% of 
homes greater 

than .5 mile 
from transit 

service

0.4% of 
population 
uses public 

transportation 
(.25% of 
working 

population 
uses public 

transit) 

1.4% 
(2011)

1.2% 
(2012)

20 minutes

BASIC NEEDS & OThER KEy INDICATORS: Madison County, Alabama
 Table  4.7

NOTES: 

*45% of which are under 17 years of age

**Supplemental Nutrition Assistance 
Program (SNAP), Women, Infants, and 
Children (WIC), Huntsville Housing 
Authority (HHA)

Transportation to work becomes a bigger and 
bigger issue as we continue to spread out.“

”
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Top 10 Stressors
% of Clients 
Reporting

Transportation 43.9%

Work stress 40.2%

Job loss 35.6%

Mental illness or depression 31.8%

Physical disability 22.7%

Bullying 21.2%

Mental disability 21.2%

Learning problems 19.7%

Housing instability 17.4%

Homelessness 17.4%

Table 4.8

Clients lacked routine and affordable access to multiple health care services. Not surprisingly, 
over half (56%) rated their own health as average or worse.

Substantial numbers of clients reported the following types of problems in accessing adequate 
health care:

• 40% have no health insurance
• 61.5% lack dental insurance
• 57% lack prescription drug coverage
• 43% do not have a primary care provider
• 68% lack access to physician specialists
• 59% do not have a regular dentist
• 62% are lacking access to vision care
• 46% report that they lack the transportation to get to needed medical services

Predictably, given the lack of access to other health care avenues, nearly three in ten clients 
(28.9%) report seeking routine medical care through the hospital emergency room. Another 
11.2% of clients report receiving routine medical care through the Community Free Clinic.

The most frequently reported unmet health needs that clients report for themselves or someone 
in their family are adult dental care (54.7%), vision care (54.7%), prescription medicines 
(23.3%), and mental health care (29.1%). 

Providers reported that their agencies most commonly offered health fairs (39.2%), mental 
health care (39.2%), nutritional counseling (35.3%), medical devices or adaptive equipment 
(21.6%), and special needs therapies (28.4%). Few providers reported offering dental care 

(15.7% could provide for children’s dental 
needs, but only 9.8% could help with 
adults), prescription drug assistance 
(11.8%), vision care (19.6%), or substance 
abuse treatment (11.8%).

Clients were provided a list of stressors 
and asked which they or someone in their 
home had experienced in the previous 12 
months and which one stressor was the 
most difficult to find help to deal with. The 
top 10 stressors that clients reported are 
shown at left. Clients reported that job loss 
was the hardest stressor to find help with 
(20.2%), with transportation problems a 
close second (17.5%). 

Providers were asked what one stressor 
was most difficult for their clients to find 
help with. While clients had reported 
job loss as the number one stressor, 
only 5.8% of providers agreed. Providers 
reported financial stress or budgeting as 
the top problem (13.9%). Transportation 
was reported as the second problem of 
most concern (9.5%).

4.4 health Needs
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hEALTh INDICATORS: Madison County, Alabama
 2010 &     2011, unless otherwise indicated

 Table  4.9

NOTES: *7.1 per 1,000 births in 2012, **rate per 100,000, ***Congestive Heart Failure

We cannot ignore these 
mental health problems 
with our young people.  
These issues impact every 
experience they have, 
making relationships and 
education a challenge, 
and the problems snowball 
leading to poor school 
performance, poor social 
skills, poor interpersonal 
relationships, job loss, 
underemployment, broken 
homes, and so much more. 
...if we ignore our children, 
we cannot expect to have a 
healthy, vibrant community.

“

”
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4.5 Community Quality Improvement
The greatest value of this report will be in how our community responds to its findings and how 
we work collectively to improve conditions for all.

Facilitators listened intently to the conversations, and to the information shared, as it relates to 
the needs of our community. United Way of Madison County commits to using this information 
as new processes are created, goals are set, and plans are strategically implemented, as well as 
sharing this input as a means to allowing the larger community to hear those voices.

Learning about Needs & Gaps

This report sought to understand needs in a variety of ways. One was to learn which needs are 
at risk of not being met or which services may be lost to the community as a result of provider 
decisions to discontinue or scale back programs. Most service providers (87.0%) reported that 
they had not discontinued any services in the previous 12 months. Those who did had done 
so primarily due to funding cuts (66.7%). Services that have been lost or reduced addressed 
a wide range of needs from autism screenings to domestic violence victim safety, funeral 
assistance to foster care, preschool programs to respite care, and emergency basic needs to 
vision care and health care treatment beds.

Another way in which this report sought to understand the needs and gaps in the community 
was through barriers to services. Service providers were asked to help the community 
understand, based on the experiences their organizations had with their own clients, the 
biggest challenges or obstacles clients encountered when seeking health and human services. 

Providers indicated that the lack of awareness about programs available in the community 
(78.5%) and lack of transportation to access those programs (74.8%) were the two most 
common challenges. These challenges were followed in frequency of mention by problems 
of affordability of services (53.3%) and the capacity constraints of the providers themselves 
(35.6%). The obstacles identified by providers were consistent with stories related by clients 
in the focus groups. Clients routinely mentioned not knowing enough about programs, being 
unable to afford services, lacking transportation to services and to jobs, and encountering 
long waiting lists to receive certain types of services, particularly in the areas of housing and 
assistance with basic needs.

A third way of understanding needs and gaps was through asking service providers to tell about 
changes in demand for their services across developmental groups, subpopulations of the 
community, and types of programs. Providers reported that they were seeing an increased need 
for services among low-income families (60.3%), among persons with mental illnesses (49.1%), 
among mature adults (44.4%), and adults (41.7%) in general. 

Types of services reported as experiencing increased demand were those addressing basic 
needs for emergency food/shelter/clothing (41.0%), and assistance with mortgage/rent/
utilities help (37.1%). 

Certain types of services tended not to be offered by most of the service providers who 
responded to the survey or attended a focus group. Those that service providers generally were 
unaware of in the community included credit counseling (90.1% of those commenting), tax 
preparation assistance (94.9%), housing assistance (80.8%), legal services (94.1%), substance 
abuse services (86.4%), and child care (80.3%).

Finally, survey respondents were asked to tell us about their priorities for funding the 
programmatic areas of education, income, and health. To do so, they were tasked with 
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distributing a fictitious gift of funds. Service providers and community stakeholders were asked 
to make their allocation using a fictitious amount of $100,000. The public was tasked similarly 
with distributing $10,000. 

The distribution pattern for allocating the funds is considered as a reflection of the average 
priorities assigned to three typical core focus areas. As shown below,  service providers split 
their funding fairly equally across the three areas. Community stakeholders, however, made 
an allocation of their funds with the greatest amount devoted to education while programs 
addressing income needs were allocated far fewer dollars. 
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In the funding allocation task asked of the public, a third distribution pattern was identified. 
Specifically, respondents to the public survey prioritized giving a greater amount to income 
programs, followed by education programs, and then health.
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Hearing All Perspectives

The conversations that occured in focus groups, and the stories shared in those groups, 
provided greater insight into how individuals in the Madison County community perceive and 
experience the delivery of health and human services locally. 

Clients most frequently discussed education, healthcare, and job concerns, however, issues 
related to income, transportation, and housing arose with regularity. Clients in the focus groups 
noted that they need more educational programs (parenting, consumer finance, and literacy). 
They also asked for programs to help meet their own needs in skills training and workforce 
development and for programs in STEM/STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, [Art,] 
and Math) to help make sure that their children could be competitive in the workplace upon 
graduation. 

“Clients’ Key Words from Discussion”                                                                Fig.4.12

Many also noted that there is little help available to those who are transitioning back into 
society from jails or prison: they related the immense difficulties for those populations in 
finding housing, gaining entry to job training programs, or accessing other services that assist 

In the area of healthcare, clients 
shared their concerns about the 

lack of affordable and accessible care. 
They shared frustrations in finding specific 

types of care to meet needs for dental care, 
vision care, mental health treatments, substance 
abuse treatments, nutrition and hunger programs, 
and for help in caring for aging parents. 

In discussing employment needs, clients noted their 
need for more training programs with resources to 
target improving their pre-employment skills, “soft 
skills” (defined as interview preparation, proper 
business etiquette, and skills for dealing with the 
public), and computer skills. They noted that without 
basic computer skills it is hard to apply for jobs 
or other employment-related assistance since the 
applications frequently are completed online. 
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with reintegration once they have a criminal record. 

Throughout their discussions, the theme of transportation issues recurred. Many in the client 
groups indicated they lack reliable transportation and are unable to reach jobs because public 
transit does not offer adequate routes, hours, or area coverage. They also discussed the ways in 
which inadequate transportation prevents those at lower income levels from accessing health 
care and keeps them stranded in nutritionally bankrupt “food deserts” where grocery stores or 
other sources for fresh food are scarce or nonexistent. 

Another recurrent theme arose in many of their discussions which related to neighborhood 
safety and the need for more policing so people can feel safe. They also spoke of two different 
communities: a world of “haves” and “have not’s” where the “have not’s” struggle with basic 
decisions such as whether to pay for food or medicine, whether to take a job that will not pay 
enough to make the bills but will pay enough to disqualify them from an assistance program, 
whether to allow their children to walk to a library or community center to access the internet for 
online homework but potentially be faced with crime or an unsafe environment.

“Service Providers’ Key Words from Discussion”                                       Fig. 4.13
Service 
providers 
shared 
concerns with 
clients about 
community 
needs in 
the areas of 
education, 
self-
sufficiency/ 
income, and 
transportat-
ion. They also 
expressed 
a great deal 
of concern 

about hunger 
and crime/safety 

issues. Providers 
wanted to see more 

emphasis on parenting 
education and sex education. 

They were uneasy with the 
idea that “too many children are 

having children” and stated that we, 
as a community, need to do a better job of helping 

parents to care for their children. Providers noted 
that the need for more caregiving resources and 
training is not limited strictly to those caring for 
young children, but also those who are caregivers for 
the disabled and the elderly.

Education for greater workforce readiness among 
both high school and college graduates was another 
area of need identified by providers. They noted that 
the ability to access educational programs was more 

difficult for some segments of the community, in particular, the providers discussed the need for 
better ways to reach 1) the Hispanic student population, 2) non-English speakers, and 
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3) high school graduates entering the workforce who need better vocational and technical skills 
training.

As service providers discussed the need to create more opportunities for skills training to help 
people avoid or move out of poverty, their conversations turned to ways in which educational 
needs intersect with problems clients encounter in becoming self-sufficient. They noted the 
need for a greater inventory of affordable housing and child care choices to help move people 
out of the ranks of the poor.

Providers were quick to comment that many of the working poor they serve made too much 
money to qualify for certain assistance programs that could help them become more self-
sufficient; these clients continually lived paycheck to paycheck just a single incident away from 
financial collapse. Transportation was recognized as a major source of stress for clients served 
by local nonprofits. Public transit routes and schedules are limited and inadequate to help low 
wage workers get to jobs, especially if the jobs are far from affordable housing or workers are 
scheduled during off-peak hours such as second or third shifts. Many of their clients take a 
bus as far as possible and then must rely on paying additional cab fare to take them the rest of 
the way. They saw this creating a cycle in which clients are constantly pitting one need against 
another.

We need people coming 
together as one community.“

”
Providers named health care needs as another of their 
top areas of concern. They saw numerous barriers to 
accessible and affordable health care, dental care, and 
mental health care services. Some providers observed that many people “fell through the 
cracks” in the health care system, even if insured, because the high cost of insurance coverage 
often left little money to cover copays and deductible costs. They also expressed concern over 
the ways in which insurance coverage for mental health care and substance abuse treatment 
is excluded or minimized in health care policies, noting that even those with insurance cannot 
find realistic or meaningful options to receive treatment for their problems.

Finally, providers mentioned their perceptions that despite the affluence in Madison County, 
there is not enough money going to social services to fund what is needed. They shared a 
common perception that many agencies have to close good programs and that their staffs are 
required to spend far too much time applying for grants to keep their doors open and far too 
little time developing real solutions for clients. They saw United Way as a resource that could 
help reduce duplication of programs and efforts, support fundraising to increase the capacity 
of programs to extend services, and build coalitions among agencies working on intersecting 
problems. 

Community stakeholders representing business, education, and health, as well as local 
government officials, were invited to talk about their perspectives on the needs of Madison 
County’s citizens. Members of these groups identified numerous issues dealing with education, 
transportation, and self-sufficiency as primary areas of need. They were also quick to point to 
needs and concerns with respect to health and hunger.

Stakeholders talked about meeting needs for traditional types of educational programming 
in early childhood development and school readiness, but they also talked about the lack of 
services that meet less traditional areas of educational training needs such as the shortage of 
offerings for lifelong learning programs, adult literacy programs, financial literacy, soft skills for 
job readiness, leadership skills, and civic responsibility.

Members of the community stakeholder groups recognized that the ability of the community to 
successfully meet needs regarding education issues is influenced by two other problem areas: 
namely, transportation and hunger. As one participant stated, “You can’t learn if you can’t 
eat.” Others commented on the extent to which students who are hungry may go without food 
altogether on days that they cannot get to school (school may be the only place they receive 
meals). Another stakeholder commented about the need to discern between long-term needs 
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“Stakeholders Key Words from Discussion”                                     Fig. 4.14

and shorter term needs; they saw the need to develop programs for partnerships between 
businesses and schools that help to address self-sufficiency in the short term and education in 
the long term.

better address needs in the areas of hunger, education, 
health care, and income supports. Local governments, 
schools, and businesses were viewed as good partners 
for collaborative solutions to tackle self-sufficiency and 
educational needs. On the other hand, stakeholders 
mentioned several areas in which improvements are 
necessary to help meet current needs: expansion of 
public transit offerings, better marketing to increase 
public awareness of the 2-1-1 directory as well as 
other resource and service directories, improved 
internet access to help reduce the digital divide 
between citizens, and improved communications about 
services to non-English speakers and undocumented 
immigrants.

choices between 
essentials. 
Examples were 
discussed as a 
means to explore 
how to help 
when members 
of the community 
in poverty are 
struggling daily 
with choices of 
which bill to pay, 
or whether to pay 
rent versus obtain 
needed healthcare.

Stakeholders 
shared information 
on several 
programs that were 
seen as community 
strengths that 
could be expanded 
and leveraged to 

Improved public transportation network beyond the 
core of Huntsville is needed.“

”
During discussion of transportation 
challenges within the community, 
stakeholders remarked that those 
who lack reliable and flexible transportation options have difficulty moving out of poverty. They 
recognized that transportation challenges exacerbated all other problems associated with 
meeting needs, ranging from maintaining jobs to accessing healthcare to reaching grocery 
stores to purchase nutritious foods. Additionally, stakeholders spent time examining the 
problems that arise when clients or providers were forced by limited resources into making 
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What  We Learned

Broad agreement was found about the need for continued or expanded services to address the 
following in each area:

Health:
 »Dental care
 »Mental health care
 »Substance abuse 
treatment

 »Prescription assistance
 »Specialty medical care
 »Vision care
 »Nutritional education and 
counseling targeting diet 
and disease

Income and Self-sufficiency:
 »Financial literacy
 »Affordable housing and 
emergency shelter

 » Job training and 
placement, including on 
the job training programs

 »Transportation assistance
 »Basic needs (help with 
rent, utilities, food, and 
clothing)

 »Hunger and food 
insecurity

 »Personal and 
neighborhood safety from 
crime

Education:
 »Parenting education
 »Early childhood 
development and school 
readiness

 »Child care including after 
school care

 »Academic enrichment 
opportunities for K-12 
children

 »Workforce readiness for 
older teens and adults

 »Vocational training, 
technical training, and 
college opportunities for 
adults

There was less agreement among groups about how to target resources toward meeting these 
different categories of need. Clients, the persons living with the problems that the community 
seeks to address, would prefer to see resources aimed at programs that provide assistance 
with income and self-sufficiency needs, followed by education needs, and then health needs. 
Stakeholders, the persons more likely to support programs but less likely to need those 
programs themselves, prefer to send resources to programs that meet education needs first, 
health needs next, and income needs last. Providers of health and human services preferred to 
allot resources nearly equally across areas of need.

There remain subpopulations within the community to whom better outreach is needed and 
with whom more dialogue is necessary. Future community conversations should be specifically 
targeted to increase participation from persons in the Asian and Hispanic communities, as 
well as lower-income males and the lower-income Caucasian community. Health professionals, 
local elected officials, and other representatives of local government agencies were somewhat 
underrepresented in the voices that contributed to this report, and these groups need to be at 
the table for future discussions of how to meet the needs of those living in Madison County.

The ultimate challenge for the community of Madison County as it uses the findings and 
recommendations within this report will be how to best allocate resources and energy for 
maximum results, while balancing the need for key services to address the most pressing and 
individualized population needs.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
& CONCLUSIONS

Section 5

Recommendations from the Community 

Madison County’s future can be significantly improved. Numerous voices were engaged in a process that 
yielded rich conversations about discovering community needs and gaps, and about sharing ideas on the best 
processes for working together to problem-solve. Facilitators heard several recurring themes that related less 
directly to supporting specific services for meeting critical needs, but instead, reflected broader statements 
about how focus group participants want to see agencies and organizations work together. 
 
Regardless of the discussion around any given area of service, the complexity of the issues and the challenges 
uncovered was apparent. It will be the obligation of the community going forward to distill these primary 
findings and recommendations and work together to assure that an integrated approach to health and human 
service, both existing and forthcoming, is carefully considered for all our citizens. Meeting these challenges 
offers an opportunity for building supportive partnerships within the service community.
 
Specific recommendations, illustrated by verbatim comments from focus group participants, are provided 
below. The latter two items relate specifically to United Way’s contributions in our community.

1. Increase Collaboration to Improve Results. If the Madison County nonprofit community is to become 
more efficient, it must avoid “reinventing the wheel” and duplicating efforts. Moving from isolated 
services to a more integrated approach with stronger cross referrals will enhance results.

“We need to investigate the very best and most effective strategies around the nation and 
not limit our thinking to how it is being done locally.”

“Most of the people who live here feel disenfranchised, but we learned that if we 
combined efforts we could push policy in more effective directions.”

2.  Advocate For and Engage Community. The network of health and human services is rich within the 
community but its work is not always understood. Some citizens do not see health and humans 
services as connected to the entire community. This issue will require efforts from all levels of citizenry 
and government, not simply individual entities.

“Poverty is invisible in Madison County.”

“I would end the imaginary dividing line between North and South Huntsville.”

3. Reduce Barriers to Access.  Create additional vehicles through which individuals challenged by barriers 
in information, transportation, and awareness of resources are better able to access essential services.

“The working poor are just one car problem away from collapse. They don’t qualify for 
assistance, but there is no sustainability.”
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“When public transportation is inadequate, people cannot get to the jobs 
and take advantage of the opportunities that would offer a better quality 
of life.”

4. Help nonprofits maximize dollars and increase funding. The critical nature of reduced 
funding for nonprofits (due to decreases in state and federal grants, funding from 
private foundations, and other funding sources) has left many with very limited 
resources, causing essential service providers to close or downsize initiatives and 
programs. The stress and amount of time devoted to searching for additional funding 
distracts from the work of nonprofit organizations and prevents them from spending 
their time providing services and looking for innovative, real solutions.

“Money is a challenge. We are an affluent community. But we don’t fund 
what is needed. There’s not enough money in social services. We have to 
close good programs for lack of money. We’re spending too much time 
chasing grants and not enough time with clients or developing solutions.”

“Involve more people. Too few do most of the giving.”

5. Promote awareness and visibility of programs. Programs and services from health and 
human service organizations need to be listed in the 2-1-1 database. Awareness of, 
and direction on how to use, 2-1-1 needs to be stressed within the entire nonprofit 
community. Awareness campaigns and training for use of this tool among nonprofits 
may be a means to this end.

“2-1-1 is not promoted enough.”

“There are many who start a new nonprofit which duplicates services of an 
already valuable entity.  If groups worked together, knew what each other 
is doing, and didn’t have to compete for funding... wow, what a difference 
that would make.”

6. Communicate. This assessment reveals that conversations between key stakeholders 
(business, education, health, and government leadership and organizations) working 
on key issues are needed. Engaging leaders from these organizations and nonprofits in 
periodic discussions should improve the outcomes for all.  Committing time and energy 
to this effort is essential to build trust. 

“Today is my first experience with United Way, and I’m so appreciative that 
there’s an interest and awareness of our community and needs.”
 
“I encourage business involvement in contributing to the development of 
plans for making communities healthier and safer places to live for less 
fortunate people.” 

7. Increase Transparency and Consistency. As the community of Madison County grows, 
improving accountability and regular communication related to nonprofit work is critical.  
Encouraging stability among staff and leadership of nonprofits is also recommended so 
neither collaborative efforts nor individual work of such organizations suffers and the 
community is clear about needs, as well as volunteer and giving opportunities.

“Providers see United Way as a gatekeeper. Those who have complaints 
with service providers have a place to seek mediation and resolution. 
Power with, not power over. Give feedback to an agency.”

“This is a great start; we’re talking about the issues.”
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8. Grow Diversity and Tolerance as the Community Grows. It is recommended that a larger 
portion of the community be engaged in the work of improving community conditions for 
all citizens.  Promoting more inclusiveness and tolerance is essential.

“Find ways to bring the community together to uncover their needs in 
common and help them to learn to consolidate efforts to change policy... 
people who live here feel disenfranchised.”

Leveraging Successful Models

Both the providers and stakeholders’ groups recommended more collaboration in the future 
among nonprofits working on same or intertwined issues.   There are several good examples of 
collaborative efforts in the community which are highlighted here as examples.

In June 2013, the Community Foundation of Huntsville/Madison County partnered with United 
Way of Madison County, Huntsville Hospital Foundation, the North Alabama Chapter of the 
Association of Fundraising Professionals, Leadership Huntsville/Madison County, Leadership 
Class 27, and the Alabama Association of Nonprofits to host the first annual NonProfit University 
(NPU), a half day training event for nonprofit staff and board members.  21 sessions with expert 
speakers from the community were provided, and over 400 nonprofit colleagues spent time 
together for an afternoon of professional development and networking.  This is exemplary of the 
broad impact such a one-day event can have when multiple partners contribute and engage.

Since 2010, United Way has applied a coalition and theory of change model in the area of 
education, with guidance from the Alabama Partnership for Children, and it is recommended 
this approach be considered for duplication in other focus areas.

Strengthened and supported by the Boeing Corporation, the Alabama Partnership for Children 
came to Madison County to implement the Alabama Blueprint for Children on a local level, and 
twenty organizations came together in a Kindergarten Transition Team. This group was tasked 
with creating a county-wide Kindergarten Readiness Checklist and developing a Transition 
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“Theory of Change”                               Fig. 5.1Kit for teachers to help 
children transitioning from 
preschool to kindergarten. 
The Alabama Partnership 
for Children produced 
the first version of a 
brochure which contained 
the checklist and tips 
for parents.  They 
also partnered with 
the Madison County 
Childrens’ Policy Council 
to reproduce this brochure 
in conjunction with a “To 
My Parents” brochure, 
containing a set of easy 
tips for parents of children 
birth through five years 
of age. These tools are 
widely distributed within 
the community and 
members of the Huntsville 
Madison County 
Kindergarten Transition 
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Team continue to work together on school readiness issues through the Early Care & Education 
Committee of the Madison County Children’s Policy Council and ad-hoc convenings.

Another example of a successful model of collaboration that can be considered as a model 
to serve other areas of need is the partnership between United Way of Madison County and 
VOICES for Alabama Children. These two organizations partnered to host the VOICES for 
Madison County Children event for the first time in 2011. United Way of Madison County 
hosted an informational workshop with VOICES for Alabama Children, providing the content 
based on results of the most recent Kids Count report on the status of children and families in 
Madison County. It convened over fifty organizations serving families and children. Subsequent 
workshops have focused on convening organizations working with children of various ages 
including those in after school mentoring and tutoring programs. Each year’s event contained 
three elements: information sharing, convening and networking of nonprofit and government 
organizations, and a call to action. These elements resulted the expansion of partnerships and 
coalitions, and/or a sharing of resources community-wide for the service providers convened at 
these meetings. Those providers then shared those resources with specific at-risk populations.

The National Children’s Advocacy Center (NCAC) in Huntsville, the nation’s first children’s 
advocacy center, is a child-focused, multidisciplinary response to child abuse and was 
established to prevent the re-victimization of sexually abused children by the system’s 
response to their cases.  The “multidisciplinary team approach” involves law enforcement, child 
protective services, prosecution, mental health, medical service, family/victim advocacy, and 
other resources in a model community response to child sexual abuse.  Professionals across the 
nation have recognized that by focusing on abused children, they can work together to achieve 
better outcomes for young victims and families.

Evaluation Limitations

As with any research conducted, there were limitations. Some of those were established by the 
fact that this was a convenience sampling. The effort to reach across sectors of the community 
was quite successful and the leadership team is confident that the opportunity to participate 
in a focus group or response to a survey was broadly provided to those working and living in 
Madison County. 

The analysis of the populations reached indicated that, in general, the study represented a 
wide range of demographics, income levels, and life experiences. However, even with the best 
efforts, some groups remained slightly under-represented.   The youth and seniors were not as 
highly represented as were those in the 30-59 age range. There were more females than males 
responding across the various groups and surveys, and less Hispanics, Asians, and Caucasians 
living in poverty.  

In many cases, there are reasons behind this lesser response which relate to hesitancy 
to expose personal information, feelings of disempowerment, language barriers, and 
documentation and immigration concerns.  

The public version of the survey, designed in part to be a filter to understand the perceptions of 
the general public in Madison County, was limited by the means with which it was distributed 
(primarily via Facebook, United Way’s website banner, an email blast to United Way donors, 
and personal referrals). Therefore, only those who had access to the Internet responded to this 
particular instrument. 

Specifically among the stakeholders’ groups, there was less representation from the 
professional health community and government leadership than those representing business or 
education. 
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The need to engage all of these individuals’ perspectives in future targeted “community 
conversations” is noted.

Next Steps

The Needs Assessment report is just the beginning. The report will serve in the following ways:

• Consolidate information on community needs and gaps that other health and human 
service organizations within Madison County may use for internal organizational planning, 
in grant writing, and in developing sustainability plans for their programs

• Assist the work of the larger community of nonprofits in response to identified needs; 
although raw data is not included in the public report, such data is available to 
organizations upon request from United Way of Madison County

• Guide others in the community (businesses, faith-based, civic organizations, etc.) who 
wish to collaborate with key nonprofits to achieve a greater social and philanthropic 
impact through their work in Madison County

• Inform nonprofit Boards of Directors and key leadership staff of needs within the 
community and gaps in services that currently exist

• Provide data to inform United Way of Madison County of strategic planning decisions 
related to education, income, and health

United Way of Madison County will, with community partners, continue to conduct research 
on the findings of the study where deeper evaluation is needed. The organization will do so 
by convening key organizations and individuals in the community, including our nonprofit 
partners and friends, volunteer impact teams, special ad hoc committees, and United Way of 
Madison County’s Board of Directors to help move from identification and prioritizing of needs 
to addressing and developing effective methods of meeting those needs. A logical next step 
will also include a revision of United Way’s strategic plan, and all community contributors are 
encouraged to do the same.
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United Way Needs Assessment - Clients of Nonprofits Survey 
 

 
The United Way of Madison County is conducting a Needs Assessment. When your United Way of 
Madison County asks questions like those included in this survey, it is important that we hear your 
voice so we understand what you and your neighbors need. Answers to this questionnaire will help 
United Way and its partners grow programs to respond right here at home. Your voice is critical to our 
success. 

 
The survey should only take 15 minutes or so to complete. Thank you! 

 
1. If you are completing this survey on behalf of 
someone else, please tell us why the person needs 
assistance. Otherwise, please skip to question 2. 

 He/she doesn't speak or read English. 
 

 He/she is not physically able to fill in the form. 
 

 He/she is not comfortable completing the form on his/her own. 

Other (please specify) 

Education 
 

2. During the past 12 months did any children (aged 18 or 
younger) in your home participate in? (check all that apply) 

Needed but Needed but 
Didn't need 

it wasn't couldn't Yes 
it. 

available. afford it. 

Childcare/pre-school for children      

ages 6 weeks to 5 years 

After school childcare for K-8     

After school support programs     

K-12 (after school classes, 
tutoring, mentoring) 

Summer academic enrichment     

programs K-12 

GED or pre-GED classes     

Workforce readiness programs     

College preparatory programs g    

Client Survey
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United Way Needs Assessment - Clients of Nonprofits Survey 
3. During the past 12 months did any adults (people over 18 
years old) in your home participate in? (check all that apply) 

Needed but Needed but 
Didn't need 

it wasn't couldn't Yes 
it. 

available. afford it. 

Adult enrichment classes     

(Lifelong Learning institutes, 
Senior Center, etc) 

Basic literacy programs     

English language classes     

GED classes     

Job retraining programs   g  

College courses or technical     

school classes 

Health fairs  g   

Parenting education     

Community fairs on     

jobs/income/finances 

Senior daycare     

Independent living supports for     

seniors or homebound persons 
(safety modifications, Meals on 
Wheels, weatherization, etc) 

Income 

 
During the past 12 months, did you or someone in your household participate in: 

 
4. Job-related services for: (Check all that apply). 

Needed,  Needed, 
Not 

not not Yes 
needed. 

available.affordable. 

Job search assistance     

Job Certification programs     

On the job training     

Applying for income supports     

(WIC, disability, unemployment, 
etc.) 
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United Way Needs Assessment - Clients of Nonprofits Survey 
5. Other financial services for: (Check all that apply). 

Needed,  Needed, 
Not 

not not Yes 
needed. 

available.affordable. 

Financial Education classes     

(budgeting, savings, etc.) 

Consumer Credit or debt     

counseling 

Help with tax prep or Earned     

Income Tax Credit 

Free or reduced-cost legal     

assistance 

Meeting emergency needs     

(housing, food, clothing) 
 

6. Housing-related services for: (Check all that apply). 
Needed,  Needed, 

Not 
not not Yes 

needed. 
available.affordable. 

Finding supportive housing (group     

homes, assisted living, skilled 
nursing care) 

Finding affordable housing     

Assistance with housing     

applications (HUD, Section 8, etc) 

Bankruptcy counseling     

Free or reduced-cost legal     

assistance 

Income 
 

7. Which best describes your current housing 
situation? 

 Rent  Group home or halfway 

 Own house 
 Shelter or transitional 

 Subsidized housing (HUD or 
similar) housing 

 Homeless 
 Assisted living facility 

 
Other (please specify) 
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United Way Needs Assessment - Clients of Nonprofits Survey 

8. What is your current work status? 
 Employed full-time  Unemployed, looking for 

 Employed part-time work 
 Unemployed, not looking for 

 Retired 
work 

 
 In school or job training 

program 
 

9. Estimate how much of your monthly 
household income you spend on the 
following: 

Up to 25% to  More than 
Not 

25% of 50% of 50% of 
Applicable 

income income income 

Housing     

Utilities     

Food     

Medical costs     

Childcare     

10. Do you have a savings account? 

 No 
 

 Yes 
 

11. Does your household income include any of the 
following sources? (Check all that apply) 

 Public Assistance (AFDC, TANF) 
 

 Food Stamps 
 

 Unemployment  

 SSI or Disability  

 Social Security 

   Other (please specify) 

Health 
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United Way Needs Assessment - Clients of Nonprofits Survey 
12. Please rate your overall health. 

Poor Fair Average Good   Excellent 
 

 
 

13. Tell us about your access to 
health services. Do you have: 

No Yes 
 

 

 

 
 

A Dentist   
 

 

 

 
 

Health insurance   
 

 
Prescription 
assistance 

  

 
Transportation to 
pharmacy and 
medical 
appointments 

  

 

14. When you or someone in your family needs 
ROUTINE medical care, where do you most frequently 
go? 

 
 Doctor's office 

 
 Community free clinic 

 

 Urgent care or walk-in clinic  School-based clinic 
 

 Emergency room  We do without routine care 
 

   Other (please specify) 
 
 

15. Are you the primary caregiver for any of the 
following persons: (check all that apply) 

 
 Foster children 

 
 Senior/Elderly adult 

 

 Dependent adult children  Disabled persons 

Vision care   

Dental insurance   

Physician 
specialists 

A Primary care 
physician 
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United Way Needs Assessment - Clients of Nonprofits Survey 
16. Are there UNMET health needs for persons in your household? 
Check all that apply. 
 Special needs therapies  Adult dental care  Long-term care (nursing 

 Children's medical care  Children's dental care home or assisted living) 
 Immunizations 

 Senior/Elder  Eye care 

(gerontology) care  Home health care  Nutritional education or 
 Mental health care dietary guidance 

Reproductive health 
 Medical equipment or 

 Substance abuse services 

treatments devices (walkers, hearing 
Pharmacy services aids, etc) 

 Alzheimer's care    

 Other (please specify) 

Your Needs 
 

17. Which of the following have you or someone in 
your home experienced within the past 12 months? 
Please review the list below and check all that apply. 

 Bullying  Job loss 
 

 Discrimination  Work stress 
 

 Family violence   Transportation difficulties 
 

 Child abuse/neglect  Lack of stable housing 

  Gang violence  Foreclosure or eviction  

 Sexual assault/harassment    Homelessness 

 Being a victim of crime   Hunger/food insecurity 
 

 Teen pregnancy  Traumatic grief 
 

 Mental illness/depression  Physical disability 
 

 Drug/alcohol problem  Mental disability 
 

 Learning difficulties   Natural disaster 
(fire, tornado, flood, etc) 
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United Way Needs Assessment - Clients of Nonprofits Survey 
18. Of the items you checked in the previous 
question, which ONE issue was the MOST difficult to 
find help with? 

 Bullying  Job loss 
 

 Discrimination  Work stress 
 

 Family violence  Transportation difficulties 
 

 Child abuse/neglect  Lack of stable housing 

 Gang violence  Foreclosure or eviction  

 Sexual assault/harassment    Homelessness 

 Being a victim of crime  Hunger/food insecurity 
 

 Teen pregnancy  Traumatic grief 
 

 Mental illness/depression  Physical disability 
 

 Drug/alcohol problem  Mental disability 
 

 Learning difficulties   Natural disaster (fire, 
tornado, flood, etc) 

About You 
 

19. What is your ZIP Code? 
 

 

20. What is your age? 
 Under 18  40-49  70-84 

 
 19-29  50-59  85+ 

 
 30-39  60-69 

 
21. What is your race/ethnicity? 

 African-  Caucasian   Native American 
American 

 Hispanic   Bi-racial/Multi- racial 

 Asian   
 

  Other (please specify) 
 

 
 

22. What is your gender? 

 Male 
 

 Female 
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United Way Needs Assessment - Clients of Nonprofits Survey 
23. What is your highest level of education? 
 Did not graduate from high  Trade/professional license 

school 
 College associate/bachelor's 

 High school diploma degree 
 

 GED  Graduate 
school/advanced degree 

 

24. How many people TOTAL live in your household? Include yourself in this count. 
 

 

25. What are the ages of the other people in your 
household? Do not include yourself. (check all 
that apply) 

 0-5  19-24  65-84 
 

 6-12  25-44  85+ 
 

 13-18  45-64 
 

26. What is your approximate household income? 

 Less than $25,000  $50,000-$75,000 
 

 $25,000-$50,000  $75,000+ 

Helping Your Community 
 

27. Think about your family, friends and neighbors. What are their 3 
most important needs? 
1) 

2) 

3) 
 

28. What do you see as new issues that are already appearing or are likely to increase 
over the next five years in Madison County? 

55 
 
 
 
 

66 
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United Way Needs Assessment - Clients of Nonprofits Survey 
29. If there is anything else you would like for us to know about needs in Madison County, 
please leave a comment here. 

55 
 
 
 

66 

 
Almost Done! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

30. Would you like to be entered in our Gift Card drawing? 
 

 No, I do not wish to enter the Gift Card drawing. 
 

 Yes, I do wish to enter the Gift Card drawing. 
 

Enter Me in the Drawing 
 
 

To enter the drawing: click here. 
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United Way Needs Assessment - Service Provider Survey 

Introduction to Survey 

 
The United Way of Madison County is conducting a Needs Assessment. To help inform this Needs 
Assessment we are asking questions of lots of different community stakeholders. The results of the 
Needs Assessment will help to guide our work in the community over the next several years. 

 
Please help us by completing a survey. Your answers to the following questions will help to guide the 
United Way's work in the community in the areas of Education, Income, & Health. 

Education 
 

1. During the past 12 months did your agency offer any of the following education 
programs or services? (check all that apply) 

 Child development for children birth to 5 years  Adult enrichment classes 
 

 K-8 After school childcare  Basic literacy programs 
 

f  K-12 student support programs   English language classes 
 

 K-12 summer academic enrichment programs  GED classes 
 

 Workforce readiness programs  Job re-training programs 
 

 College preparatory programs  College courses or technical school classes 
 

 Senior daycare  Health fairs 
 

 Services to maintain independent living  

 Other (please specify) 

Income 
 

2. During the past 12 months did your agency offer any of the following income or 
basic needs programs or services? (check all that apply) 

 Job placement  Locating affordable housing 
 

 Certification or training programs to become  Public housing application assistance 
employed 

 Tax preparation / EITC (Earned Income Tax Credit) 


 On the job training programs 

 Free or reduced-cost legal assistance 


 Financial literacy classes 

 Application assistance for income supports (WIC, 
 Consumer credit or Debt counseling SSI, Unemployment Insurance, etc.) 

 
  Bankruptcy assistance  Emergency needs (housing, food, clothing) 

 
f Supportive housing (group homes, assisted living,  Community fairs on jobs, income, finances 

skilled nursing care) 

Service Provider Survey
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United Way Needs Assessment - Service Provider Survey 
 
Health 

 

3. During the past 12 months did your agency offer any of the following health 
programs or services? (check all that apply) 

 Special needs therapies  Reproductive health services 
 

 Children's medical care  Pharmacy services 
 

 Senior/Elder (gerontology) care  Long-term care (nursing home or assisted living) 
 

 Mental health care  Immunizations 
 

 Substance abuse treatments  Nutritional education or dietary guidance 
 

 Alzheimer's care  Medical equipment or devices (walkers, hearing 

 Adult dental care aids, etc) 
 Senior daycare 

 Children's dental care 
 Independent living supports 

 Eye care 
  Health fairs 

 Home health care 

Service Needs & Gaps among your Clients 
 

4. Based on the experience of your organization, please indicate the challenges that 
clients encounter when seeking support services. 

 Lack awareness of programs  Literacy Issues 
 

 Language barrier  Affordability 
 

 Transportation  Capacity constraints of providers 
 

 Exceed Eligibility Criteria  Premature discontinuation of services 
 

Lack of Cultural Diversity      

 Other (please specify) 

 
5. What are the most common UNMET needs among your agency's clients? 

55 
 

66 
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6. Of the following issues, which ONE problem is MOST difficult for your clients or potential 
clients to find help with? 
 Bullying  Disability 

 
 Health problems   Financial stress or budgeting problems 

 
 Family violence  Bankruptcy 

 
 Racism  Lack of basic necessities (clothing, household 

 Teen pregnancy items) 
 Job loss 

 Being a victim of crime 
 Child abuse/neglect 

 Homelessness 
 Transportation difficulties 

 Mental illness/depression 
 Lack of affordable childcare (birth - 5 years) 

 Street violence/gangs 
  Lack of affordable after-school care (K-8) 

 Lack of services for seniors 
 Natural disaster (fire, tornado, flood, etc) 

 Drug/alcohol problem 
 Difficulty accessing medical care 

 Hunger/food insecurity 
 Foreclosure or eviction 

 Failing in school/trouble learning 
 Death of family member or close friend 

 Sexual assault/harassment 
 Parenting difficulties 

 Lack of stable housing 
 Difficulty balancing work and care-giving 

 Work stress 
responsibilities 

Problem Issues in the Community 

 
How much of a problem are each of the following issues in the community? 

7. In the area of education: 
Not a Minor  Major 

problem problem problem 

Adequate parenting skills    

Affordable before and after school childcare lk  lk 

Affordable pre-school programs    

High School drop-out rate lk   

Lack of educational opportunities for people 25 and older    

Lack of educational services for children with special needs lk   
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8. In the area of shelter and basic needs:  
 

Not a 

 
 

Minor 

 
 

Major 
 problem problem problem 

Availability of safe, affordable housing    

Availability of housing for senior citizens or disabled adults    

Emergency housing    

Homelessness    

Lack of utilities assistance    

Lack of assistance in preparing for home ownership    

9. In the area of other basic financial and safety needs:    

 Not a 
problem 

Minor 
problem 

Major 
problem 

Children living in poverty    

Food insecurity    

Public transportation    

Lack of free or reduced rate legal aid    

Availability of Veterans Assistance (housing, health care, workforce re-entry, 
PTSD) 

   

Lack of workforce re-entry opportunities for retirees    

Workforce entry or re-entry for people with disabilities    

Crimes against persons or property    

Juvenile delinquency    

Human trafficking    

10. In the area of medical needs:    

 Not a 
problem 

Minor 
problem 

Major 
problem 

Lack of adequate prenatal care    

Teen pregnancy    

Finding affordable health insurance    

Availability of doctors who accept Medicaid/Medicare    

Availability of doctors and medical facilities    

Obesity and overweight among children and adults    

Access to hospice or end of life services    
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11. In the area of mental health needs: 

Not a Minor  Major 
problem problem problem 

Abused and neglected children                      

Bullying                      

Families or individuals in crisis                      

Domestic violence                      

Children’s mental health                      

Alcohol/substance abuse                      

Mental illness                      
 

12. In the area of other health needs: 
Not a Minor  Major 

problem problem problem 

Access to recreational services                      

Affordable adult daycare                      

Lack of disaster preparedness                      

Domestic violence                      

Lack of transportation for seniors and people with disabilities                      

Lack of caregiver supports                      

Demand for Services 

 
Based on the experience of your organization, how has OVERALL demand for services changed 
across the last 12 months 

13. For the following developmental groups? 
Increased Stayed the Same Decreased N/A 

Children 0-5                                                  

Children 6-12                                                  

Teens 13-17                                                  

Young Adults 18-24                                                  

Adults 25-55                                                  

Mature Adults 56-74                                                  

Senior Adults 75+                                                  
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14. For the following community populations? 
 Increased Stayed the Same Decreased N/A 

Homeless persons     

Persons with Mental Illness     

Persons with Alcohol/Substance Abuse     

Persons with Physical or Developmental 
Disability 

    

Low Income Families     

Middle Income Families     

Military Families     

Immigrant Families     

Other (please specify the population and the direction of need) 
 

 
15. For the following types of services: 

 
 
 
Increased 

 
 
 

Stayed the Same 

 
 
 

Decreased 

 
 
 

N/A 

Academic  Enrichment     

Advocacy     

Child Care     

Consumer Credit Counseling     

Disability Services     

Emergency food, clothing, shelter     

Employment assistance/Job training/Job 
Placement 

    

Family Support (parenting, counseling, etc.)     

Tax Assistance/EITC     

Housing Assistance (mortgage/rent/utilities)     

Legal Services     

Mental Health Care     

Mentoring     

Nutrition Services     

Substance Abuse Services     

Transportation     

Youth Development     

 

About Your Agency 
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16. Please tell us which stakeholder group shown below best describes your agency. 

 Private nonprofit  Government agency 
 

17. In your opinion, what are the top 3 needs for the type of organization you represent? 
1 

2 

3 
 

18. What is your agency's ZIP Code? 
 

 

19. If your agency or organization provides any of the following services, please indicate 
your capacity for that service. 

Yes, we can serve Yes, but we have a 
We do not offer this 

more clients waiting list 

Academic  Enrichment                                                                               

Advocacy                                                                               

Child Care                                                                               

Consumer Credit Counseling                                                                               

Disability Services                                                                               

Emergency food, clothing, shelter                                                                               

Employment assistance/Job training/Job                                                                               

Placement 

Family Support (parenting, counseling, etc.)                                                                               

Tax Assistance/EITC                                                                               

Housing Assistance (mortgage/rent/utilities)                                                                               

Legal Services                                                                               

Mental Health Care                                                                               

Mentoring                                                                               

Nutrition Services                                                                               

Substance Abuse Services                                                                               

Transportation                                                                               

Youth Development                                                                               

Other (please specify service and capacity) 

Agency Resource Realignments 
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20. During the past 12 months, has your organization discontinued any services? 

 No 
 

 Yes 
 

Agency Resource Realignments 
 

21. [Q20]What services were discontinued? 
55 

 
 

66 
 
 
 
 

22. [Q21]Why were the services discontinued? 
 

 Not cost effective     Funding cuts 

 No longer a need for the service   Change in agency mission or goals 

 Other (please specify) 
 
 
 

About Your Agency 
 

23. How frequently does your organization make referrals to other organizations to 
provide services beyond your scope? 

 

 Daily 

 Weekly 

 Monthly 

 

 Rarely 

 Never 

 
 

 
24. Does your organization intend, as part of its strategic plan, to partner with other 
organizations to improve, blend or expand services? 

  No 
   Yes 

 
25. Do you feel that the United Way of Madison County is funding relevant programs in 
your community? 

 

  No 
  Yes 
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26. Are you aware of the following community services? 

No, I don't know about this 
service 

Yes, I know about it but I've 
never used it 

Yes, I have used this service 
before 

 
Volunteer Center                                                                                                            

 

                                                                                                                                          
 

27. If you received $100,000 to invest in our community, how much would you direct to 
each area below? Please provide answers in whole dollar amounts, for example $5,000. 
HEALTH (services that provide safe home & community, healthy beginnings, healthy eating 
and physical activity, supporting healthy choices, access to health care) 

EDUCATION (services that provide school readiness, early grade level learning, middle 
grade success, high school graduation and college success) 

INCOME (services that provide financial stability and independence in our community 
including services that provide basic needs such as shelter, food and clothing as well as 
the ability to manage and prevent crisis) 

 

Overall Community Needs 
 

28. What do you believe to be the top 3 needs OVERALL in Madison County? 
1 

2 

3 
 

29. What do you see as emerging service needs over the next five years in Madison 
County? 

55 
 
 
 

66 
 

30. If there is anything else you think we should know about community needs in Madison 
County, please leave a comment here. 

55 
 
 
 

66 

 
About You 

United Way 
Leadership Social 
Services 
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31. How long have you been working in your field? 
 5 years or less  11-20 years 

 
 6-10 years  21 years or more 

 
32. What is your highest level of education? 
 Did not graduate from high school  Trade/professional license 

 
 High school diploma  College associate/bachelor's degree 

 
 GED  Graduate school/advanced degree 

 
33. What is your current position? 
 Program Manager/Program Director  CEO/Executive Director/President 

 
 Program Specialist  Volunteer 

 
  Other (please specify) 

THANK YOU!! 
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United Way General Public Survey 
 

 
The United Way of Madison County is conducting a Needs Assessment. When your United Way of 
Madison County asks questions like those included in this survey, it is important that we hear your 
voice so we understand what you and your neighbors need. Answers to this questionnaire will help 
United Way and its partners grow programs to respond right here at home. Your voice is critical to our 
success. 

 
The survey should only take 10 minutes or so to complete. Thank you! 

*1. I live AND/OR work in Madison County, Alabama. 
 Yes 

 
 No 

Education 
 

2. How important are the following EDUCATION goals to the people of 
Madison County. Use #1 for the most important and #5 for the least (use 
each number only once) 

 Students enter school ready to succeed. 
 

Students have responsible caring adults (parents, educators, mentors, and 
 

caregivers) in their lives. 
 

 Students learn to help others through community service. 
 

 Youth succeed in school and make good grades. 
 

Students have the necessary skills to successfully transition to work, college, 
 

military service or a skilled trade. 

General Public Survey
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United Way General Public Survey 
3. In the area of education, how much of a problem do you feel each 
issue is in our community? 

Not a problem Little problem Big problem 

Availability of parenting skills education     

Availability of affordable before and after school    

childcare 

Availability of affordable pre-school programs    

High School drop-out rates    

Availability of educational opportunities for    

people 25 and older 

Access to educational services for children with    

special needs 

Income 
 

4. How important are the following INCOME goals to the people of 
Madison County. Use #1 for the most important and #5 for the least (use 
each number only once) 

Individuals and families know about and have access to emergency financial 
 

assistance when they need it. 
 

 Families have access to affordable daycare (child, disabled, senior). 
 

Individuals and families have access to transportation to and from work, schol and 
 

other necessary services. 
 

Individuals and families have access to resources to help them become 
 

economically self-sufficient. 
 

Individuals and families have access to transitional housing arrangements as a 
 

bridge to stability and a home of their own. 
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5. In the area of basic needs, how much of a problem do you feel each 
issue is in our community? 

Not a problem   Little problem Big problem 

Support for children living in poverty    

Availability of safe, affordable housing    

Housing for Senior Citizens or disabled adults    

Emergency Housing    

Assistance for Homeless (food/shelter/work    

opportunities) 

Assistance to low income households    

(heat/fuel/utilities/food) 
 

6. In the area of income, how much of a problem do you feel each issue 
is in our community? 

Not a problem Little problem Big problem 

Finding help on becoming a homeowner     

Getting Veterans assistance (housing, health    

care, workforce re-entry, PTSD) 

Retired people needing to return to work    

People with disabilities finding jobs    

Crimes against persons or property    

Juvenile delinquency    

Finding legal assistance    

Public transportation    

Health 
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7. How important are the following HEALTH goals to the people of 
Madison County. Use #1 for the most important and #5 for the least (use 
each number only once) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

8. In the area of medical services, how much of a problem do you feel 
each issue is in our community? 

Not a problem   Little problem Big problem 
 

 
Teen pregnancy    

 

 
Access to hospice or end of life services    

 

 
Availability to doctors and medical facilities    

 

 

 



 

 
 

9. In the area of mental health services, how much of a problem do you 
feel each issue is in our community? 

Not a problem   Little problem Big problem 
 

 
Bullying    

 

 
Domestic violence    

 

 
Alcohol/substance abuse prevention and 
treatment 

   

 
Grief counseling or bereavement counseling    

Mental illness prevention and treatment    

Children’s mental health    

Support for individuals or families in crisis    

Abused and neglected children    

Availability of doctors facilities that accept my 
insurance plan 

Access to health insurance    

In-home care    

Prenatal care    

Seniors and disabled individuals maintain an independent and healthy quality of 
 

life. 

Children, youth and adults have access to primary MEDICAL care (including 
 

preventive, restorative and urgent care). 

Children, youth and adults have access to primary DENTAL care (including 
 

preventative and restorative and urgent care). 

 Children have a healthy start in life. 

 Individuals develop healthy physical and behavioral lifetime habits. 
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10. In the area of other health services, how much of a problem do you 
feel each issue is in our community? 

Not a problem   Little problem Big problem 

Access to parks and recreation    

Access to fitness programs    

Obesity or weight problems    

Adult daycare    

Disaster preparedness    

Transportation for clinic, hospital, pharmacy    

needs 

Support for caregivers    

Access to preventive health care    

(immunizations, flu shots, etc) 

Access to health and wellness education    

(nutrition classes, diabetes education, heart 
health, etc) 

Your Needs 
 

11. Of the following items, which THREE issues are the MOST difficult to find help 
with in Madison County? 

 Bullying  Mental illness/depression  Homelessness 
 

 Discrimination  Drug/alcohol problem   Hunger/food insecurity 
 

 Family violence  Learning difficulties  Traumatic grief 
 

 Child abuse/neglect  Job loss  Physical disability 
 

 Gang violence  Work stress  Mental disability 
 

 Sexual assault/harassment   Transportation difficulties  Natural disaster (fire, 

 Being a victim of crime  Lack of stable housing tornado, flood, etc) 

 Teen pregnancy  Foreclosure or eviction 

Helping Your Community 
 

12. Do you help out by volunteering in your community? 

 No 
 

 Yes 

Helping Your Community 
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United Way General Public Survey 
 

13. Which type of organizations did/do you work with? Check all that apply. 

 School (PTA, etc)   Religious/Spiritual group 
 

 Non Profit Organization (Red Cross, food   Community group (neighborhood 
association, bank, etc) community center) 

 Civic group (Rotary,Lions, Jaycees, etc)  Sports (youth coaching, etc) 
 

 Health (hospital, clinic, etc) 

 Other (please specify) 

Helping Your Community 
 

14. Do you feel as though United Way of Madison County is helping 
people in your community? 
 No 

 
 Yes 

 
 Not Sure 

 
15. Are you aware of the following community services? 

Yes, know about it Yes, have used this 
No 

but never used it service 

2-1-1    

Volunteer Center    
 

16. What do you see as the role of United Way in the community? (check all that apply) 

 Providing direct services to those in need  Advocating for nonprofit organizations 
 

 Developing programs with community partners to fill  Raising money for health and human service 
gaps in services programs 

 Promoting collaborations among community  Distributing funds to local nonprofit agencies to meet 
nonprofits community needs 

 Providing operational funds to specific nonprofits  Strategically blending funds to go to local programs 
 

 Providing volunteers to other agencies  Investing resources locally 
 

 Serving as a central hub for help finding resources  I don't know 
 

 Advocating for individuals in need of health and 
human services 

 
 Other (please specify) 
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Helping Your Community 

 
17. If you received $10,000 to give back to our community, how much 
would you give to each area below? Please provide answers in whole 
dollar amounts, for example $3000. 
HEALTH (services that provide safe home & community, healthy beginnings, 
healthy eating and physical activity, supporting healthy choices, access to 
health care) 

EDUCATION (services that provide school readiness, early grade level 
learning, middle grade success, high school graduation and college success) 

INCOME (services that provide financial stability and independence in our 
community including services that provide basic needs such as shelter, food 
and clothing as well as the ability to manage and prevent crisis) 

18. What do you see as new issues that are already appearing or are likely to increase 
over the next five years in Madison County? 

55 
 
 
 
 

66 

About You 
 

19. Where do you live? 

 Madison County  Town of Meridianville 
 

 City of Huntsville  Town of New Hope 
 

 City of Triana  Town of New Market 
 

 City of Madison in Madison County  Town of Owens Cross Roads 
 

 City of Madison in Limestone County  An Unincorporated Area of Madison County 
 

 Town of Gurley  I live outside of Madison County but I work in 

 Town of Harvest Madison County. 
 None of the above 

 Town of Hazel Green 
 

20. What is your highest level of education? 

 Did not graduate from high school  Trade/professional license 
 

 High school diploma  College associate/bachelor's degree 
 

 GED  Graduate school/advanced degree 
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21. What are the ages of the people living in your household? Do NOT 
include yourself. (check all that apply) 

 

 0-5  19-25  65+ 

 6-18  26-64   

About You 
 

22. What is your age? 
 

 Under 18  40-49  70-84 

 19-29  50-59  85+ 

 30-39  60-69   

23. What is your race/ethnicity? 
 

 African-American  Caucasian  Native American 

 Asian  Hispanic  Bi-racial/Multi-racial 
 

   Other (please specify) 
 
 

24. What is your gender? 
 

 Male 
 

 Female 
 

25. What is your approximate household income? 
 

 $25,000 or less 
 

 $50,001-$75,000 
 

 $125,001+ 
 

 $25,001-$50,000  $75,001-$125,000 
 

Comments 
 

26. If there is anything else you would like for us to know about needs in Madison County, 
please leave a comment here. 

55 
 
 
 

66 

 
THANK YOU!! 
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United Way Stakeholders 

Community Focus Areas 

 
The United Way of Madison County is conducting a Community-wide Needs Assessment as we 
routinely do for the Madison County area every 4-5 years. To help inform this Needs Assessment we 
are asking questions of lots of different community stakeholders. The results of the assessment will 
help to guide the work of our community in the areas of education, income and health over the next 
several years. 

 
The United Way of Madison County currently focuses its resources in three areas: Education, Income 
and Health. Your answers to the following questions will help to guide the community's work in those 
focus areas. 

1. How important are the following EDUCATION goals to the people of Madison County. 
Use #1 for the most important and #5 for the least (use each number only once) 

 Students enter school ready to succeed. 

 Students have responsible caring adults (parents, educators, mentors, and caregivers) in their lives. 

Students have the necessary skills to successfully transition to work, college, military service or a skilled 
 

trade. 
 

 Students learn to help others through community service. 
 

 Youth succeed in school and make good grades. 
 

2. How important are the following INCOME goals to the people of Madison County. Use #1 
for the most important and #5 for the least (use each number only once) 

Individuals and families know about and have access to emergency financial assistance when they need 
 

it. 
 

 Families have access to affordable daycare (child, disabled, senior). 
 

Individuals and families have access to transportation to and from work, school and other necessary 
 

services. 

 Individuals and families have access to resources to help them become economically self-sufficient. 

Individuals and families have access to transitional housing arrangements as a bridge to stability and a 
 

home of their own. 

Stakeholder Survey
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3. How important are the following HEALTH goals to the people of Madison County. Use 
#1 for the most important and #5 for the least (use each number only once) 

 Individuals develop healthy physical and behavioral lifetime habits. 
 

 Children have a healthy start in life. 
 

Children, youth and adults have access to primary DENTAL care (including preventative and restorative 
 

and urgent care). 
 

Children, youth and adults have access to primary MEDICAL care (including preventive, restorative and 
 

urgent care). 
 

 Seniors and disabled individuals maintain an independent and healthy quality of life. 

Service Needs & Gaps in the Community 
 

4. What are the most common UNMET needs that you see in the community? 
55 

 

66 
 

5. Of the following issues, which ONE problem is MOST difficult for people to find help 
with? 

 Bullying  Disability 
 

 Health problems  Financial stress or budgeting problems 
 

 Family violence  Bankruptcy 
 

 Racism  Lack of basic necessities (clothing, household 

 Teen pregnancy items) 
 Job loss 

 Being a victim of crime 
 Child abuse/neglect 

 Homelessness 
 Transportation difficulties 

 Mental illness/depression 
 Lack of affordable childcare (birth - 5 years) 

 Street violence/gangs 
 Lack of affordable after-school care (K-8) 

 Lack of services for seniors 
 Natural disaster (fire, tornado, flood, etc) 

 Drug/alcohol problem 
 Difficulty accessing medical care 

 Hunger/food insecurity 
 Foreclosure or eviction 

 Failing in school/trouble learning 
 Death of family member or close friend 

 Sexual assault/harassment 
 Parenting difficulties 

 Lack of stable housing 
 Difficulty balancing work and care-giving 

 Work stress 
responsibilities 
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United Way Stakeholders 
 
Problem Issues in the Community 

 
How much of a problem are each of the following issues in the community? 

6. In the area of education: 
Not a 

problem 

Adequate parenting skills  

Affordable before and after school childcare  

Affordable pre-school programs  

High School drop-out rate  

Lack of educational opportunities for people 25 and older  

Lack of educational services for children with special needs  
 

7. In the area of shelter and basic needs: 
Not a 

problem 

Availability of safe, affordable housing  

Availability of housing for senior citizens or disabled adults  

Emergency housing  

Homelessness  

Lack of utilities assistance  

Lack of assistance in preparing for home ownership  
 

8. In the area of other basic financial and safety needs: 
Not a 

problem 

Children living in poverty  

Food insecurity  

Public transportation  

Lack of free or reduced rate legal aid  

Availability of Veterans Assistance (housing, health care, workforce re-entry,  

PTSD) 

Lack of workforce re-entry opportunities for retirees  

Workforce entry or re-entry for people with disabilities  

Crimes against persons or property  

Juvenile delinquency  

Human trafficking  

 
 
 
 
 

Minor 
problem 











 

 
 

Minor 
problem 











 

 
 

Minor 
problem 

 









  

 









 

 
 
 
 
 

Major 
problem 











 

 
 

Major 
problem 
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9. In the area of medical needs: 

 
 

Lack of adequate prenatal care 

Teen pregnancy 

Affordable health insurance 

Availability of doctors who accept Medicaid/Medicare 

Availability of doctors and medical facilities 

Obesity and overweight among children and adults 

Access to hospice or end of life services 

10. In the area of mental health needs: 
 
 

Abused and neglected children 

Bullying 

Families or individuals in crisis 

Domestic violence 

Children’s mental health 

Alcohol/substance abuse 

Mental illness 

11. In the area of other health needs: 
 
 

Access to recreational services 

Affordable adult daycare 

Lack of disaster preparedness 

Domestic violence 

Lack of transportation for seniors and people with disabilities 

Lack of caregiver supports 
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About You and Your Organization 
 

12. To which stakeholder group do you belong? 
 

 Education Professional  Business Professional 

 Health Professional k Elected Official 
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United Way Stakeholders 
13. In your work, how often do you encounter individuals who could benefit from referrals 
to community organizations that provide health and human services? 

 
 Daily 

 
 Rarely 

 

 Weekly  Never 
 

 Monthly 
 

14. As part of your strategic plan, does your organization or business engage in 
community social responsibility or corporate philanthropy? 

 No 
 

 Yes 
 

15. How does your business or organization give back to the community? (check all that 
apply) 

 
 Provide volunteers 

 
 Event sponsorships 

 

 In-Kind resources  Product sponsorships (e.g., reports or brochures) 
 

 Loaned Executives  Campaign sponsorships (e.g., public awareness 
 

 
 

Donations or Gifts activities) 

 
 

 
Grantmaking 

 

Do not have a philanthropic plan 

Other 

16. Do you feel that United Way of Madison County is funding relevant programs in your 
community? 

 No

 Yes 
 

17. Are you aware of the following community services? 
No, I don't know about this 

service 
Yes, I know about it but I've 

never used it 
Yes, I have used this service 

before 

 
Volunteer Center    

 

                                                                                                

United Way 
Leadership Social 
Services 
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United Way Stakeholders 
18. If you received $100,000 to invest in our community, how much would you direct to 
each area below? Please provide answers in whole dollar amounts, for example $5,000. 
HEALTH (services that provide safe home & community, healthy beginnings, healthy eating 
and physical activity, supporting healthy choices, access to health care) 

EDUCATION (services that provide school readiness, early grade level learning, middle 
grade success, high school graduation and college success) 

INCOME (services that provide financial stability and independence in our community 
including services that provide basic needs such as shelter, food and clothing as well as 
the ability to manage and prevent crisis) 

 

Overall Community Needs 
 

19. What do you believe to be the top 3 needs OVERALL in Madison County? 
1 

2 

3 
 

20. What do you see as emerging needs over the next five years in Madison County? 
55 

 
 
 

66 
 

21. If you could change one thing that would substantially improve life in Madison County, 
what would it be? 

 
22. If there is anything else you think United Way should know about community needs in 
Madison County, please leave a comment here. 

55 
 
 
 

66 

 
About You 
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United Way Stakeholders 
23. What is your current position? 

 
 CEO/President/VP 

 
 Principal 

 

 Manager or Department Supervisor  Counselor 
 

 Human Resources Specialist  Higher Education Leadership 
 

 Superintendent/Headmaster/Director  Health Administrator 
 

 Educational Leadership Staff  Independent Medical Professional 
 

Other (please specify) 
 
 

24. How long have you been working in your field? 
 

 5 years or less 
 

 11-20 years 
 

 6-10 years  21 years or more 
 

25. What is your highest level of education? 
 

 Did not graduate from high school 
 

 Trade/professional license 
 

 High school diploma  College associate/bachelor's degree 
 

 GED  Graduate school/advanced degree 
 

26. Do you now or have you ever served on boards for community health and human 
service  organizations? 
 No 

 

 Yes 
 

27. In the last 12 months have you volunteered with United Way? 

 No 
 

 Yes 
 

28. Have you been a United Way Donor in any of the following was during the past 12 
months? (check all that apply) 

 
 Tocqueville Society 

 
 Memorials/Honorariums 

 

 Red Feather Society  Sponsorships 
 

 Combined Federal Campaign  One-Time or Occasional giving 
 

 Stocks/Securities  gifting  Other 
 

 Trust/Estate directives 
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United Way Stakeholders 
29. If there is anything else you think we should know about community needs in Madison 
County, please leave a comment here. 

55 
 

66 

Thank You! 
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Focus Group Discussion Question Sets
Focus groups, conducted as Community Conversations with Experts, were held at locations 
throughout Madison County. Each of the focus group participants were asked to consider the 
following sets of questions in discussions of community needs. Discussion centered on areas 
of need as well as gaps in services, but participants were also asked to note where there were 
strengths in programs and services or opportunities that could be leveraged to help in filling 
gaps or expanding capacity for services.

1. COMMUNITY ISSUES:  In thinking about the issues that people in Madison County face, 
what do you see as the three most important issues on which United Way should focus its’ 
resources? Which one is the top issue?

2. SERVICE NEEDS AND GAPS: When you think about addressing  human service needs for 
people in Madison County, what needs do you think should be top priority and why? What 
gaps in services exist? How do these needs and gaps differ across our community? What are 
the biggest barriers in addressing these needs and gaps?

3. PROGRAM AREAS OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND INCOME: United Way currently works in three 
main service areas: Health, Education, and Income. What are your biggest concerns when 
thinking about the Health needs in this community? Education needs? Income needs? Where 
do you go for services in these areas? Which issues are overlooked? Whose needs are not 
being met?

4. EMERGING NEEDS: Now consider the social, economic, and cultural climate of the community 
in which you live. Given that communities are always changing, what do you think will be the 
greatest needs to emerge in Madison County over the next several years?

5. COMMUNITY IMPACT: Think for a moment about your perceptions of United Way in Madison 
County and the role it plays in the community. What are your thoughts about how well 
United Way responds to the community through project initiatives, funding priorities, and 
community partnerships?  In other words, what do you see United Way doing well or not 
doing well in responding to the human service needs in your community through their 
support of various programs and agencies?  What recommendations or improvements would 
you offer for helping United Way deploy their human and capital resources most effectively?
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Focus Group Consent Form

 
 

CONSENT TO Participate in Stakeholders’ and Service Providers’ Focus Group

The purpose of the group discussion and the nature of the questions have been explained to me. 

I consent to take part in a focus group about my experiences and my insight into the health and human 
service needs of our communities in Madison County, Alabama, including some ways to improve the services 
and resources available.  

I also consent to be tape-recorded during this focus group discussion.

Voluntary Participation:

I understand that my participation is voluntary.  I also understand I am free to leave the group at any time.  If I 
decide not to participate at any time during the discussion, my decision will in no way affect any services I 
might receive through United Way of Madison County or its partner organizations.

Risks

Any risks involved in taking part in this focus group are believed to be minimal or none.

Benefits

There are no benefits for taking part in this focus group other than the refreshments provided.  We hope to 
learn about your needs and the needs of others in the community.  We hope to gain insight from you on how 
to improve services in the community.

Privacy

Your privacy will be protected.  Your name will not be used in any report that is published.  The information 
you provide during the focus group will not be used in a manner that can identify you.  Your answers will be 
grouped with others’ so that you cannot be personally identified.  Today’s discussion will be kept strictly 
confidential.  The other participants in the group will be asked to keep what we talk about private.

___________________________________________________       _____________________________
Name (please print Date

Signature
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CONSENT TO Participate in Focus Group

The purpose of the group discussion and the nature of the questions have been explained to me. 

I consent to take part in a focus group about my experiences and my insight into the health and human 
service needs of our communities in Madison County, Alabama, including some ways to improve the services 
and resources available.  

I also consent to be tape-recorded during this focus group discussion.

Voluntary Participation:

I understand that my participation is voluntary.  I also understand I am free to leave the group at any time.  If I 
decide not to participate at any time during the discussion, my decision will in no way affect any services I 
might receive through United Way of Madison County or its partner organizations.

Risks

Any risks involved in taking part in this focus group are believed to be minimal or none.

Benefits

There are no benefits for taking part in this focus group other than the refreshments provided and a chance to 
win a $50 gift card if you attend the entire session.  We hope to learn about your needs and the needs of 
others in the community.  We hope to gain insight from you on how to improve services in the community.

Privacy

Your privacy will be protected.  Your name will not be used in any report that is published.  The information 
you provide during the focus group will not be used in a manner that can identify you.  Your answers will be 
grouped with others’ so that you cannot be personally identified.  Today’s discussion will be kept strictly 
confidential.  The other participants in the group will be asked to keep what we talk about private.

___________________________________________________       _____________________________
Name (please print Date

Signature
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Focus Group Participant Demographic 
Questionnaire

   

United Way of Madison County  701 Andrew Jackson Way  Huntsville, AL 35801 
256-536-0745 (phone)  256-533-5309 (fax) 

Focus Group Participant Demographic Questionnaire 

 
Demographic information will only be reported as a summary of answers given by all focus group 
participants in the Madison County Community Needs Assessment. Please do not sign your name.  

 
 
1. How old are you?  
 18-29 years old   
 30-44 years old  

 45-64 years old  
 65+ years old  

 
2. Are you Male or Female?  
 Male  
 Female  

 
3. What is your race? Please check all that apply.  
 White/Caucasian  
 Black or African American  
 Asian/Pacific Islander  

 Native American  
 Other: ______________  

 
4. Are you of Hispanic or Latino origin?  
 Yes  
 No   

 
5. What is the highest level of school, college or vocational training that you have finished?  
 Less than High School  
 High School Graduate (or GED/ Equivalent)  
 Associate’s Degree or Vocational Training  
 Some College (No Degree)  

 College Degree  
 Graduate or Professional Degree  
 Other: ___________________________  

 
6. What was your total household income last year, before taxes?  
 Less than $20,000  
 $20-$29,999  
 $30,000-$49,999  
 $50,000-$74,999  

 $75,000-$100,000  
 Over $100,000  
 Prefer not to answer  

 
7. What is your zip code? ___________________ 
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S NOTE:  The following represents the full questions and answers on all four versions of the 
surveys conducted by United Way of Madison County. Following each posed (and numbered 
question) is a table or figure showing responses represented by either a statistical summary of 
the responses or the raw text where comments were included.

This appendix contains (in this order) :

CLIENT SURVEy QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES (Questions 1.1 through 1.29)

SERVICE PROVIDER QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES (Questions 2.1 through 2.33)

STAKEhOLDERS QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES (Questions 3.1 through 3.29)

PUBLIC SURVEy QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES (Questions 4.1 through 4.26)

Client Survey Questions & Responses
1.1 If you are completeing this survey on behalf of someone, please tell us why 
the person needs assistance. Otherwise, please skip to question 2.

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

He/she doesn’t speak or read English 15.4% 8

He/she is not physically able to fill in the form 7.7% 4

He/she is not comfortable completing the form on his/her own 76.9% 40

Other (please specify) 3

answered question 52

skipped question 181

1.2  During the past 12 months did any children (aged 18 or younger) in your 
home participate in? (check all that apply)

Answer options
Didn’t 
need it

Needed 
it but it 
wasn’t 

available

Needed 
it but 

couldn’t 
afford it

Yes
Response 

Count

Childcare/ preschool for 
children ages 6 wks-5 yrs

147 6 18 29 200

After school childcare for K-8 153 6 10 24 193

After school support 
programs K-12 (after school 
classes, tutoring, mentoring)

154 7 17 17 194

Summer academic 
enrichment programs K-12

159 3 14 16 192

GED or pre-GED classes 181 5 2 10 197

Workforce readiness 
programs

179 4 4 9 196

College preparatory programs 175 5 7 8 194

answered question 209

skipped question 24
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1.3  During the past 12 months did any adults (people over 18 years old) in your 
home participate in? (check all that apply)

Answer options
Didn’t 
need it

Needed 
it but it 
wasn’t 

available

Needed 
it but 

couldn’t 
afford it

Yes
Response 

Count

Adult enrichment classes 
(Lifelong Learning institutes, 
Senior Center, etc.)

191 2 2 6 201

Basic literacy programs 187 3 4 2 196

English language classes 190 2 3 5 199

GED classes 179 6 8 12 203

Job retaining programs 176 6 8 9 198

College courses or technical 
school classes

157 2 17 25 200

Health fairs 173 5 7 17 201

Parenting education 170 4 4 22 199

Community fairs on jobs/ 
income/ finances

171 5 7 15 198

Senior daycare 183 1 3 3 190

Independent living 
supports for seniors or 
homebound persons (safety 
modifications, Meals on 
Wheels, weatherization, etc.)

178 5 4 6 193

answered question 211

skipped question 22

1.4  During the past 12 months, did you or someone in your household 
participate in job related services?

Answer options
Didn’t 
need it

Needed 
it but it 
wasn’t 

available

Needed 
it but 

couldn’t 
afford it

Yes
Response 

Count

Job search assistance 149 8 4 42 203

Job certification programs 162 11 10 12 195

On-the-job training 150 15 5 27 197

Applying for income 
supports (WIC, disability, 
unemployement, etc.)

130 6 3 60 199

answered question 213

skipped question 20
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1.5  During the past 12 months, did you or someone in your household 
participate in other financial services?

Answer options
Didn’t 
need it

Needed 
it but it 
wasn’t 

available

Needed 
it but 

couldn’t 
afford it

Yes
Response 

Count

Financial education classes 
(budgeting, savings, etc.)

165 14 6 12 197

Consumer credit or debt 
counseling

166 11 9 12 198

Help with tax prep or Earned 
Income Tax Credit

168 4 6 23 201

Free or reduced-cost legal 
assistance

159 11 10 17 197

Meeting emergency needs 
(housing, food, clothing)

135 15 5 42 197

answered question 210

skipped question 23

1.6  During the past 12 months, did you or someone in your household 
participate in housing related services?

Answer options
Didn’t 
need it

Needed 
it but it 
wasn’t 

available

Needed 
it but 

couldn’t 
afford it

Yes
Response 

Count

Finding supportive housing 
(group homes, assisted living, 
skilled nursing care)

178 6 6 10 200

Finding affordable housing 147 17 11 28 203

Assistance with housing 
applications (HUD, Section 8, 
etc.)

151 16 10 28 205

Bankrupty counseling 184 3 8 4 199

Free or reduced-cost legal 
assistance

162 15 12 11 200

answered question 208

skipped question 25
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1.7  Which best describes your current housing situation?

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Rent 48.8% 105

Own 34.4% 74

Subsidized housing (HUD or similar) 7.0% 15

Assisted living facility 0.5% 1

Group home or halfway house 0.0% 0

Shelter or transitional housing 2.3% 5

Homeless 7.0% 15

Other (please specify) 7.0% 15

answered question 215

skipped question 18

1.8  What is your current work status?

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Employed full-time 35.8% 78

Employed part-time 12.8% 28

Retired 16.1% 35

Unemployed, looking for work 25.2% 55

Unemployed, not looking for work 7.8% 17

In school or job training program 2.3% 5

answered question 218

skipped question 15

1.9  Estimate how much of your monthly household income you spend on the 
following:

Answer options
Up to 25% 
of income

25-50% of 
income

More than 
50% of 
income

Not 
applicable

Response 
Count

Housing 63 64 33 55 215

Utilities 110 53 19 32 214

Food 96 56 25 35 213

Medical Costs 89 20 16 77 202

Childcare 40 15 1 145 201

answered question 219

skipped question 14
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1.10  Do you have a savings account?

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

No 53.8% 113

Yes 46.2% 97

answered question 210

skipped question 23

1.11  Does your household income include any of the following sources? (Check 
all that apply)

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Public assistance (AFDC, TANF) 11.4% 17

Food stamps 77.2% 115

Unemployment 8.1% 12

SSI or disability 19.5% 29

Social security 22.1% 33

Other (please specify) 20

answered question 149

skipped question 84

1.12  Please rate your overall health.

Answer 
options

Poor Fair Average Good Excellent
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

22 41 58 71 26 3.17 218

answered question 218

skipped question 15

1.13  Tell us about your access to health services. Do you have...

Answer options No Yes
Response 

Count

A primary care physican 91 121 212

A dentist 122 86 208

Physician specialists 127 65 202

Health insurance 85 127 212

Dental insurance 126 79 205

Prescription assistance 120 91 211

Vision care 130 79 209

Transportation to pharmacy & medical appointments 95 111 206

answered question 217

skipped question 16
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1.14  When you or someone in your family needs ROUTINE medical care, where 
do you most frequently go?

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Doctor’s office 65.5% 146

Urgent care or walk-in clinic 8.5% 19

Emergency room 28.7% 64

Community free clinic 11.2% 25

School-based clinic 5.4% 12

We do without routine care 4.9% 11

Other (please specify) 5

answered question 223

skipped question 10

1.15  Are you the primary caregiver for any of the following persons: (check all 
that apply)

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Foster children 16.0% 8

Dependent adult children 38.0% 19

Senior/elderly adult 20.0% 10

Disabled persons 40.0% 20

answered question 50

skipped question 183

1.16  Are there UNMET health needs for persons in your household? Check all 
that apply.

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Special needs therapies 9.3% 8

Children’s medical care 12.8% 11

Senior/elderly (gerontology) care 4.7% 4

Mental health care 29.1% 25

Substance abuse treatments 8.1% 7

Alzheimer’s care 5.8% 5

Adult dental care 54.7% 47

Children’s dental care 16.3% 14

Eye care 54.7% 47

Home health care 9.3% 8

Reproductive health services 7.0% 6

Pharmacy services 23.3% 20

Long-term care (nursing home or assisted living) 4.7% 4

Immunizations 7.0% 6
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Answer options  ...continued
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Nutritional education or dietary guidance 10.5% 9

Medical equipment or devices (walkers, hearing aids, etc.) 7.0% 6

Other (please specify) 18

answered question 86

skipped question 147

1.17  Which of the following have you or someone in your home experienced 
within the past 12 months? Please review the list below and check all that apply.

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Bullying 21.2% 28

Discrimination 12.9% 17

Family violence 9.8% 13

Child abuse/neglect 8.3% 11

Gang violence 0.8% 1

Sexual assault/harassment 6.8% 9

Being a victim of crime 6.1% 8

Teen pregnancy 0.8% 1

Mental illness/depression 31.8% 42

Drug/alcohol problem 6.8% 9

Learning difficulties 19.7% 26

Job loss 35.6% 47

Work stress 40.2% 53

Transportation difficulties 43.9% 58

Lack of stable housing 17.4% 23

Foreclosure or eviction 7.6% 10

Homelessness 17.4% 23

Hunger/food insecurity 12.1% 16

Traumatic grief 11.4% 15

Physical disability 22.7% 30

Mental disability 21.2% 28

Natural disaster (fire, tornado, flood, etc.) 0.8% 1

answered question 132

skipped question 101

1.18  Of the items you checked in the previous question, which ONE issue was 
the MOST difficult to find help with?

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Bullying 4.4% 5

Discrimination 1.8% 2

Family violence 2.6% 3
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Answer options  ...continued
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Child abuse/neglect 3.5% 4

Gang violence 0.0% 0

Sexual assault/harassment 0.9% 1

Being a victim of crime 0.9% 1

Teen pregnancy 0.0% 0

Mental illness/depression 5.3% 6

Drug/alcohol problem 1.8% 2

Learning difficulties 2.6% 3

Job loss 20.2% 23

Work stress 13.2% 15

Transportation difficulties 17.5% 20

Lack of stable housing 2.6% 3

Foreclosure or eviction 3.5% 4

Homelessness 3.5% 4

Hunger/food insecurity 0.0% 0

Traumatic grief 1.8% 2

Physical disability 11.4% 13

Mental disability 2.6% 3

Natural disaster (fire, tornado, flood, etc.) 0.0% 0

answered question 114

skipped question 119

1.19  What is your ZIP Code?
Zip Code Count Zip Code Count Zip Code Count

35125 1 35470 1 35622 1

35759 1 35741 1 35748 4

35749 2 35750 1 35757 3

35758 7 35759 3 35760 19

35761 6 35763 8 35769 1

35773 2 35801 14 35802 7

35803 8 35805 52 35806 7

35808 2 35809 1 35810 24

35877 11 35814 1 35816 21

35824 1 35861 1 35949 1

38488 1 38505 1 94596 1

answered question 221

skipped question 1
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1.20  What is your age?

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Under 18 0.5% 1

19-29 21.9% 47

30-39 21.2% 67

40-49 17.7% 38

50-59 14.4% 31

60-69 5.6% 12

70-84 7.2% 9

85+ 4.7% 10

answered question 215

skipped question 18

1.21  What is your race/ethnicity?

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

African-American 46.6% 102

Asian 0.5% 1

Caucasian 47.0% 103

Hispanic 2.7% 6

Native American 1.8% 4

Bi-racial/Multi-racial 1.4% 3

Other (please specify) 7

answered question 219

skipped question 14

1.22  What is your gender?

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Male 21.2% 46

Female 78.8% 171

answered question 217

skipped question 16
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1.23  What is your highest level of education?

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Did not graduate from high school 21.2% 46

High school diploma 36.9% 80

GED 12.0% 26

Trade/professional license 5.1% 11

College associate/bachelor’s degree 20.3% 44

Graduate school/advanced degree 4.6% 10

answered question 217

skipped question 16

1.24  How many people TOTAL live in your household? Include yourself in this 
count. (Please provide a whole number.)

Answer options Average
Response 

Count

3.177 216

answered question 216

skipped question 17

1.25  What are the ages of the other people in your household? Do NOT include 
yourself. (check all that apply)

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

0-5 41.0% 77

6-12 43.1% 81

13-18 27.7% 52

19-24 9.6% 18

25-44 30.9% 58

45-64 16.5% 31

65-84 5.9% 11

85+ 1.6% 3

answered question 188

skipped question 45

1.26  What is your approximate household income?

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Less than $25,000 67.0% 144

$25,000-$50,000 17.7% 38

$50,000-$75,000 8.4% 18

$75,000+ 7.0% 15

answered question 215

skipped question 18
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1.27  Think about your family, friends and neighbors. What are their three most 
important needs? (see table below)

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

(gave a #1 need) 100.0% 147

(gave a #2 need) 92.5% 136

(gave a #3 need) 79.6% 117

answered question 147

skipped question 86

NOTE:  The following columns contain all responses in raw data form, then 
alphabetized by column. The rows do not represent a single individual’s three 
most important needs. The original data has been retained by individual 
reference required.

#1 Need #2 Need #3 Need

Adult dental care Activities for children & 
parents/better info about 
same

A place to live

Affordable health care After school support 
programs [2 responses]

Access to fresh food/farmer’s 
markets

Affordable, quality childcare- 
summer program

Better lighting
Adequate & stable 
employment

Being safe Better security meaures Affordable child care

Better attitude through 
people who runs [run] any 
program to help others

Child care Affordable housing

Better help with after school 
care

Child care assistance

Assistance w/personal 
hygiene & househould 
[household] products (toilet 
paper + cleaning supplies)

Better medical care 
availability

Church Beds/blankets

Caregivers Clean Being able to go to school

Caregivers/check on her Cleaning Better child care

Child Care [2 responses] Clothes [3 responses] Better police presence

Children’s education
Clothing [4 responses]

Better understanding of how 
to be an adult; not making 
bad choices

Classes for parents Cost for food Childcare

Clothes Cost of utilities Childcare needs

Clothing Education [2 responses] Clothing [6 responses]

Continued health awareness Employment opportunities Clothing/transportation

Cost of utlities Family support Communication

Diapers Food [26 responses] Community outreach

Doctor care or health care Food assistance [2 responses] Computer literacy education

Employment Free WiFi access Cost of living [2 responses]

Family [2 responses] Having help Cost of utilities
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#1 Need  ...continued #2 Need  ...continued #3 Need  ...continued

Feel safe in home Health [3 responses] Daycare

Financial support 
[2 responses]

Health care [2 responses] Dental care

Finances Health insurance Depression

Financial advice Help cleaning Doctor bills

Financial
Help with kids

Drug/alcohol programs 
[2 responses]

Food [21 responses]
Help with bills

Education and job 
opportunities

Food Assistance Help with communication Employment

Food, education Help with utilities Family [2 responses]

Freedom Helping one another Finances

Good housing High cost of insurance/ 
medications

Food [4 responses]

Health High cost rent Friends

Health care [2 responses] Home Gainful well paid employment

Health care coverage Home and board Good health

Health care needs Household bills Having respect for others

Health insurance 
[3 responses]

Housing [7 responses] Health

Higher wages [2 responses] Hunger Healthcare insurance cost

Home [3 responses]
Independence

Help educationally with 
special needs children

Housing [10 responses]
Insurance that they can afford

Help with food from time to 
time

Income Jobs [3 responses] Help with GED

Insurance [2 responses] Let them know you are there 
for them

Housing [5 responses]

Job loss Love Jesus

Job security Lower utility bills 
[2 responses]

Job [2 responses]

Job/employment Mentors Jobs [8 responses]

Jobs [10 responses] Medical advice Kids’ programs

Lack of adequate insurance Medication [2 responses] Legal assistance - affordable

Love [5 responses] Medications Less government

Love- support from each other Mental health in Madison/
Monrovia area

Looking out for each other

Medical care Money [3 responses] Love [3 responses]

Medical help
More child care help

Lower gas prices [2 
responses]

Medication Neighborhood crimes Medical

Medicine Non-violent neighborhoods Medical + mental treatment

Medication assistance Paying medications Medical care [2 responses]

Money [5 responses] Physical help Medical expenses

More communication Prescription needs Money [2 responses]
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#1 Need  ...continued #2 Need  ...continued #3 Need  ...continued

N/a Rising gas cost More job help

Help paying hospital/doctor 
bills

Safe neighborhood n/a

Protect the community more Salary raise Need

Quality education Security [2 responses] Needs

Rent/work to pay rent Shampoo, soap, toilet paper, 
etc.

Open minded community

Rising food cost Shelter [7 responses] Place to live

Safe neighborhoods Social support Place to live, also work

Safety Stress Programs for the elderly

Safety and security Strong relationships Rights

School
Summer child care

School district/ poor 
education

Security issues Support Shelter [2 responses]

Shelter [7 responses] Transportation [8 responses] Shoes [2 responses]

Shelter (I would love to have a 
nicer home for my children, a 
safer place to play and live)

Transportation - public Somewhere to live

Shelter/home Trust Stability [2 responses]

Someone to take care of 
husband

Utilities Stress reliever

Stability Utilities cost Support

Thinking important (trust) Utility assistance Support for elderly

Transportation [9 responses] Volunteers at food give aways 
take food for self before 
handing out to ones that need

Offer more on clothes 
vouchers and lower prices in 
thrift stores

Transportation for later hours Work Thought

Trash pick up Work or jobs for convicted 
felons

Traffic lights for an [a] 
community [2 responses]

Unemployment Transportation [4 responses]

Work [2 responses] Transportation (shuttle, bus, 
extending hours on Saturday 
and Sunday)

Transportation/housing

Utilities [3 responses]

Work

1.28  What do you see as new issues that are already appearing or are likely to 
increase over the next five years in Madison County?

Response 
Count

114

answered question 114

skipped question 119
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NOTE:  The following raw data appears as it was entered by individual 
responders, and sorted in alphabetical order. For convenience word analysis 
was conducted on this data.

Emerging Issues

Adult dental care

Affordable housing storage; High electric bills

Affordable living; Education; Transportation; Better jobs; Minimum wage

Availability of transportation; Housing for the homeless

Available support services for the aging, elderly, and disabled

Bus transportation

Business in the construction sector

Childcare

Children getting on drugs [2 responses]

Clutter in outside areas

Communter [commuter] traffic seems to be on the rise. Roads and by-ways are congested.

Crime [4 responses]

Crime; Homelessness; People needing food

Crime; Lack of education; Segregation

Crime; drugs

Dependence on government assistance is a rampant issue

Domestic violence; Crime rate

Drug abuse

Economic slump/job loss

Education; Budget cuts; Drugs

Educational issues; Employment issues

Expansion in rural areas food, school, children in schools

Finds a good job

Finding a new home

Finding safe, low income housing; Assistance with transportation

Gang problem; Sexual abuse; Bullying

Gangs

Good schools

Growth

Gun violence [3 responses]

Health care cost

Health insurance

Help for autism spectrum adult son to become self-sufficient (especially transportation)

Help for seniors, medical costs

Help in rural communities; Funding for schools

Help more homeless people

Help the homeless

Help with rent and utilities, housing
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Emerging Issues   ...continued

Homeless

Homeless people [2 responses]

Homelessness; Unemployment; Hunger; Mental health issues

Homelessness; Lack of healthcare for those you cannot afford it including necessary meds

Homelessness; Unemployment

Homelessness, Madison County has inadequate services to address the rising homeless 
community

Homicide

I really don’t know but not (?) job

Immigrants

Increase in young adults not educationally and financially able to provide for themselves

Insufficient public daycare; Lack of affordable health care for single moms; Losing my job 
because I can’t afford daycare

Job increase

Job loss [2 responses]

Job loss; Mental illness in teens; Dropout rate in African American youth; Homelessness; 
Family violence; Shuttle bus & extension of hours Saturday and Sunday

Job; Child care assistance; Getting an education

Jobless [2 reponses]

Jobs [2 responses]

Jobs and insurance

Killings and problems in schools

Lack of school funding; Lack of programs for underpriviledged kids

Legal services; Legal services advice

Littering; More help with child care

Many things

Mental health near to Madison/Monrovia area

Mentors for children

More jobs

More jobs and better ways with health finances

More jobs or possibly more crime; Transportation on shuttle bus

Murder

Murder rate increasing

N/A only been here since March 2014

Need a job; Need child care; Need help with housing

Need better public transit

New buildings are already being created, newer construction along the highways

None

Not enough jobs; Transportation issues for those without vehicles and the elderly

Overpopulation for the resources available

Overpopulation leading to crime etc.

Police brutality

Poverty; Drugs
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Emerging Issues   ...continued

Racial discrimination

Roads and lack of schools

School issues

School issues on race and education [for] all children equally; Increase of taxes (food, gas, 
etc.) with pay increase is hard to families

School issues; Transportation issues

Schools closing

Segregation of schools

Shelter for homeless

Teenage pregnancy; Bullying; People taking knives to school to protect themselves

The challenge for people whose computer skills may not be sophisticated enough for aquiring 
assistance from local agencies; or for ever-changing high-tech HR application proesses 
[processes]; Debt counseling for young families

The city

The economy; Health insurance

The law that was just recently passed for 18 year olds to have rights to carry weapons

Too many children in classrooms

Transportation; Jobs; Affordable housing

Transportation [3 responses]

Violence [2 responses]

Violence and crime

Violence of all kinds, murder

Violence, TANF disappearing within the next five years

Young pregnancy; Absent fathers; Jobs no [not] paying enough

Zoning/Rezoning

1.29  If there is anything else you would like for us to know about needs in 
Madison County, please leave a comment here.

Response 
Count

49

answered question 49

skipped question 184

Miscellaneous Comments - What else would you say about needs.

The roads tha [that] Madison County widens should have been widened many years earlier. 
Need more participation with City Planners

Health needs helping paying co pay

Kids need to want to go to school (encouragement)

Need more entertainment for children and education for parents (classes)

None at present time

Trusted law enforcement

NOTE:  The comments are listed as they came into the database via surveys. 
Word analysis has been conducted to capture additional information.
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Miscellaneous Comments - What else would you say about needs.  ...continued

Need more housing assists [assistance] in the county areas. Not everyone wants to live in the 
projects

Health care

Many elderly that don’t make enough money to meet their needs - food, utility bills

Neighborhood watch

More food assistance

More income based housing

Help the homeless

Help with work

Money

Better lights and cameras in areas, speed bumps

Feel safe in homes. Better security measures

Transportation

Caregivers/free or low cost

Transportation

Light bill too expensive

House repairs

Transportation

Adult dental care

Transportation

Food assistance, transportation, numbers that they need to get too [to]

I need counseling or medicine

A lot of the roads need to be fixed, not just fill the potholes, but fix the roads

Wish there were more inner recreational activities to do within our neighborhood

It’s hard for people who are felons to find a job because of their past history. They might be 
able to better their live after being punished for their crime.

People need to stop parking in handicap spots

No comment

More assistance

Train the immigrants to study English

More programs for low income families

More safe

Food assistance with people that have been incarcerated

Need more community centers for young adults

None

Education

More resources for rent and financial assistance

Decrease in adequate Pre-K programs

Job loss

Job management assessment

Need more help for the homeless

More housing

Better shuttle (more hours, and days in operation)
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Miscellaneous Comments - What else would you say about needs.  ...continued

Homelessness

More, better roads; Housing for lower income single parent housing

2.1 During the past 12 months did your agency offer any of the following 
education programs or services? (Check all that apply)

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Child development for children birth to 5 years 35.6% 47

K-8 after school childcare 15.9% 21

K-12 student support programs 34.1% 45

K-12 summer academic enrichment programs 28.8% 38

Workforce readiness programs 32.6% 43

College preparatory programs 13.6% 18

Senior daycare 0.8% 1

Services to maintain independent living 26.5% 35

Adult enrichment classes 17.4% 23

Basic literacy programs 9.8% 13

English language classes 5.3% 7

GED classes 15.2% 20

Job re-training programs 12.1% 16

College courses or technical school classes 6.1% 8

Health fairs 38.6% 51

Other (please specify) 33

answered question 132

skipped question 31

2.2 During the past 12 months did your agency offer any of the following income 
or basic needs programs or services? (Check all that apply)

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Job placement 27.0% 30

Certification or training programs to become employed 20.7% 23

On the job training programs 29.7% 33

Financial literacy classes 31.5% 35

Consumer credit or debt counseling 21.6% 24

Bankruptcy assistance 3.6% 4

Supportive housing (group homes, assisted living, skilled nursing 
care)

15.3% 17

Locating affordable housing 31.5% 35

Service Provider Questions & Responses
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Answer options   ...continued
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Public housing application assistance 17.1% 19

Tax preparation/EITC (Earned Income Tax Credit) 7.2% 8

Free or reduced-cost legal assistance 5.4% 6

Emergency needs (housing, food, clothing) 56.8% 63

Application assistance for income supports (WIC, SSI, 
Unemployment Insurance, etc.)

27.0% 30

Community fairs on jobs/income/finances 21.6% 24

answered question 111

skipped question 52

2.3 During the past 12 months did your agency offer any of the following health 
programs or services? (Check all that apply)

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Special needs therapies 28.4% 29

Children’s medical care 16.7% 17

Senior/elderly (gerontology) care 13.7% 14

Mental health care 39.2% 40

Substance abuse treatments 11.8% 12

Alzheimer’s care 4.9% 5

Adult dental care 9.8% 10

Children’s dental care 15.7% 16

Eye care 19.6% 20

Home health care 9.8% 10

Reproductive health services 8.8% 9

Pharmacy services 11.8% 12

Long-term care (nursing home or assisted living) 2.0% 2

Immunizations 9.8% 10

Nutritional education or dietary guidance 35.3% 36

Medical equipment or devices (walkers, hearing aids, etc.) 21.6% 22

Senior daycare 2.0% 2

Independent living supports 21.6% 22

Health fairs 39.2% 40

answered question 102

skipped question 61

2.4 Based on the experience of your organization, please indicate the challenges 
that clients encounter when seeking support services.

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Lack awareness of programs 78.5% 106

Language barrier 23.7% 32
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Answer options  ...continued
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Transportation 74.8% 101

Exceed eligibilty criteria 20.0% 27

Lack of cultural diversity 8.9% 12

Literacy issues 28.9% 39

Affordability 53.3% 72

Capacity constraints of providers 35.6% 48

Premature discontinuation of services 8.1% 11

Other (please specify) 9

answered question 102

skipped question 61

2.5 What are the most common UNMET needs among your agency’s clients?

Response 
Count

103

answered question 103

skipped question 60

Most Common Unmet Needs: Response Text from Providers

Transportation locally

Perishable & non-perishable food, canned good, baby food, formula & diapers, canned goods, 
& plastic bags

Dental, home repair, energy efficiency in the homes, vision, and hearing

Transportation

Transportation

Employment, housing, transportation

Affordable housing, transportation, & prescription medicine

Affordable stable housing

Rental assistance and hygience [hygiene] supplies. Most places will provide food, but hardly 
anywhere can you get help with non-food necessities

Affordable substance abuse treatment

Adequate awareness, financial ability to utilize community programs and services

Access to adequate affordable housing

Financial support or assistance to secure recommended treatment for Autism Spectrum 
Disorders

Food benefits and housing vouchers

Shelter for families with children

Financial assistance for rent or mortgage, utility bills, or security deposit

Financial help with utility bills

Affordable housing, transportation for appointments and employment; our clients frequently 
lack education and job skills to obtain jobs that pay a living wage

Child Find Information distribution

Medication assistance, necessary medical equipment, transportation, utility assistance
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Most Common Unmet Needs: Response Text from Providers   ...continued

Access to health care in general, timely substance abuse treatment, timely mental health 
treatment, child care, employment, transportation, affordable safe housing

Supplies

Child care expenses

Transportation

Childcare

Transportation

Transportation

Math tutoring

Treatment for substance abuse

Education and awareness of services

Funding for program

Transportation

Lack of awareness of programs

Affordability of care

Transportation, job training

Lack of awareness of programs

Mental health evaluations and/or intervention

Dental

My clients are caring for or raising their grandchildren because their adult children won’t. 
Their biggest need would actually be motivating their adult children to step up and be better 
parents. They also need help with transportation, child care, legal issues, navigating the 
modern school system, and other issues related to raising grandchildren.

Transportation

Financial literacy, education, access to basic service due to limited personal transportation 
and no access to public transportation

Transportation

Utility and rent deposit assistance, utility and rent assistance, medical care

Transportation, residential services, medical care

Educational support, educational accountability & expectations, vibrant & robust programing 
for children

Unable to receive needed services due to capacity limitations. There are not enough 
employees available to meet the need because of funding issues.

Adequate and affordable housing, PreK, childcare for non-school aged children, 
transportation

Lack of either a car/truck or gas for transportation. Lack of food. Lack of cell phone minutes.

Ensure nutritional beverage. Sweetner [sweetener] substitutes.

Income maintenance when the primary provider is the offender and is removed from the 
home, housing, higher pay for employment (having to work 2 or 3 jobs to support family), 
legal representation re: family law.

Accessible public transportation

Legal representation, transportation, mental health care, affordable housing, health care, 
child care

Drug, alcohol, and abuse assistance when they NEED it not when they want it. By the time they 
want it they have already gotten so far down it’s extremely difficult to get back on their feet.
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Most Common Unmet Needs: Response Text from Providers   ...continued

Systems’ lack of awareness and access to resources of our clients

Employment opportunities that pay minimum wage and above

Not enough furniture to help all who is in need

Transportation

Good communication

Lack of education. Not that it is not available, but they have not understood the importance.

Dental care for low income children and adults is very limited. Children grow up in families 
where parents are not familiar with basic dental hygiene, and do not know how to teach their 
children. In addition, parents are not used to routine professional dental care for themselves 
or for their children. They don’t know how to seek it out for themselves or their children. They 
don’t always understand the value of preventative dental care, or the importance of basic 
dental hygiene home care.

Quality affordable child care options

Utilities

Financial

Dental care, access to mental health care

Lack of basic necessities

The ability to have funds to meet all needs

Extended care or treatment

Transportation and encouragement to grow beyond the difficulities

Transportation

Affordable housing and legal services

There is no agency that provides the education, installation and continued collaboration in 
reducing the utility bill of the resident along with the overall comfort of the home to provide 
health and wellness

Basic needs:  lack of adequate financial resources for food, shelter and medical care; lack 
support system; physically and financially unable to maintain home; mobility issues; 
transportation needs

Transportation to work and school

Our clients need therapies, etc. for their children and don’t usually receive these due to 
monetary constraints

Furniture and household items

Transportation & employment

Affordable decent housing, affordable child care, transportation for work opportunities, 
decent health care

Job training, higher education

Respite care and similar community living supports

Medical care from professionals willing to work with people with disabilities

Legal needs of LGBT people & medical care specific to the transgender community

Knowledge of value of program/services offered

Medical insurance, transportation to treatment, medical treatment and testing

Many services are by waiting list only so there are over 130 individuals on the day program 
waiting list in Alabama. We recently served a person that had been on the list 20 years.

Volunteer opportunities

Access to healthcare
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Most Common Unmet Needs: Response Text from Providers   ...continued

Committed long-term companionship with a mentor who serves as an encourager for 
developing one’s skills and abilities to move from a life of government program dependency 
to self-sustaining work and life skills

Funds for AmTrykes

Homeless services to the entire family

Financial assistance

Transportation, employment, education

Transportation and adequate childcare

Mental health

Housing while undergoing mental health care, lack of speed of action by other agencies in 
proportion to degree of need

Timely access to psychiatrists, counselors, hospital beds

Due to health care changes, it is the ability to access mental health care at an affordable cost. 
And IF... someone has insurance, not to have to wait for months to see someone. Also, utility 
assistance.

Prenatal housing options, GED preparation courses

Employment for adults with disabilities

Funding

Transportation

Contested domestic cases

Income and the ability to find affordable housing

Accessibility to services

2.6 Of the following issues, which ONE problem is MOST difficult for your clients 
or potential clients to find help with?

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Bullying 0.0% 0

Health problems 3.6% 5

Family violence 1.5% 2

Racism 0.7% 1

Teen pregnancy 0.0% 0

Being a victim of crime 0.0% 0

Homelessness 2.2% 3

Mental illness/depression 8.8% 12

Street violence/gangs 0.7% 1

Lack of services for seniors 5.1% 7

Drug/alcohol problem 2.2% 3

Hunger/food insecurity 2.2% 3

Sexual assault/harassment 0.0% 0

Lack of stable housing 7.3% 10

Work stress 0.0% 0

Disability 5.8% 8

Financial stress or budgeting problems 13.9% 19
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Answer options   ...continued
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Bankruptcy 0.0% 0

Lack of basic necessities (clothing, household items) 1.5% 2

Job loss 5.8% 8

Child abuse/neglect 1.5% 2

Transportation difficulties 9.5% 13

Lack of affordable childcare (birth-5 years) 1.5% 2

Lack of affordable after-school care (K-8) 2.2% 3

Natural disaster (fire, tornado, flood, etc.) 0.0% 0

Difficulty accessing medical care 5.1% 7

Foreclosurer or eviction 2.9% 4

Death of family member or close friend 1.5% 2

Parenting difficulties 4.4% 6

Difficulty balancing work and care-giving responsibilities 4.4% 6

answered question 137

skipped question 26

2.7 How much of a problem are each of the following issues in the community? 
In the area of education:

Answer options
Not a 

problem
Minor 

problem
Major 

problem
Rating 
Averge

Response 
Count

Adequate parenting skills 4 46 74 2.56 124

Affordable before and after 
school childcare

8 58 55 2.39 121

Affordable pre-school 
programs

16 53 49 2.28 118

High school drop-out rate 6 49 66 2.50 121

Lack of educational 
opportunities for people 25 
and older

24 57 36 2.10 117

Lack of educational services 
for children with special 
needs

14 60 42 2.24 116

answered question 126

skipped question 37

2.8  How much of a problem are each of the following issues in the community? 
In the area of shelter and basic needs:

Answer options
Not a 

problem
Minor 

problem
Major 

problem
Rating 
Averge

Response 
Count

Availability of safe, affordable 
housing

7 46 69 2.51 122

Availability of housing for 
senior citizens

7 59 52 2.38 118

Emergency housing 7 48 65 2.48 120
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Answer options  ...continued
Not a 

problem
Minor 

problem
Major 

problem
Rating 
Averge

Response 
Count

Homelessness 6 53 62 2.46 121

Lack of utilities assistance 10 44 66 2.47 120

Lack of assistance in 
preparing for home 
ownership

17 63 37 2.17 117

answered question 126

skipped question 37

2.9  How much of a problem are each of the following issues in the community? 
In the area of other basic financial and safety needs:

Answer options
Not a 

problem
Minor 

problem
Major 

problem
Rating 
Averge

Response 
Count

Children living in poverty 2 35 86 2.69 126

Food insecurity 5 54 65 2.48 124

Public transportation 3 45 81 2.62 126

Lack of free or reduced rate 
legal aid

11 66 42 2.26 119

Availability of veterans’ 
assistance (housing, health 
care, workforce re-entry, 
PTSD)

14 64 40 2.22 118

Lack of workforce re-entry 
opportunities for retirees

15 70 30 2.13 115

Workforce entry or re-entry for 
people with disabilities

9 60 44 2.31 113

Crimes against persons or 
property

7 61 49 2.36 117

Juvenile delinquency 5 65 48 2.36 118

Human trafficking 21 66 28 2.06 115

answered question 131

skipped question 32

2.10  How much of a problem are each of the following issues in the community? 
In the area of medical needs:

Answer options
Not a 

problem
Minor 

problem
Major 

problem
Rating 
Averge

Response 
Count

Lack of adequate prenatal 
care

16 72 27 2.10 115

Teen pregnancy 5 65 47 2.36 117

Finding affordable health 
insurance

9 31 80 2.59 120

Availability of doctors who 
accept Medicaid/Medicare

8 47 64 2.47 119

Availability of doctors and 
medical facilities

19 63 35 2.14 117
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Answer options   ...continued
Not a 

problem
Minor 

problem
Major 

problem
Rating 
Averge

Response 
Count

Obesity and overweight 
among children and adults

7 37 76 2.58 120

Access to hospice or end of 
life services

39 60 16 1.8 115

answered question 125

skipped question 38

2.11 How much of a problem are each of the following issues in the community? 
In the area of mental health needs:

Answer options
Not a 

problem
Minor 

problem
Major 

problem
Rating 
Averge

Response 
Count

Abused and neglected 
children

5 46 67 2.53 118

Bullying 6 55 54 2.42 115

Families or individuals in 
crisis

2 38 79 2.65 119

Domestic violence 2 55 58 2.49 115

Children’s mental health 6 44 66 2.52 116

Alcohol/substance abuse 3 38 79 2.63 120

Mental illness 2 39 77 2.67 118

answered question 124

skipped question 39

2.12 How much of a problem are each of the following issues in the community? 
In the area of other health needs:

Answer options
Not a 

problem
Minor 

problem
Major 

problem
Rating 
Averge

Response 
Count

Access to recreational 
services

25 72 20 1.96 117

Affordable adult daycare 11 57 48 2.32 116

Lack of disaster preparedness 17 73 27 2.09 117

Domestic violence 2 58 54 2.46 114

Lack of transportation for 
seniors and people with 
disabilities

7 55 55 2.41 117

Lack of caregiver supports 8 52 56 2.41 116

answered question 124

skipped question 39
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2.13 Based on the experience of your organization, how has OVERALL demand 
for services changed across the last 12 months for the following developmental 
groups?

Answer options Increased
Stayed the 

same
Decreased N/A

Response 
Count

Children 0-5 37 41 3 34 116

Children 6-12 34 51 1 31 117

Teens 13-17 39 44 4 27 114

Young adults 18-24 40 47 5 21 113

Adults 25-55 48 40 2 25 115

Mature adults 56-74 52 30 4 31 117

Senior adults 75+ 32 37 4 39 112

answered question 126

skipped question 37

2.14 Based on the experience of your organization, how has OVERALL demand 
for services changed across the last 12 months for the following community 
populations?

Answer options Increased
Stayed the 

same
Decreased N/A

Response 
Count

Homeless persons 36 44 6 31 117

Persons with mental illness 57 35 4 21 116

Persons with alcohol/
substance abuse

39 45 4 24 112

Persons with physical or 
developmental disability

43 50 2 21 116

Low income families 73 40 3 5 121

Middle income families 36 58 8 13 115

Military families 22 52 11 28 113

Immigrant families 34 45 6 26 111

Other (please specify the 
population and the direction 
of need)

3

answered question 122

skipped question 41

2.15 Based on the experience of your organization, how has OVERALL demand 
for services changed across the last 12 months for the following types of 
services:

Answer options Increased
Stayed the 

same
Decreased N/A

Response 
Count

Academic enrichment 33 38 6 38 115

Advocacy 44 48 4 18 114

Child care 29 48 1 35 113

Consumer credit counseling 17 37 5 54 113
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Answer options   ...continued Increased
Stayed the 

same
Decreased N/A

Response 
Count

Disability services 31 45 4 31 111

Emergency food, clothing, 
shelter

48 40 4 25 117

Employment assistance/job 
training/job placement

35 46 2 34 117

Family support (parenting, 
counseling, etc.)

35 47 3 29 114

Tax assistance/EITC 9 44 4 53 110

Housing assistance 
(mortgage/rent/utilities)

43 32 4 37 116

Legal services 18 43 4 46 111

Mental health care 46 35 5 28 114

Mentoring 32 37 6 37 112

Nutrition services 25 44 2 41 112

Substance abuse treatment 36 29 3 45 113

Transportation 46 42 1 27 116

Youth development 34 40 4 38 116

answered question 126

skipped question 37

2.16 Please tell us which stakeholder group shown below best describes your 
agency.

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Private nonprofit 91.2% 114

Government agency 8.8% 11

answered question 125

skipped question 38

2.17 In your opinion, what are the top 3 needs for the type of organization you 
represent?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

(gave a #1 need) 100.0% 117

(gave a #2 need) 97.4% 114

(gave a #3 need) 92.3% 108

answered question 117

skipped question 46

NOTE:  The data on the following page contains all responses in raw data form, 
then alphabetized by column. The rows do not represent a single individual’s 
three most important topics. The original data has been retained by individual 
responding if that information is required.
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#1 Need #2 Need #3 Need

Abstinence education in area 
schools

Additional volunteers A relationship between 
donors and agencies/ 
collaboration

Access to adequate mental 
healthcare

Adequate GED assistance Access to affordable health 
and therapy services

Access to medical care Adequate staff Additional mental health 
workers

Accessible mental health care 
for children and adults

Adult services Additional staff and 
volunteers

Additional funding Advocacy & awareness of 
caregiver needs

Additional visibility of 
programs offered

Additional supportive 
housing

Affordable and accessible 
health care

Adequate transportation in 
the Huntsville area

Adequate affordable housing 
availability

Affordable child care Advocacy [2 responses]

Adequate staff to keep up 
with demand for services

Affordable housing [3 
responses]

Affordable facitlities to 
accommodate a growing 
number of potential clients/
students

Adolescent physchological 
[psychological] services

Aid for victims of violence 
foreign born

Affordable legal aid

Affordable substance abuse 
treatment

Assisting seniors to remain 
independent in their own 
homes

Affordable/accessible mental 
health treatment

Availability of medical 
services

Availability of affordable 
summer care/education

Assistance for children in 
poverty

Awareness [2 responses] Better funded access to 
medical care for mental 
illness

Awareness

Basic necessities Bullying intervention Awareness/marketing

Better awarenss of what we 
do among people who need 
our services. Many people 
only find us when they are in 
crisis.

Child abuse prevention/ 
parent education

Better public awareness of 
services

Child abuse advocacy and 
therapy

Children’s dental care Better publicity for our clinic

Child and youth development 
support services

Collaboration Better relationships among 
clients, family members, and 
medical professionals who 
make up support structures

Child development Community advocacy Board development

Children’s health care Community awareness Child care support

Clothing Community awareness about 
research-based programs 
such as ours

Childcare expenses

Communications Community collaborations Children’s mental health care

Community education Community education and 
awareness training

Clothing
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#1 Need   ...continued #2 Need   ...continued #3 Need   ...continued

Community-wide recognition 
of benefit to community

Donors/fundraising Collaboration with federal 
programs (schools, Head 
Start, etc.)

Consistent monetary support Drug/alcohol treatment Community buy-in on being 
a change maker in banding 
together to teach our 
residents how to become 
independent on paying bills, 
etc.

Counseling for youth involved 
in street gang violence

Dynamic educational 
programs

Community collaboration

Donations Education Community resources

Education Eliminate competitiveness Community understanding of 
the impact child abuse has on 
society

Education on energy 
efficiency and how to reduce 
utility bills

Employment [2 responses] Computer skills training for 
staff

Emergency shelter/food Fair and equitable fee 
structure

Cost of services

Employment  [2 responses] Family services Counseling for domestic/ 
family violence

Finances Financial assistance Custody, programming, 
and experiences for young 
children in poverty

Financial Financial assistance for family 
medical bills

Drop out intervention

Financial assistance 
[2 responses] 

Financial assistance for 
programs

Early intervention services

Financial assistance for 
potential clients/students

Financial assistance to assist 
clients with utility deposits

Economic growth

Financial assistance to assist 
clients with rent and/or 
mortgage payments

Financial assistance/ 
budgeting

Educating seniors & 
caregivers of community 
services, proactive actions to 
undertake (to avoid reactive 
circumstances that result in 
negative actions)

Financial literacy Financial support to continue 
the status quo

Education [3 responses]

Financial support 
[2 responses] 

Financial training on how to 
stay within budget and not 
depend on charity assistance 
because lack of budget 
planning

Education of what city has to 
offer to enrich lives

Financial support so that 
services can be obtainable for 
those in need

Food [2 responses] Educational deficits

Financial support to bring 
services to the underserved

Food assistance Educational supplies
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#1 Need   ...continued #2 Need   ...continued #3 Need   ...continued

Financial support to families Food security Emergency services for 
families (food, housing)

Food Funding [6 responses] Facilities

Food donations, baby food, 
formula, and diapers

Funding through fundraisers Family support

Funding [12 responses] Funds for increased music 
therapy

Food

Funding for victims of crime Furniture Funding

Funding sources Good prenatal care Funding for providing for 
personal needs of residents 
in group homes

Funding through grants Health education and support 
services

Funds for therapy equipment

Funding to match federal 
funds to provide services

Hearing aids Furniture

Funding to provide free 
information to families

Help connecting with other 
agencies to collaborate

General population’s needs 
for emotional support & 
understanding

Funding to support service 
delivery

Housing assistance Government support

Government funding Housing for displaced 
pregnant women 
[2 responses]

Government support (not 
just asking for us to do 
something)

Grant funding Improved health literacy Health and wellness

Grant support Increase in volunteers Health education

Help for families with a 
disability

Increased personnel to 
increase services

Help with publicity

Help with transportation Increased volunteerism 
[2 responses]

Housing [2 responses]

Home safety and accessibility 
needs

Job training workshops/ 
seminars

Immigrants

Homelessness Jobs Lack of after school programs

Housing Jobs for clients Lack of community 
involvement

Housing (short term & long 
term)

Jobs for people with a 
disability

Legal assistance for clients

Indentification of children 
with disabilities 0-5

Lack of affordable health 
insurance for low income 
families

Long term goals

Increase in staffing to keep up 
with client growth

Maintaining adequately 
prepared staff while 
increasing demands

Marketing

Increased capacity Marketing Marketing/publicity

Increased funding Math and English tutors Meat

Increased funding to increase  
services

Mental health services Medical equipment

Literacy Mentoring [2 responses] Mental illness support
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#1 Need   ...continued #2 Need   ...continued #3 Need   ...continued

Literacy for elementary school 
children

Mentors [2 responses] Mentors for young men

Maintaining service delivery 
capabilities with decreasing 
budget

Monetary contributions Money

Mental health counseling More volunteers More awareness

Mental health needs Older adults with mental & 
medical issues [2 responses]

More awareness of programs

Money [2 responses] Parent education More facilities

More funding for specific 
programs

Parenting More partnership

More mental health 
assistance

Providing child sexual abuse 
therapy to all children who 
need it

Other capital needs

Operational support Public awareness Partnerships [2 responses]

Parenting skills training Public awareness of child 
abuse [2 responses]

Pre-vocational training to 
ensure independent living 
and job placement is obtained 
by adulthood

Place for adult child to go to 
relieve parents

Public awareness of the value 
that we offer

Prenatal development 
education

Produce Qualified personnel Prescription pill abuse

Providing child abuse 
prevention services to all at-
risk families who need them

Quality childcare for children Public awareness

Respite care Replace decaying homeless 
shelter

Public awareness of our 
organization

Safety/health/fall prevention 
in the home for seniors

Retiree job placement Public support

Stability Safe affordable housing Recognition that our 
community has a large 
population of families in need

Stable funding sources to 
continue programs

Shelter Referral services

Stable housing for clients Shelter for families with 
children

School readiness

STEM education Soups Subsidized housing options 
for individuals and families 
on fixed incomes

Supportive community Stable/predictable funding Substance abuse

Systems understanding 
of cultural nuances and 
sensitivities

Staff capacity [2 responses] Substance abuse services

Transportation [8 responses] Support from the community 
[2 responses]

Substance abuse/mental 
health treatment

Transportation to work Support of community Supplies

Treatment beds Support services Support groups for caregivers 
& family members
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#1 Need   ...continued #2 Need   ...continued #3 Need   ...continued

Utlilities [utilities] Teen substance abuse 
[2 responses]

Supported employment

Utility assistance funds Training Temporary assistance

Volunteers [2 responses] Transportation [2 responses] Toys & food

Widespread community 
understanding of impact of 
poverty

Transportation for young 
adult clients to increase 
independence

Transportation [4 responses]

Youth development Utilities Transportation & gas

Utility assistance Transportation to services

Vehicles for transportation Utility assistance

Volunteers

Volunteers to support the 
agencies’ efforts

Volunteers trained as long-
time committed mentor/ 
companions

Well-educated public citizens

Widespread community 
support of programs that 
address dental needs of 
children in poverty

Workforce development

Youth substance abuse

2.18 What is your agency’s ZIP Code?
Zip Code Count Zip Code Count

35601 1 35758 4

35760 3 35763 1

35801 50 35802 10

35803 2 35804 8

35805 17 35806 4

35807 2 35810 12

35811 4 35816 6

48197 1 varies 1

answered question 126

skipped question 37
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2.19 If your agency or organization provides any of the following services, 
please indicate your capacity for that service.

Answer options
We do not 
offer this

Yes, we 
can serve 

more 
clients

Yes, but 
we have a 

waiting list

Response 
Count

Academic enrichment 76 36 8 120

Advocacy 56 55 9 120

Child care 94 14 9 117

Consumer credit counseling 109 11 1 121

Disability services 82 30 7 119

Emergency food, clothing, shelter 76 32 12 120

Employment assistance/ job training/ job 
placement

81 35 4 120

Family support (parenting, counseling, 
etc.)

64 49 10 123

Tax assistance / EITC 111 6 0 117

Housing assistance (mortgage/rent/
utilities)

97 13 10 120

Legal services 111 6 1 118

Mental health care 81 21 16 118

Mentoring 71 40 9 120

Nutrition Services 85 30 5 120

Substance abuse services 102 13 3 118

Transportation 82 26 11 119

Youth development 81 35 6 122

Other (please specify service and capacity) 24

answered question 130

skipped question 33

2.20 During the past 12 months, has your organization discontinued any 
services?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

No 87.0% 114

Yes 13.0% 17

answered question 131

skipped question 32

2.21 If yes, what services were discontinued?

Answer options
Response 

Count

34

answered question 34

skipped question 129
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Services Discontinued: Response Text from Providers

Child development

Community Housing- licensed foster care

Consolidated Programming and Services to focus on education and dynamic programming 
and reduced “free” time

Deposit assistance for domestic violence victim safety was on hold, but now available again

Eye Care

Financial support to families for funeral & burial of children

Foster Care

Free Screenings for infants/toddlers w/ [with] suspected Autism Spectrum Disorder. Grant 
cycle ended.

Furniture except to someone who had a house fire, for lack of furniture

Homework assistance during the summer months.

Less treatment beds

Limited on number of individuals receiving certain services

Preschool outreach program to Head Start programs

Several programs like respite and community education scaled back but not discontinued

Social security payee services

Street Outreach

The ability to assist with utilities and rental assistance. We no longer facilitate that grant.

We have not discontinued any services ... Only increased

n/a [7 responses]

None [8 responses]

None at the moment

2.22 If services were discontinued, why were the services discontinued?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Not cost effective 6.5% 1

No longer a need for the service 11.1% 2

Funding cuts 66.7% 12

Change in agency mission or goals 16.7% 3

Other (please specify) 15

answered question 18

skipped question 145
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2.23 How frequently does your organization make referrals to other 
organizations to provide services beyond your scope?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Daily 42.9% 54

Weekly 30.2% 38

Monthly 19.8% 25

Rarely 6.3% 8

Never 0.8% 1

answered question 126

skipped question 37

2.24 Does your organization intend, as part of its strategic plan, to partner with 
other organizations to improve, blend or expand services?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

No 11.5% 14

Yes 88.5% 108

answered question 122

skipped question 41

2.25 Do you feel that the United Way of Madison County is funding relevant 
programs in your community?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

No 15.4% 19

Yes 84.6% 104

answered question 123

skipped question 40

2.26 Are you aware of the following community services?

Answer options

No, I don’t 
know 

about this 
service

Yes, I know 
about it 
but I’ve 

never used 
it

Yes, I have 
used this 

service 
before

Response 
Count

2-1-1 19 39 66 124

Volunteer Center 11 48 66 125

United Way Leadership Social Services 27 46 54 127

answered question 127

skipped question 36
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2.27 If you received $100,000 to invest in our community, how much would you 
direct to each area below? Please provide answers in whole dollar amounts, for 
example $5,000.

Answer options   
Average dollar 

amount
Response Count

HEALTH (services that provide safe home & 
community, healthy beginnings, healthy eating 
and physical activity, supporting healthy 
choices, access to health care)

$33,837.68 106

EDUCATION (services that provide school 
readiness, early grade level learning, middle 
grade success, high school graduation and 
college success)

$33,149.42 107

INCOME (services that provide financial stability 
and independence in our community including 
services that provide basic needs such as 
shelter, food and clothing as well as the ability to 
manage and prevent crisis)

$31,187.13 107

answered question 123

skipped question 40

2.28 What do you believe to be the top 3 needs OVERALL in Madison County?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

(gave a first need) 100.0% 117

(gave a second need) 97.4% 114

(gave a third need) 92.3% 108

answered question 117

skipped question 46

NOTE:  The following columns contain all responses in raw data form as entered 
by those responding to the survey, then alphabetized by column. The rows do 
not represent a single individual’s three most important. The original data has 
been retained by individual response if that information is required.

#1 Need #2 Need #3 Need

Abstinence education A better 24/7 public 
transportation system

A new baseball team

Access to affordable 
healthcare and therapy 
services

Access to affordable health 
care and medical home

Access to healthcare

Access to healthcare Access to dental services Accessible substance abuse 
services

Access to medical care Access to mental health 
services and medicine

Accessible, safe, and 
affordable housing

Accessible transportation Additional subsidized 
housing alternatives

Affordable (or scholarships 
for) daycare

Accountability Affordable child care Affordable family enrichment 
activities
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#1 Need   ...continued #2 Need   ...continued #3 Need   ...continued

Adequate child care 
(affordable preschool 
programs)

Affordable child care/ 
development programs

Affordable health care

Adequate public 
transportation

Affordable, quality childcare 
0-12 years

Affordable housing

Adequate/affordable housing After school mentoring Affordable medical services

Adolescent psychological care Awareness of community 
service providers

Affordable safe housing for 
low income persons

Affordable housing [4 
responses]

Community education on 
obesity

Affordable transportation

Affordable housing for low to 
moderate income

Community involvement Alcohol/substance abuse 
services

Affordable medical care & 
prescriptions

Dental care Art appreciation

Affordable mental health 
counseling as well as other 
medical/dental needs

Diversity training within 
corporations, government, 
and agencies

Awareness

Affordable quality child care Domestic violence Basic needs

Affordable transportation 
options

Dynamic programming - 
poverty children

Better public transportation

Availability of healthy diet 
options & education

Educating parents to be 
supportive of their children

Child abuse prevention 
services

Better paying jobs/training to 
get those jobs

Education [4 responses] Childcare

Better public schools/
teachers

Education. And job training. Clothing, food, shelter

Better public transportation 
system

Employment. [2 responses] Community collaborations 
on services that can be done 
more efficient and effective 
together

Caregiver support Employment to people who 
change their past lives for the 
better

Continuous education for 
adults

Character youth development 
through art

Expanded preschool 
opportunities

Crisis intervention

Child abuse Facilities Daycare

Child abuse intervention 
services

Family psychological services Domestic abuse

Children with limited access 
to adequate nutrition

Feeding the hungry Domestic violence

Commitment to long-term 
community development 
rather than programs of 
chronic relief that keep 
people dependent rather than 
helping them develop their 
dreams, talents, and solid 
every-day life skills for dignity 
and self-sustainability

Financial assistance Educational deficits
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#1 Need   ...continued #2 Need   ...continued #3 Need   ...continued

Early intervention for children 
with disability, especially with 
the increase in children with 
autism

Financial assistance - rent, 
utilities, etc.

Emergency/transitional 
housing for families

Education [5 responses] Financial assistance grants/
programs for research-
based treatment for austim 
spectrum disorder

Employment

Education - access Financial planning services Employment resources

Education support for rural 
and low income students

Food Enthusiasm for what city 
offers even for low income 
families

Education: early childhood 
intervention and treatment 
programs for children with 
disabilities

Food assistance Family support services 
(parenting, economic 
stability, etc.)

Education- poverty children Foster placement for children Financial assistance programs 
in the community for families 
of children with special needs

Emergency assistance GED education Financial mentoring

Employment Health [2 responses] Financial services

Evidence-based treatment for 
autism spectrum disorder

Health & safety, food housing 
assistance, adequate medical 
care for school age children 
within the local schools

Food assistance

Financial assistance Health care for the non-
working or under-employeed

Furniture

Financial literacy for residents 
to live within their means

Heath care/mental health 
care

Grants for education

Food for low income families 
that have a past history

Health needs- mental health Health/education 
opportunities for low income 
populations

Food for starving [people] Homeless health services Healthy living habits - 
affordable

Food insecurity Household/hygiene supplies Help prevent proliferation 
of babies born to welfare 
mothers

Food security for children Housing [5 responses] High school drop out

Funding I feel it’s beyond my scope to 
answer here.

High school dropout rate

Health [3 responses] Improved public 
transportation

Home repairs

Health awareness services Income/ job training support 
for families with children in 
poverty

Home repairs & maintenance. 
So people can stay in their 
homes

HIgh school drop out rate Increased access to mental 
health services

Homeless

Homeless shelters and 
workforce preparedness

Increasing organization 
interaction

Housing [2 responses]
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#1 Need   ...continued #2 Need   ...continued #3 Need   ...continued

Housing [5 responses] Juvenile delinquency Hunger/related insecurity of 
next meal/weekend nutrition

Improved public 
transportation

Mental health care I feel it’s beyond my scope to 
answer here

Increasing community 
awareness

Mental health services Improve health care & 
services to non-school age 
children.

Inspiring/ equipping children 
& youth for jobs and a future

Mental health services for 
children and individuals

Income [2 responses]

Job training and accessibitility Mental health treatment Increased awareness of 
vulnerable children

Jobs [2 responses] Mental health/substance 
abuse treatment

Increased tax generating 
sources to support public 
education

Jobs, especially for the 
uneducated

More affordable education 
opportunities for adults

Job assistance

Life skills coaching More focus on job placement 
programs

Job training

Medical care More job opportunities Jobs

Mental health More pre-k education Making sure that low income 
kids have 3 meals daily

Mental health care housing Parenting support Medical

Mental health for children Pre-K Medical insurance

Mental health services 
[3 responses] 

Road repair Medical support [2 responses]

Mental health services - 
couseling [counseling], 
psychiatric services

Safe affordable housing Medication assistance

Mental health services for 
children/adolescents

Services to those already 
committed to helping others

Mentoring for troubled 
middle/high school students

Mid-level employment 
opportunities

Substance abuse Mentors

More individual giving Support More community support 
of projects such as 
Inclusive Communities 
& Compassionate Cities 
sponsored by the City of 
Huntsville

More psychiatrists and 
hospital beds for psychiatric 
patients

Support to families with low 
income

More education for the 
general public on relevant 
issues

Parenting and life skills 
training

Traffic More extra-curricular 
activities for youth & adults

Pre-K education Transportation [6 responses] More job readiness programs

Public transportation
 [3 responses] 

Transportation issues that 
isolate the poor

More public transportation

Quality affordable child care Utilities Mortgage assistance

Reading / literacy Utilities assistance Obesity
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#1 Need   ...continued #2 Need   ...continued #3 Need   ...continued

Rental / housing assistance Violent crime Organized collaboration 
among service providers

Safe affordable housing Youth development, thru 
education

Parenting classes

Safety in families (child abuse 
and domestic violence)

Parenting readiness

Stopping obesity Parenting skills

Substance abuse treatment 
[2 responses] 

Planned parenthood services

Transportation [9 responses] Pre care and after school care 
for working parents

Violence Primary prevention services 
to reduce violent crimes

Youth development Programming for young 
disabled adults aging out of 
public school system

Youth services Programs for the youth

Public transportation

Respite for families of an 
individual with a disability 
and meaningful programs for 
the child

Respite services

Safe, affordable housing 
[2 responses] 

Safety as population grows

School readiness

Shelter

Special needs support for 
children who fall outside 
qualified services

Suitable housing to people 
with not so good past

Support for nonprofits

Therapy

Training for consistency 
and long-term relationship 
mentoring

Transportation [4 responses] 

Transportation for the 
employed

Tutoring and mentoring for 
parents and students

Uninsured people
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2.29 What do you see as emerging service needs over the next five years in 
Madison County?

Response 
Count

87

answered question 87

skipped question 76

Emerging Needs: Response Text from Providers

Support during disasters

Educational Services for children with special needs.
Youth Development/Teen Pregnancy Service
Employment Assistance (Job training/Job placement)
Affordable Senior Citizen/Disabled Adult Day Care
Free or Reduced Rate Legal Aid Services
Mentoring for our Teenagers
Mental Illness Service
Domestic Violence

Our aging population will continue to increase percentage-wise which in turn will increase the 
need for senior housing, transportation, and assistance for home repairs

Public transportation

More homes built

Veteran Support to include homeless veterans

Educational services (such as free afterschool programs that provide food). With the 
consolidating of schools and the increase of public housing residents obtaining vouchers, 
there will be a need for afterschool care in these areas that will see an increase of families that 
live below the poverty level. Their needs will need to have to be addressed.

Employment opportunities for low skilled individuals.

Affordable Mental Health Services.

Adequate community awareness on special needs, evidence-based practices,  and treatment 
options available to them

Accessibility to more safe affordable housing

Support for Intervention Programs for children, youth and adults with Autism Spectrum 
Disorders and related disabilities. Autism affects 1 in 68 children nationally, with evidence to 
support an even higher incidence in North Alabama. This is a major public health concern for 
our community. There is little to no state funding to ensure adequate care and intervention 
services for individuals with autism in North Alabama.

Mental health services, substance abuse services, and housing

Public Transportation

Families will continue to struggle to survive. An increase in services to link parents with 
services and encouraging them in effectively parenting/nurturing their children would be 
great services to see emerge and expand.

Pre-school at risk services for students struggling with basic academics

Behavioral supports/education. 
Autism awareness, education, and supports.

More affordable low-income housing for homeless

As the population in our area continues to grow, transportation and access to healthcare will 
continue to be a problem, as well as assisting those living below the poverty level.

Education
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Emerging Needs: Response Text from Providers   ...continued

Mental health care
Substance abuse care
Transportation
Access to healthcare
Access to quality schools and education

Youth services that will educate and keep our youth off the street.

Transportation to outlying areas of the county

Health care

Homelessness

Assistance with Job placement
Health Care Availability
Resource assistance

Elder Care

Expanded mental health services

Mental health

Those related to elder care

I would hope we could get better and affordable transportation for seniors. Affordable health 
insurance and doctors that take the insurance.

Public transportation, safe public housing, youth shelters which allow students to remain in 
school and complete high school education

Greater care of roads

Language barrier becoming a larger issue, middle class families living paycheck to paycheck 
due to rise in daily living costs (food, medical, transportation, etc.)

Health/medical services

Educational issues related to potential school re-zoning

Child Abuse Prevention
Trauma-Informed Mental Health Services
Basic Needs of Children

Affordable medical insurance, health services

Mental health, for both adults and children.

Increased public transportation needs

Community Gardens and food pantries.
Better Public Transportation

Increased need to support individuals with medical cost due to change in healthcare.

Respite services for caregivers for individuals with disabilities and senior citizens

Educational opportunities
Employment opportunities
Access to health care

Sustaining economic growth. I see Madison County in an uptrend and as long as we can 
maintain it then a lot of other problems will begin to be solved.

Encouraging diversity and increasing compassion in all walks of life

Transportation is an emerging service need over the next five years in Madison County.

More funding to helps [help] programs [which] help those in need.

Better transit system to provide overall service to the community for employment, social and 
environmental needs
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Emerging Needs: Response Text from Providers   ...continued

Health awareness services

Higher quality of school in low income areas

There is a huge need to improve resources for mental health issues. Even for people with 
private insurance, mental health services are extremely expensive and it is daunting to figure 
out what services are needed, and then how to access them, even for people with insurance. 
 Low income children and teens with ADHD, depression, suicidal thoughts or any of a host 
of mental health or behavioral problems, need prompt consistent, ongoing mental health 
services far beyond those currently offered. We can’t ignore these problems in our young 
people. These issues impact every experience in a child’s or teen’s life, making relationships 
and education a challenge. And the problems snowball, leading to poor school performance, 
poor social skills, poor interpersonal relationships, job loss, underemployment, broken 
homes, and so much more. We need healthy, emotionally stable adults to care for our children 
and work in our local economy. If we ignore our children, we can’t expect to have a healthy, 
vibrant community.
The lack of dental care for low income people is also a significant problem. We should be 
ashamed that we can’t figure out a better way to address this. Our Community Free Dental 
Clinic cannot do all that needs to be done. 
These issues are not unique to Madison County, but Madison County is not just any 
community. We have a very highly educated population that can work together to address 
these problems. 
 Each year, I do presentations to about 20 groups and talk to many individuals in our 
community. Many people express compassion towards children and families in need, but they 
truly do not understand how poverty impacts the way people function in their lives, and how 
this impacts our community as a whole. 
We can all do a better job of learning how to communicate our messages to those who can 
help.

Housing for Homeless

All of above

Insuring children & families, increased need for respite across the lifespan

Senior population continues to expand (Baby Boomers); birth rate stable or decreasing. 
Reasonably-priced caregiver services; more services provided (under Medicaid in OTHER 
states) in community/home to remain independent; adequate, affordable, expanded routes-
-transportation; additional health training to reduce AL incidence rate (of occurrence); more 
outreach programs for seniors

Training the community to help and not just attach a band-aid to the problems. Giving funds 
to the organizations that truly make a difference rather than the ones who can show fancy 
graphics and drive vehicles with the organizations logo on it. Could funds not be better spent 
in providing the services needed to secure life and keep families growing?

Keeping children healthy with enough food, medical services.
Making sure that the high school dropout rate decreases and offering technical training at the 
high school level.
Address the growing homeless population

The community needs to identify the issues that face the “hidden Huntsville/Madison County” 
that nobody wants to address. Funding needs to be allocated to meeting the needs of these 
communities with support of the Faith Communities, Legislature and United Ways to be part of 
the solution that can demonstrate the benefits of solving the problem one district at a time.

Educating society about giving consumers a second chance
Helping people who have a criminal background to become members of society. Consumers 
with a criminal background being homeless because there are no jobs for them.
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Emerging Needs: Response Text from Providers   ...continued

1.  Address an aging community - since we are seeing an increase in the aging population.
2.  Real walking communities that are affordable to all income levels. Including additional 
reasonably priced housing for seniors in safe areas. 
3.  County-wide transportation that transit [transits] the entire county that would provide 
access to medical care, food, shopping, etc., 7-days a week. Not everyone can bike or walk 
about town.
4.  United Way should concentrate on raising money, advocating for the underserved and 
become more visible. UW has lost out to other foundations, employee giving funds, etc.

Programs to move people to self-sufficiency and break the cycle of poverty

Transportation and access to quality jobs for the lower income

Job skills development; Transportation sufficient to get people to job sites; Development of 
affordable housing

More senior employment, health, and recreation opportunities.
Need for more technical training opportunities for young adults.

Aging in place/independent living supports for seniors and individuals with disabilities

More services to the youth and young adults who did not successfully complete their public 
education. Focus on unemployment and underemployment and providing opportunities for 
everyone to have the reality of a better standard of living.

Developing youth math, reading and character skills

Eliminating the insecurity of nutrition and food resources especially in children

24/7 public transportation is a fundamental of the need for all of Huntsville/Madison County 
residents

As the stressors of everyday life continue, and wages stay the same while other costs 
increase, and services and programs either lose funding or have to cut back due to budget 
deficits, we see the above needs becoming more and more pervasive.

Mental health care housing; GED Education; Medication assistance for mental health care 
medicines

More ESL classes, improved GED classes to prepare for the new GED test

More psychiatrists and hospital beds for psychiatric patients.

Testing for sexually transmitted diseases; increased awareness for sex trafficking; great 
penalties for abuse

1. Feeding, Clothing and Educating Welfare & Low-Income Children
2. Hospice Care
3. Senior Care for Aging Population
4. Health programs to include Diet, Fitness and Mental Support
5. Wounded Warrior Support

Drug prevention/education

Transportation to work becomes bigger and bigger as we continue to spread out. Access to 
health care as number of providers decreases due to ACA.

Education

I think the need for both emergency housing and transitional housing for families because we 
see more families that are now homeless. We encounter a lot of single fathers with children 
who have nowhere to go; as well several single mothers with no place to go. I think this need 
will continue to increase because of domestic violence issues, lack of income, and limited 
amount of community resources.

Sustainable living situations for children and families at risk
Adequate nutrition for children of school age
Dependable alternative living environments for children (i.e. foster care)
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2.30 If there is anything else you think we should know about community needs 
in Madison County, please leave a comment here.

Response 
Count

31

answered question 31

skipped question 132

Additional Comments: Response Text from Providers

Our organization is held together daily by volunteers and our budget is small, leaving us to 
rely on the community for support to feed 300 to 400 families a week in our community that 
rely on us to provide their meals, simply because they currently have no other means. Our 
motto: Together we can” Feed Huntsville, One Family at a Time!”

More affordable child care

Madison County is a caring and wonderful community. I appreciate the work of United Way to 
assess and meet the needs.

I think that agencies should visit all non-profits to really see the need in the community.

This survey addresses social services, which happens to be my professional background. 
However, my agency is an Arts provider. Greater access to the arts is important, but obviously, 
basic human needs must be met before the benefits from the arts can be utilized.

The rural areas of Madison County severally [severely] lack public resources such as 
transportation, affordable public housing, food security, etc. We are one of two non-profit 
serving the most under-resourced corner of the county. Since the area is very rural and spread-
out there is a great need for additional support services to be brought into the area as most 
people lack the transportation need to seek services outside of their immediate local.

Thank you for all you do to support our community!!!

My humble opinion is that an extreme level of inefficiency exists among service providers (as 
a group) related to the lack of an organized, cohesive, and collaborative effort that is focused 
on or accentuating the skills/services/talent of each organization. The result is too much/
redundant overhead and reduced programming

Elderly caregivers are often unfamiliar with where to go for help and services. They come to us 
asking what to do next.

Housing for middle income families instead of them paying all income for rent, with nothing 
left for them to spend on their children.

We need to do a better job of engaging experts who know how to share the stories about 
what all of our non-profits do on a daily basis. We need to investigate the very best and most 
effective communication strategies around the nation, and not limit our thinking to how it has 
been done locally.

I think there are many who start their own new non-profit which duplicates the services of 
some already valuable entities. If groups work together and don’t have to compete for the 
funding to complete the same project, wow, what a difference could be made. It’s great to 
start your own business but when you want to start a non-profit charity, it shouldn’t be about 
jobs first.

The majority of Madison County citizens don’t realize that there are needs in our community. 
There are individuals living in poverty and with basic needs. They are living very well and think 
[so is] everyone else. Average citizen doesn’t understand that Huntsville [is] rural and a mill 
town.  General attitude is no commitment to issues. Short-term action plan with no long term 
vision. United Way should work on establishing a (not once a year) long term relationship with 
their donors, partners and the community.

There is not enough funding to help consumers [who] have a past history of crime trying to 
become better member of society, by employment, housing, voting rights back.
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Additional Comments: Response Text from Providers   ...continued

Affordable dental care is non-existent for individuals who are not in school.
Our community members are unaware/uneducated of the population base in our county who 
live in poverty

Q #19--would have liked an option for “yes, but there is a need to expand” --without adequate 
funding, expansion is affected. Not every agency creates a waiting list; however, many of us 
would like to improve the quality of services provided, but as our population continues to 
expand, funding allocations continue to decrease (even remaining at “level funding” denies 
an agency from adequately serving designated population if numbers served continue to rise) 

Q#25--Yes, relevant programs funded, but United Way is funding/designating some “internal 
projects,” thus creating some competition/conflict. In addition, as agency funding has 
decreased in recent years, United Way staff positions appear to have expanded

There are a lot of agencies doing great things in Madison County. There is also a lot of 
duplication in services provided especially with youth and education too. In the area of 
expertise that Nexus Energy provides, we found that several agencies assist with paying 
utility bills max twice a year. We also know that agencies like CASA and the City of Huntsville 
Community Development provide weatherization but cannot go inside the home. This is 
essentially a band-aid on the problem. We see a need for a community blueprint for Energy 
Efficiency similar to how the UW works with Health and Human services. We need so much 
help with policy and education at the local and state level so when federal funds are allocated 
to the state ADECA, they will focus on the LIWAP which is weatherization instead of the LIHEAP 
which is paying the utility bill and serves as a temporary fix. We will never eradicate poverty 
with band-aids.

There are too many Auburn fans.

Inclusion of individuals with disabilities in all community programs and locations; digital 
literacy for seniors, young children, individuals with disabilities and low-income families

United Way of Madison County needs to step up and be supportive and inclusive publicly of 
the gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender community. Great progress is going [being] made 
in Huntsville/Madison County and so far United Way is lagging behind and it is being noticed.

There is a need for services to mentally challenged adults that do not fit the government 
subsidy requirements but need daily care and attention to needs

As a whole, all community residents need to be educated about the values of and differences 
between quick short-term relief and long -term personal and community development, and the 
educational, economic, and environmental benefits of methods of relational development with 
trained mentors who are dependably consistent and mutually expect accountability.

It is my belief and that of many others as I meet within the community, that we need more of a 
focus on building the relationships between those that provide services to the community and 
the generous individuals who support these causes.

I think that the community as a whole should come together more to work with the low income 
individuals. Many of these individuals are referred to agencies that do not deal with their 
specific need. So we need that open communication to help that individual or family.
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2.31 How long have you been working in your field?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

5 years or less 16.3% 20

6-10 years 17.9% 22

11-20 years 27.6% 34

21 years or more 38.2% 47

answered question 123

skipped question 40

2.32 What is your highest level of education?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Did not graduate from high school 0.0% 0

High school diploma 1.6% 2

GED 0.0% 0

Trade/professional license 0.8% 1

College associate/bachelor’s degree 41.0% 50

Graduate school/advanced degree 56.6% 69

answered question 122

skipped question 41

2.33 What is your current position?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Program Manager / Program Director 44.2% 46

Program Specialist 7.7% 8

CEO / Executive Director / President 45.2% 47

Volunteer 2.9% 3

Other (please specify) 23

answered question 104

skipped question 59

3.1 How important are the following EDUCATION goals to the people of Madison 
County? Use #1 for the most important and #5 for the least (use each number 
only once).

Stakeholder Survey Questions & 
Responses

Answer options 1 2 3 4 5
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Students enter school ready to 
succeed.

32 44 26 18 14 2.54 134
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Answer options  ...continued 1 2 3 4 5
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Students have responsible, 
caring adults (parents, 
educators, mentors, and 
caregivers) in their lives.

44 30 25 19 16 2.5 134

Students learn to help others 
through community service.

3 9 26 27 69 4.12 134

Youth succeed in school and 
make good grades.

14 17 28 52 23 3.4 134

Students have the necessary 
skills to successfully 
transition to work, college, 
military service, or a skilled 
trade.

41 34 29 18 12 2.45 134

answered question 134

skipped question 4

3.2 How important are the following INCOME goals to the people of Madison 
County? Use #1 for the most important and #5 for the least (use each number 
only once).

Answer options  1 2 3 4 5
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Individuals and families 
know about and have access 
to emergency financial 
assistance when they need it.

15 26 31 29 32 3.28 133

Families have access to 
affordable daycare (child, 
disabled, senior).

15 33 46 33 6 2.86 133

Individuals and families have 
access to transportation to 
and from work, school and 
other necessary services.

20 37 34 25 17 2.86 133

Individuals and families have 
access to resources to help 
them become economically 
self-sufficient.

77 20 12 15 9 1.94 133

Individuals and families have 
access to transitional housing 
arrangements as a bridge to 
stability and a home of their 
own.

6 17 10 31 69 4.05 133

answered question 133

skipped question 5
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3.3 How important are the following HEALTH goals to the people of Madison 
County? Use #1 for the most important and #5 for the least (use each number 
only once).

Answer options  1 2 3 4 5
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Individuals develop healthy 
physical and behavioral 
lifetime habits.

36 34 16 22 25 2.74 133

Children have a healthy start 
in life.

60 40 20 9 4 1.92 133

Children, youth and adults 
have access to primary DENTAL 
care (including preventative 
and restorative and urgent 
care).

2 18 33 55 25 3.62 133

Children, youth and adults 
have access to primary 
MEDICAL care (including 
preventive, restorative and 
urgent care).

32 31 44 19 7 2.53 133

Seniors and disabled 
individuals maintain an 
independent and healthy 
quality of life.

3 10 20 28 72 4.17 133

answered question 133

skipped question 5

3.4 What are the most common UNMET needs that you see in the community?

Answer options
Response 

Count

86

answered question 86

skipped question 52

Unmet Needs: Stakeholders’ open-Ended Response

A way to get folks off the cycle of repeated assistance - related to job skills, training, re-entry, 
availability of transportation to get folks to work, a family-friendly work environment for low 
wage earners.

Transportation,  Affordable quality daycare

Jobs , Affordable health care,  Transportation

Mental health resources

Parenting Skills- teaching responsibility, importance of education, consequences, 
consideration and tolerance of others

Transportation for seniors to get to doctors, senior/community centers, as well as recreation 
facilities.

School transportation issues for the impoverished, mental health services for children (there 
is a gap in services)

Affordable day care.
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Unmet Needs: Stakeholders’ open-Ended Response

As a DHR attorney, we have cases everyday with parents that are addicted to pain medications 
they are getting through prescriptions. We need education on the problems with addiction 
focused on prescription usage. Also, we need to get rid of the methadone clinic. No one ever 
has a treatment plan that gets them clean from the clinic. We also have no real treatment for 
mental health issues. The mental health center is so overcrowded that it takes months to get 
in and the patients only see professionals once a month if they are lucky. Finally, we need 
[to] address our court system. We need to have more judges and support staff to handle the 
overloaded system.

Education

Job and life skills preparation in graduating teenagers.

Lack of ability for residents to have a voice in policymaking/ minimal responsiveness of 
elected officials to desires of the public

Pathways for citizens to follow to improve their financial situations and quality of life.

Job readiness

Emotional needs are not met due to the continued shameful cultural view of seeking mental 
health assistance. From my experience personally and professionally, it is expensive and 
difficult to access. A paradigm shift needs to occur about complete health....body, mind, and 
spirit. I think nutrition and family structure with purposeful down time changes everything. We 
don’t slow down enough and our children pay the price.

Lack of mental health assistance in Madison/Limestone Counties.

Access to affordable child care

Healthcare, employment  and Educational Opportunities for minorities and underprivileged

Housing for homeless

Disadvantaged children entering school with inadequate reading and comprehension skills (4 
years old).  Secondly, job training programs for unemployed or under-employed.

Homelessness

1. Lack of affordable high-quality childcare  
2. Lack of an effective public transportation  
3. Lack of transitional housing

Available resources

Affordable daycare and access to jobs that pay more than minimum wage.

Single parent mothers raising children with NO father figure

Relationships that foster hope and interdependency.

Quality education and responsible parenting - both are lacking

Helping individuals & families become economically self-sufficient.

Medical care for children and youth, Mentoring for our children to become successful, 
independent adults

Educating the general public on the resources available and assistance in taking advantage of 
those programs.

Working Families struggling in the economic times that this community is in.

Broken homes; children without proper guidance and opportunity;    
Unmet basic medical and dental care

Domestic Violence - family security

Diversity

Those individuals in a gap situation - recently unemployed - need to meet immediate needs

High quality accredited early childhood options for low income infants, toddlers and 
preschoolers and early childhood options for those with developmental delays and disabilities
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Unmet Needs: Stakeholders’ open-Ended Response

Housing for the homeless  Transportation for low income people

Affordable healthcare

Support systems to help people develop and execute strategies that will lift them into more 
secure financial, health, and educational circumstances, as well as engaging with those that 
needs these services in a way that encourages participation and success.

Transportation  Medicaid Expansion  Education for all

Adequate public transportation

Children being prepared for entering school. Varied summer camp activities for children. 
Volunteer activities for children and pre-teens (under 16).

More positive attention given to North Huntsville

Failing Schools

Parental Involvement

Parenting education

I think the community does an overall great job in meeting needs.

Transportation  Financial and housing emergency assistance

Help with legal issues. There is such a backlog of legal issues that people w/o [without] means 
cannot take care of.

Inpatient services for juveniles with mental health issues

Better collaboration among resource providers  More family housing options for the homeless

Affordable and Quality Childcare for ages birth - 4 years  Unemployment  Access to information 
on Jobs (postings) that are Available (Where and with Who)

LGBT Resources--- therapists, doctors who are willing to perform transgender operations, etc.

Affordable housing options (especially for senior adults), transportation, school achievement

Better transportation that expands on our current services, especially for the distressed and 
disabled.

Childhood hunger and family/child neglect abuse

Access to transportation after 6:00pm Monday through Sunday. Transportation available in 
the surrounding areas, affordable childcare, and more available jobs.

Homeless care

Help for struggling schools

*Access to Pre-K for all children   
*Affordable, quality healthcare  
* Affordable, quality housing   
* Affordable, quality childcare

Housing for homeless and unemployed  pedestrian-friendly roads/intersections

Adequate clothing, transportation (especially trouble getting children to school - creates 
attendance/learning issues), financial stresses (upon everyone!), divorce issues

We need to work harder on reducing teen pregnancy. It’s very common and seems to me to be 
a solvable problem.

People coming together, as one community

More access to Mental Health Services is needed for people of ALL ages. Social Services are 
also a major concern; they are unable to adequately meet the needs of children in need of 
intervention.

Childcare, Hunger, Homelessness, Healthcare

Enough full-time and part-time employment opportunities for the people who want to gain 
economic independence.
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Unmet Needs: Stakeholders’ open-Ended Response   ...continued

Sufficient jobs with descent wages for families to support their families without assistance.

Overweight and the need for numerous fresh markets for fruits and vegetables

Poverty both generational and situational. This impacts all areas of a student’s life.

Support for the families about how to care for multiple children

A sufficient number of  affordable housing  units in the area

Assistance for homeless families and quality Pre-K education

Financial assistance with educational expenses for students of families who are just above 
poverty line.

Access to preventive medical care, equity in schools

Transportation for low income families. Jobs that pay more than minimum wage.

Education for mind, body, spirit, social balance and support system....no Mental Health 
Association to advocate for better coordination of mental health services!

Financial issues that affect families whose income is just low enough to make them ineligible 
for assistance.

Transitional housing, affordable quality childcare

Transportation in rural areas

Activities for teen age children  Adequate public transport  Lack of service for seniors

Jobs

Assistance with Drug and Alcohol abuse programs that are free to individuals

3.5 Of the following issues, which ONE problem is MOST difficult for people to 
find help with?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Bullying 3.9% 5

Health problems 1.6% 2

Family violence 3.1% 4

Racism 4.7% 6

Teen pregnancy 0.0% 0

Being a victim of crime 0.8% 1

Homelessness 3.1% 4

Mental illness/depression 21.9% 28

Street violence/gangs 0.8% 1

Lack of services for seniors 2.3% 3

Drug/alcohol problem 1.6% 2

Hunger/food insecurity 2.3% 3

Failing in school/trouble learning 2.3% 3

Sexual assault/harassment 0.0% 0

Lack of stable housing 2.3% 3

Work stress 3.1% 4

Disability 1.6% 2

Financial stress or budgeting problems 10.9% 14

Bankruptcy 0.0% 0

Lack of basic necessities (clothing, household items) 0.0% 0
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Answer options   ...continued
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Job loss 6.3% 8

Child abuse/neglect 1.6% 2

Transportation difficulties 4.7% 6

Lack of affordable childcare (birth - 5 years) 7.8% 10

Lack of affordable after-school care (K-8) 0.0% 0

Natural disaster (fire, tornado, flood, etc.) 0.8% 1

Difficulty accessing medical care 4.7% 6

Foreclosure or eviction 1.6% 2

Death of family member or close friend 0.0% 0

Parenting difficulties 3.1% 4

Difficulty balancing work and care-giving responsibilities 3.1% 4

answered question 128

skipped question 10

3.6 How much of a problem are each of the following issues in the community? 
In the area of education:

Answer options  
Not a 

probelm
Minor 

problem
Major 

problem
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Adequate parenting skills 2 42 81 2.63 125

Affordable before and after 
school chilcare

8 73 43 2.28 124

Affordable preschool 
programs

11 70 42 2.25 123

High school drop-out rate 5 51 69 2.51 125

Lack of educational 
opportunites for people 25 
and older

39 71 14 1.8 124

Lack of educational services 
for children with special needs

26 68 30 2.03 124

answered question 126

skipped question 12

3.7 How much of a problem are each of the following issues in the community? 
In the area of shelter and basic needs:

Answer options  
Not a 

probelm
Minor 

problem
Major 

problem
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Availability of safe, affordable 
housing

13 72 35 2.18 120

Availability of housing for 
senior citizens or disabled 
adults

8 74 38 2.25 120

Emergency housing 11 68 41 2.25 120

Homelessness 6 63 52 2.38 121

Lack of utilities assistance 13 78 28 2.13 119
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Answer options    ...continued
Not a 

probelm
Minor 

problem
Major 

problem
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Lack of assistance in preparing 
for home ownership

29 61 30 2.01 120

answered question 121

skipped question 17

3.8 How much of a problem are each of the following issues in the community? 
In the area of other basic financial and safety needs:

Answer options  
Not a 

probelm
Minor 

problem
Major 

problem
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Children living in poverty 1 39 83 2.67 123

Food insecurity 10 53 57 2.39 120

Public transportation 9 58 56 2.38 123

Lack of free or reduced rate 
legal aid

19 81 21 2.02 121

Availability of veterans 
assistance (housing, health 
care, workforce re-entry, PTSD)

17 64 37 2.17 118

Lack of workforce re-entry 
opportunities for retirees

25 68 26 2.01 119

Workforce entry or re-entry for 
people with disabilities

10 72 35 2.24 117

Crimes against persons or 
property

6 77 37 2.25 120

Juvenile delinquency 3 65 51 2.4 119

Human trafficking 27 52 29 2.02 118

answered question 124

skipped question 14

3.9 How much of a problem are each of the following issues in the community? 
In the area of medical needs:

Answer options  
Not a 

probelm
Minor 

problem
Major 

problem
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Lack of adequate prenatal care 22 76 22 2 120

Teen pregnancy 8 070 44 2.3 122

Affordable health insurance 14 46 62 2.39 122

Availability of doctors who 
accept Medicaid/Medicare

14 56 51 2.31 121

Availability of doctors and 
medical facilities

35 60 27 1.93 122

Obesity and overweight 
among children and adults

3 35 85 2.67 123

Access to hospice or end of life 
services

44 63 15 1.76 122

answered question 124

skipped question 14
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3.10 How much of a problem are each of the following issues in the community? 
In the area of mental health needs:

Answer options  
Not a 

probelm
Minor 

problem
Major 

problem
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Abused and neglected 
children

2 46 72 2.58 120

Bullying 7 54 58 2.43 119

Families or individuals in crisis 0 57 63 2.53 120

Domestic violence 1 58 60 2.5 119

Children’s mental health 2 59 58 2.48 119

Alcohol/substance abuse 2 53 66 2.53 121

Mental illness 1 47 73 2.6 121

answered question 121

skipped question 17

3.11 How much of a problem are each of the following issues in the community? 
In the area of other health needs:

Answer options  
Not a 

probelm
Minor 

problem
Major 

problem
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Access to recreational services 38 69 12 1.78 119

Affordable adult daycare 5 68 46 2.34 119

Lack of disaster preparedness 38 56 25 1.89 119

Domestic violence 2 67 50 2.4 119

Lack of transportation for 
seniors and people with 
disabilities

14 68 37 2.19 119

Lack of caregiver supports 12 64 42 2.25 118

answered question 122

skipped question 16

3.12 To which stakeholder group do you belong?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Education professional 45.2% 56

Health professional 8.1% 10

Business professional 37.9% 47

Elected official 8.9% 11

answered question 124

skipped question 14
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3.13 In your work, how often do you encounter individuals who could benefit 
from referrals to community organizations that provide health and human 
services?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Daily 32.0% 40

Weekly 27.2% 34

Monthly 21.6% 27

Rarely 18.4% 23

Never 0.8% 1

answered question 125

skipped question 13

3.14 As part of your strategic plan, does your organization or business engage 
in community social responsibility or corporate philanthropy?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

No 13.1% 16

Yes 86.9% 106

answered question 122

skipped question 16

3.15 How does your business or organization give back to the community? 
(Check all that apply)

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Provide volunteers 70.2% 87

In-kind resources 46.0% 57

Loaned executives 15.3% 19

Donations or gifts 54.0% 67

Grant-making 16.1% 20

Event sponsorships 51.6% 64

Product sponsorships (e.g. reports or brochures) 16.1% 20

Campaign sponsorships (e.g. public awareness activities) 36.3% 45

Do not have a philathropic plan 7.3% 9

Other 17.7% 22

answered question 124

skipped question 14
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3.16 Do you feel that United Way of Madison County is funding relevant 
programs in your community?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

No 8.3% 10

Yes 91.7% 110

answered question 120

skipped question 18

3.17 Are you aware of the following community services?

Answer options

No, I don’t 
know 

about this 
service

Yes, I know 
about it 
but I’ve 

never used 
it

Yes, I have 
used this 

service 
before

Response 
Count

2-1-1 36 64 21 121

Volunteer Center 15 83 27 125

United Way Leadership Social Services 35 78 11 124

answered question 125

skipped question 13

3.18 If you received $100,000 to invest in our community, how much would you 
direct to each area below? Please provide answers in whole dollar amounts, for 
example $5,000.

Answer options   
Average dollar 

amount
Response Count

HEALTH (services that provide safe home & 
community, healthy beginnings, healthy eating 
and physical activity, supporting healthy 
choices, access to health care)

$31,854.17 119

EDUCATION (services that provide school 
readiness, early grade level learning, middle 
grade success, high school graduation and 
college success)

$41,066.66 119

INCOME (services that provide financial stability 
and independence in our community including 
services that provide basic needs such as 
shelter, food and clothing as well as the ability to 
manage and prevent crisis)

$25,777.31 114

answered question 121

skipped question 17
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3.19 What do you believe to be the top 3 needs OVERALL in Madison County?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

(gave a #1 need) 100.0% 105

(gave a #2 need) 96.2% 101

(gave a #3 need) 90.5% 95

answered question 105

skipped question 33

NOTE:  The following columns contain all responses in raw data form, then 
alphabetized by column. The rows do not represent a single individual’s three 
most important. The original data has been retained by individual responding if 
that information is required.

#1 Need #2 Need #3 Need

A need for agencies and 
entities to work together

A larger city transportation 
system which covers the 
entire city

Access to affordable childcare

Acceptable academic 
performance for all children

A need to improve the school 
climate

Access to continuing 
education job training

Access to primary healthcare Access to affordable 
healthcare (general, dental, 
and eye)

Affordable health care 
[3 responses]

Affordable healthcare Access to affordable housing Affordable healthcare and 
transportation for seniors

Affordable housing Access to mental health care 
[2 responses]

Affordable housing

Affordable housing options Access to mental health 
resources at all ages

Affordable quality child care

Alternative transportation to 
work

Adult daycare Affordable, reliable, safe child 
care

Assistance to families with 
depressed or mentally ill 
family members

Affordable childcare Assistance with drug/alcohol 
abuse

Basic housing for low 
income/homeless

Affordable day care Better medical (general 
practitioners) access

Better education processes Affordable health care Better services for the 
disabled and elderly

Child care & protection Affordable health care 
options

Character development and 
training for youth and parents

Children Affordable housing Child abuse/human 
trafficking

Children services Affordable low-income 
housing

Child daycare

Closing the achievement gap 
of those children living in 
poverty

Assistance with homeless City and county planning

Conflict resolution training 
opportunities for families

Assistance with needs (food, 
income)

Crisis assistance
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Creating new unskilled jobs 
paying more than $10 an 
hour

Basic needs- food/medical 
care access

Diabetes, obesity, and overall 
health improvement. These 
are the national crisis, but 
it’s all about lifestyle and 
affordability and access.

Dealing with mental illness/
mental illness services

Behavior Domestic violence

Diversification of economic 
base

Better public education Drug abuse including 
prescription drugs

Early education preparedness Better transportation services Drug abuse

Education [4 responses] Bridging the educational 
achievement gap

Economic development

Education for the ELL parents Care for disabled, vets, those 
in need of help

Education

Education of young children Childcare Education for children 
preschool - high school

Education support for at risk 
children

Children’s health (medical, 
dental, mental)

Elder care

Education, vocational training Developmentally appropriate, 
safe and affordable chilcare

Elderly care

Educational needs for entire 
family

Domestic violence Emergency health care 
assistance

Equitable education 
regardless of income

Economic assistance Employment opportunities for 
underprivileged

Financial education 
assistance

Education [5 responses] Employment skills for 
unskilled labor force

Financial stability Education/parenting/
mentoring

Enhanced collaboration 
between resource providers

Focus on income inequality Educational support 
underprivileged

Expanded job placement 
services

Food education Educational system that 
engages all children very 
early

Financial assistance

Food for children that are now 
out for the summer

Emphasis on education for 
lower income families

Financial emergency 
assistance (utilities, food)

Food poverty Enriching child care for all 
ages

Food assistance [2 responses]

Greater income equality. 
the disparity between rich 
and poor in this country is 
amazing. There are so many, 
many rich and so many, many 
poor and seemingly few in 
between.

Equitable education Food assistance for the low 
income

Healthcare Families in crisis Health [4 responses]

Higher educational standards Family unit support of 
disadvantaged high school 
students

Healthcare

#1 Need   ...continued #2 Need   ...continued #3 Need   ...continued
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Increased graduation rate and 
preparedness of graduates

Food Healthcare costs

Infant and preschool 
parenting/educational 
support

Getting people off public 
assistance

Help with alcohol and drug 
abuse

Jobs [2 responses] Good healthcare Help with domestic violence

Jobs with fitness programs 
(health fairs)

Graduation rates Homelessness [3 responses]

K-12 education Growing crime rate Housing

Lack of enough Pre-K slots Health Hunger and nutrition 
supports

Living wage Health care [2 responses] Improving racial issues

Medical care for children and 
youth

Health needs to include 
educating people on issues

Income stabilty and work 
habit preparation

Mental health access Health services for those 
most in need

Increased public 
transportation network

Mental health education Healthcare support for low- 
income/homeless

Increasing adult education 
access and opportunity

Mental health issues Healthy food for families K-12 educational disparities

Mental health services for 
children

Help for struggling schools Lack of affordable, quality 
housing

More counselors at NOVA 
to serve the youth of our 
community

Homelessness [2 responses] Lack of public transportation 
& obesity

More diversified job 
opportunities especially 
for those who don’t attend 
college

Improved diversity of the local 
economy

Legal assistance for those 
being taken advantage of

More educational services Improved public education 
system for all

Low income education 
interventions

More pedestrian-friendly 
spaces/roads

Income Making sure that no one is 
hungry

N/A Increasing college going to 
either community or 4 year 
college

Medical

Parental support Job opportunities Mental health needs

Parenting education Job placement Mental health providers

Parenting training Job training skills Mental health resources / 
case managers

Personal safety Jobs that pay a livable wage Mentoring youth

Pre-k education and literacy Lack of affordable, quality 
childcare

Mentors and tutors for every 
child struggling academically

Preschool education Medical and healthy lifestyle 
support

More affordable recovery 
support for family issues like 
divorce, death, and conflict/
problem solving skills

Quality education Medical assistance N/A

#1 Need   ...continued #2 Need   ...continued #3 Need   ...continued
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Quality public transportation 
system

Mental health Need to have an organization 
do education within service 
provider community about the 
resources available

Racial equality Mental healthcare for the 
uninsured. Nothing ruins a 
family or a life so much as 
mental illness these days and 
when families can’t afford to 
treat it... that’s pretty much 
game over.

Nutrition & obesity

Readiness for school Mental health for homeless Obesity

Responsive representation 
in governance, including the 
school bard

Mental health resources Poverty [2 responses]

School system in sync, 
rezoned, rebuilt as needed

Mental illness services, 
including funding and use 
of Assisted Outpatient 
Treatment for those with 
serious mental illness and 
anosognosia (outpatient 
commitment)

Pre-K services alignment

Senior transportation Mentors for people in need Preparing individuals & 
families for economic self-
sufficiency

Shelter More affordable housing units Providing basic resources for 
families

Substance abuse More centralized “resource” 
info provided by churches and 
community

Public health facilities

Sufficient support for 
folks who want to improve 
situation to actually bcome 
self-sufficient

N/A Public transportation

Support for children in their 
homes

Pre-k Quality healthcare for all 
residents, including full menu 
of reproductive healthcare

Support for single parent 
mothers

Preschool daycare Recreational facilities

Transportation [3 responses] Preschool programs Reducing poverty rate

Understanding of people not 
like yourself

Programs for the disabled Resources for families at the 
poverty level to improve their 
situation

Workforce training that is in 
line with job openings

Programs/facilities for mental 
illness

Safe home environment

Public transportation Seniors’ growing population 
and needs

Reducing child abuse and 
neglect

Services to encourage young 
adults to be financially 
independent

#1 Need   ...continued #2 Need   ...continued #3 Need   ...continued
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Re-investment and 
development in 35805

Sufficient jobs & affordable 
housing for all

Resources for students with 
food insecurity at home

Support of all kinds for 
families who must support 
the disabled

Rising crime There may be issues with 
disposable income due to the 
cost of mandated health care

School attendance Transportation [2 responses]

Self-sufficienty development Transportation system

Senior activities/daycare Violence in the community

Social empowerment 
opportuniies to build 
confidence and self-esteem 
of youth

Workforce readiness support 
for folks living in poverty

Substance abuse Youth/family violence

Success before Six (reading, 
comprehension)

Summer programs for school 
age teenagers to work

Support for children to find 
success in school

Teaching parents how to help 
prepare their children for 
school at an early age

There are many areas in 
Madison County that need 
infrastructure repair

Trade training

Training options for all ages 
for workforce entry

Transportation

Transportation for the low 
income

Underemployment or 
underemployment

Work education programs for 
poor or homeless

#1 Need   ...continued #2 Need   ...continued #3 Need   ...continued
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3.20 What do you see as emerging needs over the next five years in Madison 
County?

Response 
Count

94

answered question 94

skipped question 44

Emerging Needs: Stakeholders’ open-Ended Response

We need to diversify our economy as a way to balance the normal cycle of government and 
private sector employment. If you don’t have a college degree you will probably end up in 
retail or fast food service. A balanced business environment would provide better jobs and 
more income. This will bring benefits though out the community.

Obesity  

Seniors even more child care for working poor  
Transportation

Increased needs of low income senior citizens  
More green space- walking paths, bike paths, more green space in the city center

Transportation  
Education  
Health care

I believe that Mental Health education and resources are in the greatest of need.

Seniors quality of life

Education - we need to do a better job of preparing kids for either college or technical skills so 
they can get jobs that will support them. We are going to need a better transit system. We are 
going to have to deal with an overcrowded court system. We need more judges and support 
staff

Drug addiction to increase

Resources for Spanish speaking individuals will need to be expanded, particularly reading 
resources for children and adults. More specialized magnet schools, offering pre-professional 
programs. Programs in schools to promote trade schools as a college alternative.

Public storm shelters (we have no actual public shelters), including ones placed near areas 
where homeless people live-- expect tornados to increase with climate change    Access to 
non-corporate media information on community issues, so that the public can make better 
decisions

Children  
Health  
Education

Healthcare will be harder to access and at-risk groups such as the elderly will have increasing 
difficulty with access

Improved public transportation network beyond the core of Huntsville

Personal and professional responsibility with regard to social media

Access to technology training

Support for minority business

Infrastructure planning

More services for the elderly to keep them in their homes and active, but away from driving.

Lack of primary care with the affordable care act and no Medicaid expansion - no one to treat 
those with the new coverage.  - Case management services, healthcare, mental health etc. We 
treat all the acute issues, but not the aftermath or progress. All spread too thin
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Emerging Needs: Stakeholders’ open-Ended Response   ...continued

Continued focus on educational excellence and equality. There needs to be less disparity 
between lower income schools and upper income schools, at least in terms of dropout rates 
and readiness to enter the workforce, even if the low income schools’ students are entering 
vastly different workforce than the upper income schools’ students... there needs to be 
self-sufficiency, community service, and a sense of purpose instilled in the lives of all these 
children and a passion for learning and the tangible possibility for a future they can believe in.

Affordable Housing

Same as above

Continued focus on financial issues of lower income families. Families are not prepared for the 
everyday “emergencies” that happen and have no savings to carry them through.

Public transportation needs to be ramped up considerably,

Affordable housing

Availability of quality health care providers

Adult daycare. Assistance for elderly & disabled. Alternate transportation for elderly & 
disabled.

Greater needs within the community for the services United Way supports

Proliferation of drugs and their availability to all, including our children

Increased educational assistance for lower income families

Government Services not being able to closely keep up with population demands

Same as [my response in the earlier question] above

Shelter - I believe the Homeless Population will grow in Madison County

Aging population.   Younger folks are not typically givers.

Homelessness will continue to grow with the population. The drug trade, human trafficking 
and drug/gang-related violence will continue to grow. Need ways to keep children and 
adolescents off of drugs and out of gangs and the lifestyle that goes with them.

Affordable housing  affordable healthcare

Maintaining adequate supply of trained and qualified workers for the kinds of jobs that will 
be opening. A combination of education support as well as developing healthy and drug free 
habits in young people will be critical to maintain

More care for aging population  public transportation   Parks and green spaces

Adequate (criminal) re-entry program into society that bolsters chance of successful non-
criminal independent living. Parenting classes

Improved school buildings, affordable housing for young couples and singles moving to our 
area for jobs, services for disabled children.

If the Madison County inhabitants do not come together to resolve racial issues then our area 
will lose much of the great things that this area has received accolades. There seems to be a 
bigger divide than ever before, and it is impacting the area in a very negative way.

More language instruction and cultural immersion opportunities for newcomers.  More 
professional guidance to disaffected teens.  Expanded medical professional base for growing 
and aging population.

A need for agencies with similar services to work together instead of duplicating services.

Students are prepared to enter the workforce, healthy lifestyles

Poverty

Access to affordable services for children’s health, including mental health services;  Access 
to affordable pre-K education programs.
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Emerging Needs: Stakeholders’ open-Ended Response   ...continued

Continue to develop schools to be top notch, as compared country wide. Make sure that 
health care is affordable, accessible and not a burden on small businesses, or individuals. 
Plan for city and county growth

Affordable health care   Transportation   Availability of Medicare/Medicaid doctors  Emergency 
financial assistance

Legal assistance. People in poverty don’t know their rights and are often taken advantage of 
by landlords, title loan operations, and some employers.

Substance abuse & mental health treatment providers

Widening income gap in our community (and the consequent problems that will create)  
Migration from desegregation order in a way that promotes harmony in our community

Poverty -- food and housing due to rise in cost of living and expenses.

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender issues

Increase in health care needs of an aging population

Lack of funding for schools and the cutbacks in education from k-12 and higher education. 
Also vocational training needs to be better and more broadly implemented.

Healthcare-preventative care, healthy lifestyle, obesity prevention,  Education-excellence and 
high standards in educating our children so that they are prepared for college and/or career.

Youth services of all kinds, help to north and west Huntsville, stronger outreach to poor 
sections of Madison county

Work skills development, medical access, rural fire protection (Volunteer Fire Departments), 
mental health services (Veteran’s/military), lack of funding for public infrastructure 
development/maintenance

Emerging needs over the next five years in Madison County are the creation of job 
opportunities for the working poor, transportation and affordable healthcare.

Infrastructure  Education to prepare students for future

College students unable to find work

Increased in crime  More programs geared to equality and diversity

complete the greenway master plan soon to attract and retain young professionals  improve 
public transportation system  more bike and walker friendly road systems

I am in the education field and a great need I see is for there to be a FULL time (not part time) 
counselor in every school! Counselors are so important to student success! I also see a need 
to help students whose families are broken (i.e. divorce). They may or may not display [a need 
for] financial assistance, but there is a need to help those students through this difficult time. 
I also see a need to provide/educate parents in technology. 
And of course, there will always be a financial need. This is becoming greater and great[er]!

Reducing rate of teen pregnancy. 
Increasing skills and preparedness for advanced manufacturing sector, cyber, STEM jobs.

Affordable health care for low income community members

Aging of the population-more services for Seniors. Food insecurity, jobs for low income 
workers

English for the non-speaking.  Educate the non-speaking people

Elderly Care

Violence in the community

More job retraining due to more people being laid off work due to the economy. More  
affordable housing units for the working poor

The homeless population may continue to grow. Schools do not have the resources to make 
sure every child is in a safe home and has food to eat every day of the year.
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Emerging Needs: Stakeholders’ open-Ended Response   ...continued

Help to other minorities not only African Americans. It what I seen and experience some 
individuals in United Way are not willing to help the Latino Community.

Affordable care for the elderly.

More technical training needed for the current adult work force to keep up with technological 
advances.

Stabilization of schools, more balanced economic development

In the next five years, I see affordable/adequate, homes/shelter will become an issue. With 
the changes being made in downtown Huntsville, more and more disadvantaged people are 
being moved out of the range of resources and affordable shelter to out laying [outlying] 
communities where accessibility to resources will be limited.

Fast growth  Low connection to others because of people moving from other places  
Technological Stress

Health care

Vocational/technical education

Problems with lack of financial resources in the home/families  - affordable housing - and 
healthcare

More physicians accepting Medicaid and Medicare

Isolation in Rural Areas,  Food and Utilities for families in crisis

Public Transport  Affordable Health Care  Controlling the crime rate  Affordable low income 
housing  Safe Home for Domestic Violence victims  Better Schools

As the technology demands increase, a good percentage of adults will be lost and left out of 
the workforce. We need basic education of technology for this target group to merely survive 
in our changing world. They need computer access as well, to pay bills, search information 
and to communicate.

3.21 If you could change one thing that would substantially improve life in 
Madison County, what would it be?

Response 
Count

88

answered question 88

Improved Life in Madison County: Stakeholders’ open-Ended Response

A 3000 employee manufacturing plant

public transportation

improve transportation and access to jobs

Free quality child care

Greater sense of community responsibility

More Mental Health Education

Welfare system should require seeking employment, community service hours, accountability 
for expenditures.

Regional balance of programs throughout County

Quality education throughout the city and county.

Improve education

Creating more civic responsibility in all individuals
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Find ways to bring the community together to uncover their needs in common and help them 
learn to consolidate efforts to change policy decisions. Most of the people who live here feel 
disenfranchised, but if we learned to combine efforts we could push policy in more effective 
directions. Better education on our rights and the processes to defend them, including for 
parents trying to navigate a sometimes hostile school system.

Have access to a subsidized 24 hour urgent care center

Increased funded to public school systems

Healthy food at a more reasonable price

More public transportation

support for minority businesses and employment opportunities and training for the 
underprivileged.

parental involvement with children

There isn’t one thing.

Job placement and career readiness for high school grads

More middle class jobs. Greater benefits at lower income jobs.

Quality Public Transportation System

Public education

Raise the minimum wage

More good jobs for low income families

Day programs for the homeless

Get serious about improving performance for all schools

Improved public transportation.

Increased financial support of United Way

More career opportunities for those in the trade industries

Unify services to eliminate duplication

Drug Abuse

More Corporate involvement - Money and Volunteers.

LIVE LOCAL Give local..

I would end the imaginary dividing line between north and south Huntsville, and improve life 
in the lower-income areas of the city

Providing equitable education in the city of Huntsville

Create economic opportunity for all citizens so that they impact their personal health, security, 
and future themselves.

better public transportation

Child nutrition, because a fed, healthy child learns better and had a better chance of a societal 
asset (vs burden)

More parental intervention/training initiatives

Safe, affordable public transportation

Racism

Better public transit

The disconnect between the school system and the community

Improving parenting skills for families living in poverty

Improved Life in Madison County: Stakeholders’ open-Ended Response  ...continued
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create safer more affordable housing

Increase educational opportunities

Not really sure...

Affordable health care

the mindset that because of the culture some people just can’t be helped.

quality preschool programs

End the political rhetoric and focus instead on real solutions to real problems in our 
community - by all sides

Quality and equitable education systems

Unsure

Transportation

diversification of economic base

Creation of job opportunities for the working poor.

Infrastructure improvements

respect for life and each other

Help for failing schools

That the community truly act as “one community”

reduce automobile traffic by encouraging biking and walking to work, shop, etc.

For all the leaders to be servant leaders who lead by example and truly put the needs of the 
community first.

Universal free optional Pre-K

The process of how young adults are released back into society without a support system from 
the community

Low Income Housing

More funding for education

All would have enough to eat, especially children and seniors

LESS BULLYING/CRIME

Substance Abuse

provide more opportunities for leadership opportunities for youth on health, education, 
careers

More volunteers in the school

Provide more emergency assistance for families who are in temporary emergency crisis

Less bureaucracy and more programs that can reach all the needed kids. Not only one sector 
of the population

The ability of the black and white community to work together with trust.

Help families gain skills to live independently.

Resolve the schools crisis

Provide more jobs with higher minimum wages for all persons needing a job.

Have a Mental Health Association with Education Programs

Health care and graduation rate

Education and preparation for work and career

Improved Life in Madison County: Stakeholders’ open-Ended Response  ...continued
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Medicaid expansion

More volunteers

Crime rate

People being able to see past color.

Schools

Parental involvement

Improved Life in Madison County: Stakeholders’ open-Ended Response  ...continued

3.22 If there is anything else you think United Way should know about 
community needs in Madison County, please leave a comment here.

Response 
Count

25

answered question 25

skipped question 113

Additional Comments: Stakeholders’ open-Ended Response

I believe the cost to the individual for the national health care when it is fully instituted will put 
a strain on disposable income for lower wage earners which could add additional users of the 
social services providers.

These questions should be asked, in an open-ended way and verbally, of as many low incomes 
residents in our community as possible, and the ones who need services should be the ones 
who drive the bus.

The United Way needs to communicate its value more clearly. It is not as well connected to the 
mission in the eyes of the community. More relevance or telling the story

Residents donate hugely to the Arts - there is a giving community - not much emphasis 
on “Social Services”    Tell the story better - personalize it more. Continue emphasis on 
collaboration

United Way does an excellent job!

Educating people in many areas - healthy living, educational opportunities that can ensure 
meaningful employment, safety, etc.

I think an extreme amount of effort is put into making Huntsville and Madison county a great 
place to live and work.

Continue to do the wonderful work you provide for this community!!

Business organization involvement in contributing to develop plans in making the 
communities healthy and safe place to live in for the less fortunate people. To provide 
encouragement for being self-sufficient with seeking education, healthy life style.

Legal assistance is so important. There are women being sexually harassed by landlords 
because they don’t know their rights, there are grandparents needing to adopt grandkids 
that can’t afford to do it, there are lots of elderly that need wills that cannot afford it, just to 
mention a few legal issues.

Would like United Way to support social service and health agencies focused on low-income 
and unemployed/homeless communities

Must provide substantial support in Social Services.

Wish more would participate.

Distribute equally the resources to all organizations. The Latino population is always left out 
when the distribution of grants are given.
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Additional Comments: Stakeholders’ open-Ended Response

The community could benefit from a person offering assistance with the Social Security 
Application process for those individuals who are disabled and not a client at one of the 
facilities that offer that assistance to their clients. Funding a Social Security Outreach Access 
and Recovery Case Manager would benefit individuals in the community who are in this 
category.

Jobs! Jobs! Jobs!  
Accessibility of transportation to those jobs. 
More accessibility to good, healthy, food choices.

Adequate Police force with better benefits

3.23 What is your current position?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

CEO/ President/ VP 38.5% 37

Manager or Department Supervisor 22.9% 22

Human Resources Specialist 0.0% 0

Superintendent/ Headmaster/ Director 3.1% 3

Educational Leadership Staff 14.6% 14

Principal 0.0% 0

Counselor 17.7% 17

Higher Education Leadership 3.1% 3

Health Administrator 0.0% 0

Independent Medical Professional 0.0% 0

Other (please specify) 26

answered question 96

skipped question 42

3.24 How long have you been working in your field?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

5 years or less 13.8% 17

6-10 years 10.6% 13

11-20 years 30.9% 38

21 years or more 44.7% 55

answered question 123

skipped question 15
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3.25 What is your highest level of education?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Did not graduate from high school 0.0% 0

High school diploma 2.5% 3

GED 0.0% 0

Trade/professional license 0.0% 0

College associate / bachelor’s degree 27.3% 33

Graduate school / advanced degree 70.3% 85

answered question 121

skipped question 17

3.26 Do you now or have you ever served on boards for community health and 
human service organizations?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

No 37.4% 46

Yes 62.6% 77

answered question 123

skipped question 15

3.27 In the last 12 months have you volunteered with United Way?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

No 63.1% 77

Yes 36.9% 45

answered question 122

skipped question 16

3.28 Have you been a United Way Donor in any of the following was during the 
past 12 months? (Check all that apply)

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Tocqueville Society 1.2% 1

Red Feather Society 16.9% 14

Combined Federal Campaign 13.3% 11

Stocks/Securities gifting 0.0% 0

Trust/Estate directives 0.0% 0

Memorials/honorariums 2.4% 2

Sponsorships 8.4% 7

One-time or occasional giving 44.6% 37

Other 24.1% 20

answered question 83

skipped question 55
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3.29 If there is anything else you think we should know about community needs 
in Madison County, please leave a comment here.

Answer options
Response 

Count

10

answered question 10

skipped question 128

Additional Comments: Stakeholders’ open-Ended Response

Promote what you are doing in the community.

Thank you for your efforts

Reach all

Public Survey Questions & Responses
4.1 I live AND/OR work in Madison County, Alabama.

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Yes 96.9% 436

No 3.1% 14

answered question 450

skipped question 0

4.2 How important are the following EDUCATION goals to the people of Madison 
County? Use #1 for the most important and #5 for the least (use each number 
only once).

Answer options 1 2 3 4 5
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Students enter school ready to 
succeed.

52 85 67 59 44 2.86 307

Students have responsible, 
caring adults (parents, 
educators, mentors, and 
caregivers) in their lives.

139 74 45 30 19 2.07 307

Students learn to help others 
through community service.

12 33 70 74
11
8

3.82 307

Youth succeed in school and 
make good grades.

21 51 74 83 78 3.48 307

Students have the necessary 
skills to successfully 
transition to work, college, 
military service, or a skilled 
trade.

83 64 51 61 47 2.75 306

answered question 307

skipped question 143
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4.3 In the area of education, how much of a problem do you feel each issue is in 
our community?

Answer options  
Not a 

problem
Little 

problem
Big 

problem
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Availability of parenting skills 
education

21 114 168 2.49 303

Availability of affordable 
before and after school 
childcare

22 108 174 2.5 304

Availability of affordable 
preschool programs

33 124 145 2.37 302

High school drop out rates 8 118 176 2.56 302

Availablilty of educational 
opportunites for people 25 
and older

70 171 63 1.98 304

Access to educational services 
for children with special needs

40 154 110 2.23 304

answered question 307

skipped question 143

4.4 How important are the following INCOME goals to the people of Madison 
County? Use #1 for the most important and #5 for the least (use each number 
only once).

Answer options  1 2 3 4 5
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Individuals and families 
know about and have access 
to emergency financial 
assistance when they need it.

49 59 43 61 41 2.94 253

Families have access to 
affordable daycare (child, 
disabled, senior).

32 58 81 49 33 2.97 253

Individuals and families have 
access to transportation to 
and from work, school and 
other necessary services.

48 71 57 49 28 2.75 253

Individuals and families have 
access to resources to help 
them become economically 
self-sufficient.

109 36 44 43 21 2.33 253

Individuals and families have 
access to transitional housing 
arrangements as a bridge to 
stability and a home of their 
own.

15 29 28 51 130 4.00 253

answered question 253

skipped question 197
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4.5 In the area of basic needs, how much of a problem do you feel each issue is 
in our community?

Answer options  
Not a 

problem
Little 

problem
Big 

problem
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Support for children living in 
poverty

13 77 165 2.6 255

Availability of safe, affordable 
housing

14 114 126 2.44 254

Housing for senior citizens or 
disabled adults

20 133 102 2.32 255

Emergency housing 15 114 123 2.43 252

Assistance for homeless 
(food/shelter/work 
opportunities)

16 104 134 2.46 254

Assistance to low income 
households (heat/fuel/
utilities/food)

12 124 119 2.42 255

answered question 256

skipped question 194

4.6 In the area of income, how much of a problem do you feel each issue is in 
our community?

Answer options  
Not a 

problem
Little 

problem
Big 

problem
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Finding help on becoming a 
homeowner

57 155 46 1.96 258

Getting veterans assistance 
(housing, healthcare, 
workforce re-entry, PTSD)

32 95 127 2.37 254

Retired people needing to 
return to work

29 143 85 2.22 257

People with disabilities 
finding jobs

9 139 106 2.38 254

Crimes against persons or 
property

13 102 142 2.5 257

Juvenile delinquency 5 114 137 2.52 256

Finding legal assistance 41 147 68 2.11 256

Public transportation 23 97 138 2.45 258

answered question 259

skipped question 191
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4.7 How important are the following HEALTH goals to the people of Madison 
County? Use #1 for the most important and #5 for the least (use each number 
only once)

Answer options  1 2 3 4 5
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Individuals develop healthy 
physical and behavioral 
lifetime habits.

52 69 25 51 34 2.77 231

Children have a healthy start 
in life.

72 47 62 33 17 2.46 231

Children, youth and adults 
have access to primary DENTAL 
care (including preventative 
and restorative and urgent 
care).

10 52 64 54 51 3.36 231

Children, youth and adults 
have access to primary 
MEDICAL care (including 
preventive, restorative and 
urgent care).

74 40 49 53 15 2.55 231

Seniors and disabled 
individuals maintain an 
independent and healthy 
quality of life.

23 23 31 40 114 3.86 231

answered question 231

skipped question 219

4.8 In the area of medical services, how much of a problem do you feel each 
issue is in our community?

Answer options  
Not a 

problem
Little 

problem
Big 

problem
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Prenatal care
57 135 44 1.94 236

Teen pregnancy 9 116 110 2.43 235

In-home care 25 114 94 2.30 233

Access to hospice or end of life 
services

89 120 28 1.74 237

Access to health insurance 37 90 110 2.31 237

Availability to doctors and 
medical facilities

49 124 66 2.01 239

Availability of doctors facilities 
that accept my insurance plan

48 111 80 2.13 239

answered question 240

skipped question 210
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4.9 In the area of mental health services, how much of a problem do you feel 
each issue is in our community?

Answer options  
Not a 

problem
Little 

problem
Big 

problem
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Abused and neglected 
children

4 93 138 2.57 235

Bullying 13 84 128 2.49 235

Support for individuals or 
families in crisis

12 114 108 2.41 231

Domestic violence 5 105 125 2.51 235

Children’s mental health 13 95 125 2.48 233

Alcohol/substance abuse 
prevention & treatment

12 103 121 2.46 236

Mental illness prevention & 
treatment

8 83 144 2.58 235

Grief counseling or 
bereavement counseling

47 138 49 2.01 234

answered question 238

skipped question 212

4.10 In the area of other health services, how much of a problem do you feel 
each issue is in our community?

Answer options  
Not a 

problem
Little 

problem
Big 

problem
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count

Access to parks & recreation 111 101 28 1.65 240

Access to fitness programs 76 117 45 1.87 238

Obesity or weight problems 18 57 164 2.61 239

Adult daycare 17 110 107 2.38 231

Disaster preparedness 55 139 43 1.95 237

Transportation for clinic, 
hospital, pharmacy needs

20 120 96 2.32 236

Support for caregivers 17 119 99 2.35 235

Access to preventative health 
care (immunizations, flu 
shots, etc.)

74 118 44 1.87 236

Access to health & wellness 
education (nutrition classes, 
diabetes education, heart 
health, etc.)

54 128 55 2.00 237

answered question 240

skipped question 210
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4.11 Of the following items, which THREE issues are the MOST difficult to find 
help with in Madison County?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Bullying 15.0% 34

Discrimination 14.1% 32

Family violence 7.9% 18

Child abuse/neglect 7.9% 18

Gang violence 10.6% 24

Sexual assault/harassment 2.2% 5

Being a victim of crime 7.9% 18

Teen pregnancy 5.7% 13

Mental illness/depression 39.2% 89

Drug/alcohol problem 14.1% 32

Job loss 29.5% 57

Learning difficulties 5.3% 12

Work stress 9.3% 21

Transportation difficulties 33.9% 77

Lack of stable housing 13.2% 30

Foreclosure or eviction 12.3% 28

Homelessness 24.7% 56

Hunger/food insecurity 17.6% 40

Traumatic grief 4.4% 10

Physical disability 3.5% 8

Mental disability 15.0% 34

Natural disaster (fire, tornado, flood, etc.) 3.5% 8

answered question 227

skipped question 223

4.12 Do you help out by volunteering in your community?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

No 21.8% 52

Yes 78.2% 186

answered question 238

skipped question 212

4.13 Which type of organizations did/do you work with? Check all that apply.

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

School (PTA, etc.) 38.1% 69

Nonprofit organization (Red Cross, food bank, etc.) 72.4% 131

Civic group (Rotary, Lions, Jaycees, etc.) 18.2% 33

Health (hospital, clinic, etc.) 14.4% 26
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Answer options   ...continued
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Religious/spiritual group 56.9% 103

Community group (neighborhood association, community center) 33.1% 60

Sports (youth coaching, etc.) 22.7% 41

Other (please specify) 23

answered question 181

skipped question 269

4.14 Do you feel as though United Way of Madison County is helping people in 
your community?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

No 4.7% 11

Yes 65.7% 153

Not sure 29.6% 69

answered question 233

skipped question 217

4.15 Are you aware of the following community services?

Answer options

No, I don’t 
know 

about this 
service

Yes, I know 
about it 
but I’ve 

never used 
it

Yes, I have 
used this 

service 
before

Response 
Count

2-1-1 96 106 22 224

Volunteer Center 62 131 30 223

answered question 235

skipped question 215

4.16 What do you see as the role of United Way in the community? (Check all that 
apply)

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Providing direct services to those in need 47.4% 110

Developing programs with community partners to fill gaps in 
services

63.4% 147

Promoting collaborations among community nonprofits 58.6% 136

Providing operational funds to specific nonprofits 41.8% 97

Providing volunteers to other agencies 44.0% 102

Serving as a central hub for help finding resources 65.5% 152

Advocating for individuals in need of health and human services 44.0% 102

Advocating for nonprofit organizations 44.0% 102

Raising money for health and human service programs 44.8% 104
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4.17 If you received $10,000 to invest in our community, how much would you 
direct to each area below? Please provide answers in whole dollar amounts, for 
example $3,000.

Answer options   
Average dollar 

amount
Response Count

HEALTH (services that provide safe home & 
community, healthy beginnings, healthy eating 
and physical activity, supporting healthy 
choices, access to health care)

$3,320.65 206

EDUCATION (services that provide school 
readiness, early grade level learning, middle 
grade success, high school graduation and 
college success)

$4,074.17 213

INCOME (services that provide financial stability 
and independence in our community including 
services that provide basic needs such as 
shelter, food and clothing as well as the ability to 
manage and prevent crisis)

$4,600.82 207

answered question 229

skipped question 221

Answer options   ...continued
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Distributing funds to local nonprofit agencies to meet community 
needs

66.4% 154

Strategically blending funds to go to local programs 31.5% 73

Investing resources locally 44.8% 104

I don’t know 12.9% 30

Other (please specify) 5

answered question 232

skipped question 218

4.18 What do you see as new issues that are already appearing or are likely to 
increase over the next five years in Madison County?

Response 
Count

145

answered question 145

skipped question 305

Emerging Issues: Public Response Text

Long term unemployment
Lack of resources for those who need temporary financial help
Lack of options for those who can’t afford medical insurance
Lack of low cost preschool (Head Start in our area has a HUGE waiting list)

Continuing food insecurity, people falling out of middle class.

More and more people depending on various government and nonprofit programs to live.
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Emerging Issues: Public Response Text   ...continued

Overcrowded schools, direction [direct] relationship between animal abuse/neglect and 
domestic violence/crime.

Greater transportation and housing needs.

Gang violence, high school drop outs

Teachers having a lack of teaching resources, children not having all the resources they need 
to succeed in academics, jobless or unemployed not having the opportunity to get jobs, 
children in low income homes struggling in the schools

Middle school bullying needs addressed. 
Apathy of local parents for the public schools is appalling. 
Lack of good parental and school role models for kids which leads to generations of Poor 
choices. 
A lot of Inadequate housing (i.e. Mobile homes) in rural areas of Madison County. 
No jobs for teenagers that want to work and need skills.

Possible job-fallout due to rising healthcare costs. The fact that junk food is often tastier and 
cheaper than healthy food does not help. Madison County as a whole is not walk-friendly.

Reproductive rights discrimination, LGBT civil rights

Crime, feeling safe

Medical Shortages due to Obamacare

Insufficient supports for people who have disabilities

Foreclosure and eviction

Homelessness
Transportation

Physicians cherry picking patients; inadequate healthcare services (and yes, I am insured)

Cyber bullying and recognition by parents/guardians of their kids that do bully others. People 
associate bullying with gangs and kids from low income families. The reality is that middle 
class kids are the ones I witness bullying and cyber bullying the most - by a large margin.

Students are not learning in schools because of lowered standards to pass them through as 
well as lack of discipline and motivation in the classroom.
Increase in autism.
Increase in a general feeling of malaise and hopelessness resulting in depression, suicide, 
etc. if the country does not turn itself around.

The number of age 60+ individuals

Bullying, mental health issues, drug abuse

Mental health issues are a big thing. You are shuffled in and out of the mental health system.

Crime among youth, spilling over into young adulthood due to unsupervised children after 
school and them getting involved in drugs, which leads to poor performance in school and 
crime to buy drugs.

Lack of any mental help, homelessness, and transportation.

Illegal immigrants taking jobs from Americans

Healthcare for those that cannot afford Insurance under the Affordable Care Act and are not 
eligible for Medicaid. The issue that Medicaid has NOT been expanded in our State and that 
the financial strain on healthcare agencies and our Hospital System will be massive.

Public tax financing of private development projects
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Emerging Issues: Public Response Text   ...continued

Gang violence and organized crime using public schools as training and recruiting grounds 
where discipline and security are minimal, punishment is minimal or non-existent, and victims 
have little or no voice to report illegal activities because criminal minors retain anonymity. 
Public schools are primarily focused on attendance and test scores to secure funding while 
the security and well-being of students are not part of the equation for obtaining funding.

Well the lovely new benches in the downtown area are filling up with homeless people

Assistance to military families as they arrive in area.

Social media bullying

Inequality in the housing areas in this county, as well as sense of lack of concern in some 
areas in Madison County.

Less security in middle class

Access to legal services, especially for victims of violent crimes; health care for women

Educational gap

Crimes, health issues, mental health issues

Education standards are decreasing, and are not preparing young students to thrive and 
succeed from a national and global standpoint. Our state usually ranks in the bottom 5 or 10 
in educational systems across the country.

Job training, skills re-training, tech skills training, homelessness, obesity, after school child 
programs

Mental health

Racial segregation, even if self-selected.

Health care is becoming the largest source of economic dependence and financial risk for 
families and individuals

Lack of preparation for the labor force.

Increasing dependency on government programs providing direct payments or services to 
individuals leading to increasingly intrusive federal and state government activities and 
regulatory changes, making it nearly impossible to reverse the trend.

Homelessness and joblessness

Absent fathers not in the home and the mothers struggling to keep the family together by 
living paycheck to paycheck.

Affordable housing, transportation to work or school, families living in poverty

Homelessness, drug abuse, violence in public places

Unemployment
Homelessness
Veteran care
Maintains services to population ratio, especially in NE and S Huntsville areas

Access to financial counseling
Teaching those who are moving from assisted to self-sustaining how to budget and manage 
money
financial counseling for those who lose job and now have much less to budget

Jobs
Crime
High School drop outs

Lack of Wellness Education/Prevention Programs for obesity and diabetes

Discrimination issues (sexual orientation, personal beliefs, cultural background, etc.)
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Emerging Issues: Public Response Text   ...continued

With government health care taking over I believe that we will see more families unable to 
afford health care plans, which will affect the rest of their lives (monetarily). I think we will 
also see other side effects from this: longer lines, fewer doctors, long waits for medication/
treatment, etc.

Lack of shelter for homeless persons who are not able to stay in traditional shelters. Huntsville 
City government officials apparently do not view them as persons in need of help.

Problems from the number of divorces and its effect on children, the burden of being 
responsible as a city for over 30,000 abortions, increase in wickedness,  violence, crime, etc.

Teen/Child pregnancies, STD’s in Teens/Children, Child Violence, Substance Abuse in Children

Bullying in our schools, public transportation, and educating schools on children’s grief issues

Homelessness

Affordable dental care for everyone

People are attempting to leave the area and put their children in Madison City or Private 
schools because they feel the Schools are below avg. You do not want to lose your Financially 
Wealthy citizens.

The huge [gap] in teenagers between what they know and can do and what they THINK they 
know and can do...including issues with bullying (and cyber-bullying), social media pitfalls, 
lack of being prepared for adult life.

Gang violence
Fatherless children
Children human rights

Violence in the community caused by the lack of education which leads to the inability to get 
jobs.

1. Affordable day care.
2. Safe, affordable housing.
3. School re-segregation.
4. Availability of quality jobs.

Teen Pregnancies
Crime rates

Good morals and Values being stressed as being important. People leading by examples.

Kids being parents. Either teens having babies or teens having to parent their siblings 
because parents are not there due to working multiple jobs, or neglect.

There is a real issue as related to education and health issues related to the working poor 
because of lack of funds since the GOP has been cutting all life lines to the poor.

Movement out of the city to the county
Racial and Income Segregation
More private school/devalue of public education

Lack of jobs and opportunities for minority citizens coupled with widening resource gap 
between wealthiest and poorest among us.

Disaster preparedness or the more pro-active aspect, resiliency planning

Lack of responsible parenting to include having children they can’t afford and expecting the 
government to pay everything. Also no involvement in their child’s education.

Young adults entering the workforce are faced with many problems. One: they do not have 
the experience but they have the education. Two: they are not prepared [on] how to enter the 
workforce (resumes, interviews, references). Three: even if they have the experience and are 
prepared it is difficult to find a job. When they can’t find a job they get behind on student loan 
payments, which lowers their credit score, making it difficult to purchase a home or reliable 
vehicle.
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Emerging Issues: Public Response Text   ...continued

More guns on the streets.

More non-traditional students needing remediation. 
Underprepared first-time college freshmen.

Lack of access to places of necessity (grocery store, hospital, school) without a car.

With the Common Core I see more and more preschool students and early education students 
falling further behind. We must start at the preschool level and provide preschool for ALL 
CHILDREN. IT IS IMPORTANT TO OUR COUNTRY TO BUILD EDUCATED LEADERS READY TO TACKLE 
THE WORLD WE LIVE IN.

I feel there is going to be an increase in the number of people who are going to need 
assistance on a regular basis just to “get by”. It’s already an increasingly difficult job market if 
you don’t have specialized skills or education. Lots of people are competing with recent high 
school and college grads for entry level positions.
Health care in general--not only insurance, but preventative medicine and preventative 
wellness are so, so vital.

Primarily income issues- support programs for people who lose their jobs to get them back on 
their feet.

We need to find a safe place for the homeless population to live. There are those who prefer to 
live without shelter and we need to find a way to support them.

Increase in population coupled with lack of affordable housing= increase in homelessness

MORE TECHNOLOGY AND PROGRAMS IN RURAL SCHOOLS

A decline in giving to non-profits

Drug use could grow significantly
Adult in-home care/stay need will grow dramatically
Local dollars will be siphoned out of the area and/or distributed across even more 
organizations. United Way needs to focus local on local.

Racial tension in the schools, reverting slyly back to old endeavors due to color, 
Deteriorating tooth decay because of a lack of affordable dentistry for the poor, 
Crime for the lack of job provisions for ex-felons, 
Mental and emotional anguish and an impolite and proper society of caring human beings.

PTSD

Mental Health and Homelessness

Increasing lack of preparation of students with work force skills-students falling farther behind 
states which invest more in education
Lack of summer activities and enrichment for financially disadvantaged children
Lack of summer employment for youth

There are already many elderly raising their grandchildren but I see it increasing rapidly.

Chronic unemployment/underemployment.
Greater disparity between wealthy and poor neighborhoods.
Collapse of the public school system due to flight of wealthy and middle income families to 
private schools.

Increased need to support children in need of health, education and safe housing needs.

Cybercrime/fraud, drug abuse, lack of public transportation

Need for dental care for the poor

Domestic violence

Lack of a prepared, educated young work force

Population growth which will increase the amount of crime and violence and the need for 
increased resources for people in need.
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Emerging Issues: Public Response Text   ...continued

Healthcare providers who don’t accept patients on Medicare.

Recently there has been an increase in violent crimes. I am concerned that this trend will 
continue to get worse.

Job stability and affordable housing

I see issues with medical insurance not covering my medical needs. I have paid into these big 
insurance all my life and when my health was good I hardly used it. Now that I’m older and I 
need assistance the Insurance Companies are horrible and not providing the coverage needed

Homeless

More Crime, Homelessness, Untreated Mental Illness

Crime

Increasing obesity which triggers rising health care costs. 
Concerns over protecting our natural resources such as water. 
Global warming and the impact on daily life as we have known it in America.  
Too much urban sprawl, too many shopping areas, greed, greed, greed

Transportation to doctor’s visits, etc. 
Mental Health availability to children/teens for in patient hospitalization in our area

Need for job training and jobs for lower income people

Individuals coming out of education prepared to provide for themselves.

Aging population, in home care needs/caregiver relief
Lack of air quality control - leads to untold respiratory ailments
Lack of adequate roads and road quality 
Self-serving political interests - too busy to actually fix taxpayer problems

Likely to increase are: drug and substance abuse, bullying and all problems related to the 
continued breakdown of the family in our society and the further neglect of the spiritual life... 
(divorce, domestic violence, child abuse and neglect, mental health issues, teen suicide, teen 
pregnancy, school dropouts, etc.).

As accessibility improves (transportation) an increase in crimes might occur. Criminals are 
becoming more bold. It is almost impossible to shop at dark, criminals approach begging for 
money and attempting to scam people with “out of gas” screams, etc. Mentally ill persons are 
seen more often drifting the streets, standing in front of stores, sitting inside of stores (ticking 
time bombs). Prostitutes roam the streets openly. More criminals are carrying weapons 
knives, guns in shoes and they don’t have permits. More violence against kids by adults 
behind closed doors especially in the summer months. First time/ part time jobs for college 
kids are becoming a place for abuse, discrimination, racism and modern day slavery. There 
should be some way to screen teachers in high and middle schools. Too many sex offenders 
are grading our kids and trying to flunk them to hold them in school for their selfish crimes.

More drugs and more homeless people. I believe there should be a better program for people 
who seriously want to get off drugs and have a stable life off the streets

Huntsville needs a better transportation system.

Educate our youth fairly among communities

Lack of health insurance for the working poor due to the damn Republicans

Poverty
Crime
Drug abuse

Older population will need more services

Transportation, infrastructure, mental health

Homeless
Robbery
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Emerging Issues: Public Response Text   ...continued

Public housing been demolished all over the city for more expensive housing. This pushes 
those with low incomes into the community where the need for affordable housing is already 
great.

School System- Rezoning Issue
Not enough Youth Programs ; not involving youth in the community 
High School Drop Out
Crime Rate

Crime is and will increase. If we do not do something about getting the people of Madison 
County off of assistance and forcing them to get more involved in helping themselves 
financially we do not stand a chance. The same people ride the system, the same people get 
all of the assistance, we give them no reason to get up and try and do better for themselves. 
They get free housing, food stamps, some get utility assistance or cash financial assistance 
on their EBT cards, when Community Action does their grants they are the ones to suck all of 
it up. The working people do not stand a chance in Madison County we do not ever get a break.

Raising money

Children and youth living in poverty without access to healthcare and a quality education. This 
is a major problem facing North Alabama. Despite the high average income within the City of 
Huntsville, the poverty rate outside the city in areas such as New Hope, Gurley and other areas 
of Madison County is staggering.

More emphasis on elder care. Help with getting the available help through the government.

Individuals are becoming increasingly reliant on the government for support and less self-
sufficient.

Home foreclosure
Housing and job opportunities for teenage parents

United Way discernment of who is TRULY [is] in need of financial assistance.

I personally would like to see a greater educational initiative in general - from kids to adults to 
seniors. Especially, educating our community on the resources already available.

My major concern is that we educate all children on the same level. Only through education 
we will see changes in attitudes and responsibility for health, housing and other issues. I 
would like to see consolidation of services that really work to improve the quality of life for all 
citizens in Madison County.

As the area expands we have to make sure that we focus on those less fortunate.

Childhood hunger

Long term care for senior increasing and need increasing

Housing, rezoning for schools.

Increase in crime and drugs, more low income families that do not qualify for food stamps yet 
are going hungry

CRIME

Crime and homelessness

Senior Citizens not being able to pay for rent, utilities, medicines and food. The baby boomers 
are coming of age and many did not have the benefits of being in a corporate world where 
higher wages and benefits were not part of their lifestyles.

There is no alternative transportation

Drugs

Income inequality

Foreclosure and emergency housing.

English becoming second language ,
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4.19 Where do you live?

Answer options   
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Madison County 16.8% 39

City of Huntsville 49.6% 115

City of Triana 0.0% 0

City of Madison in Madison County 11.6% 27

City of Madison in Limestone County 1.3% 3

Town of Gurley 0.9% 2

Town of Harvest 4.3% 10

Town of Hazel Green 0.4% 1

Town of Meridianville 1.3% 3

Town of New Hope 0.4% 1

Town of Owens Cross Roads 0.9% 2

An unincorporated area of Madison County 3.0% 7

I live outside Madison County but I work in Madison County 6.0% 14

None of the above 1.3% 3

answered question 232

skipped question 218

4.20  What is your highest level of education?

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Did not graduate from high school 0.4% 1

High school diploma 9.5% 22

GED 2.2% 5

Trade/professional license 2.6% 6

College associate/bachelor’s degree 48.3% 112

Graduate school/advanced degree 37.1% 86

answered question 232

skipped question 218

4.21  What are the ages of the people living in your household? Do NOT include 
yourself. (Check all that apply)

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

0-5 11.4% 24

6-18 35.1% 74

19-25 16.6% 35

26-64 74.4% 157

65+ 13.7% 29

answered question 211

skipped question 239
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4.22 What is your age?

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Under 18 0.0% 0

19-29 8.4% 19

30-39 15.0% 34

40-49 21.6% 49

50-59 31.3% 71

60-69 19.8% 45

70-84 4.0% 9

85+ 0.0% 0

answered question 227

skipped question 223

4.23 What is your race/ethnicity?

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

African-American 17.0% 37

Asian 0.5% 1

Caucasian 77.1% 168

Hispanic 0.9% 2

Native American 0.9% 2

Bi-racial/Multi-racial 3.7% 8

Other (please specify) 7

answered question 218

skipped question 232

4.24 What is your gender?

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

Male 31.3% 70

Female 68.8% 154

answered question 224

skipped question 226
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4.25 What is your approximate household income?

Answer options
Response 

Percent
Response 

Count

$25,000 or less 6.3% 13

$25,001-$50,000 20.8% 43

$50,001-$75,000 19.3% 40

$75,001-$125,000 29.5% 61

$125,001+ 24.2% 50

answered question 207

skipped question 243

4.18 What do you see as new issues that are already appearing or are likely to 
increase over the next five years in Madison County?

Response 
Count

145

answered question 145

skipped question 305

Emerging Issues: Public Response Text

United Way of Madison County should emphasize fundraising more (and in turn funding of 
deserving LOCALLY Focused non-profits), rather than funding its own programmatic efforts.
Thank you for serving Madison County.

We need more meaningful activities for youth in the county like after school tutoring, help for 
kids wanting to apply for college and the arts. Blue Water Park in Toney needs a walking trail, 
nice playground, tennis courts & pool. Toney area needs World Vision volunteers. But more 
than anything the Toney area really needs a public library!

Food being able to provide day to day

Never allow the Christian influence to be removed from the programs supported by United 
Way.

I feel that the mentally ill are underserved. When my son had a nervous breakdown in New 
York and was also diagnosed with paranoid schizophrenia, he came home to be with me. Had 
I not known about the Mental Health Center of Huntsville/Madison County through my sister, 
I would not have known where to turn. They gave him good care; However, he had to wait 2 
months for an assessment, then another month to see a psychiatrist and therapist. Maybe this 
is better than it used to be, but his needs were not seen as urgent enough, which is often the 
case for mentally ll. Also, we have the mentally ill living under the bridge and I wonder how 
MUCH care is given to them if they reach out for other assistance in other areas. All of them 
there are NOT happy with their circumstances, although a great number appear to be. Let’s 
help those who really need it and in a more timely manner. I would like to add that once they 
are placed in the Mental Health Center, I don’t feel that they are allotted enough sessions with 
a psychiatrist before being totally turned over to a therapist. The Mental health Center has 
its issues, but I applaud them for trying to provide real help. We just need more, and need to 
give people more information spread throughout the community about its services. Suppose I 
didn’t know about the Mental Health Center and my son had come here, aimlessly wandering 
around the city by himself? He would be another lost soul. Let’s give these agencies trying to 
help more exposure and an opportunity to help even more of our population.
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Emerging Issues: Public Response Text   ...continued

People who don’t meet specific criteria can’t get services (people who have autism spectrum 
disorder or cerebral palsy but don’t have ‘intellectual disability’) or even when they do, there’s 
a waiting list of thousands. The institutions are closed, but there aren’t enough community 
supports. Huntsville has one of the highest rates of ASD in the country

A better plan for weather (shelters, etc.) is needed.
Some public transportation options are necessary to continue and sustain growth.
PLEASE address homelessness and mental health needs.
Crime is also an ever-present danger.

Transportation is a huge need for many people. Many elderly/disabled individuals find it 
difficult to use Handi-Ride and there are many people that live outside of Huntsville who need 
transportation into Huntsville for medical appointments.

I think there are a lot of wonderful support groups in Madison County, but people need to 
become more aware of them. I would like to see more groups concerning mental health.

I’m very concerned about the lack of mental health services. I’ve been involved in homeless 
outreach and there is a huge problem here.

TRANSPORTATION for Healthcare needs. 
If you have no money you can’t buy a car, you buy gas and you can’t get yourself or children to 
the doctor... so you go to the emergency room if and when you can get transportation there. 
That increases the money that hospitals have to pay out and [creates] a strain on local and 
state [economies].

Madison County needs to continue to increase events and organizations that encourage 
participation in collective groups (religious groups, fraternities, professional organizations, 
and non-profits) so that there is more interaction between the diverse groups that make 
up the population. A celebration of Alabama Fraternal Day ( http://codes.lp.findlaw.com/
alcode/1/3/1-3-8 ) in October would be a good opportunity to unite these organizations and 
allow individuals to be informed and involved.

There seems to be a lot of overlapping in services provided. A little more cooperation and 
planning would be helpful.

Job/skills training and economic development is the number 1 issue....period!

Madison is already a great city but it is not as inclusive as it should be given its diversity.

What Madison County does not need is any more programs that do not encourage people 
to stand on their own two feet. The percentage of people who actually cannot cope with 
their lives is much smaller than that of people who will not cope with their lives, given an 
alternative. If you provide incentives for people not to work, they won’t. Focus on outcomes, 
then concentrate on that small group that actually, literally cannot function on their own for 
longer-term help.

Seminars for single mothers & finding affordable housing.

Institute program such as Mobile County’s Helping Families to identify, investigate and assist 
troubled, delinquent students using all the available local resources before arresting them, 
sending them to juvenile detention. This requires cooperation and teamwork between the 
school system and the DA’s office.

“Affordable” has become synonymous with “horrible.” Providing affordable housing, services, 
childcare, etc. should not mean a dip in quality. Affordable housing should not bring to mind 
slums or projects or decrepit areas. This is something that needs to change everywhere, not 
just in Madison County.

Homeless, Minimum Wage, Mental Health Facilities

My answers regarding education may be biased due to the fact that I have lived in Madison 
City and have experienced the Madison City School systems.
My “big problem” rankings stem mostly from the direction that our government/ economy has 
taken or is headed.
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Emerging Issues: Public Response Text   ...continued

WE need to provide more help to the homeless. If they are sick, but not sick enough to be 
in the hospital, they have nowhere to go, as they cannot be at the shelters. This is a huge 
problem.

Ways for all non-profits to coordinate and not duplicate services through a clearing house with 
the city...

Outside of Palmer Park where does the youth play for free

A safe place for teens to hang-out, instead of the malls or Bridge Street, a place where they 
can find acceptance and belonging while still being safe.

You need to support programs that prepare youth for 21st century jobs and careers in 
technology and digital media

As a whole, the county is spatially and racially divided between black and white citizens and 
local governments respond to the needs of white citizens and generally tend to ignore or 
discount concerns of the black community;

Personal responsibility for you and your children BEGINS AT HOME. No one owes you anything.

We have to provide PreK service to all children this is where it has to start. I taught head start 
for 3 years prior to becoming a teacher in Madison county and that is an excellent program but 
we need more of these types of programs. It is so unfair to children who come to school and 
don’t have the resources and early education they need. It makes it harder on the teacher and 
the students. It creates self-esteem issue[s] and behavior issue[s] for the pure fact that some 
families can’t afford preschool. Unfair to child, teacher, families, and school systems.

Help for people have dental insurance but not the money to cover deductibles to revive care

Thank you for serving all of Madison County. Without United Way, the areas success would not 
have been possible.

Did you know that dental care, health care, shelter and food should be available to all human 
beings? However, it is not. Did you know that ex-felons with drug convictions can’t apply for 
food stamps and ONLY drug convicted felons? Did you know that ONLY drug convicted felons 
are not being helped with job security in this state? Did you know that the teen population 
of this state has nothing operative in the way of expression in the arts or festivities to enable 
them with culture and socializing skills in urban communities? All of the above mentioned 
are near and dear to my heart for many personal reasons, at the helm of this are also the 
injustices against human nature as a whole in and by government and federal installations 
when it comes to living in the pursuit of happiness whether you’ve made a mistake in life or 
not.

Great place to live if you have a job.

I’d like to see HEALS expanded into more schools in Madison County. There is a need for more 
affordable health care in all schools. Thank you for the good work you are doing here.

This is more of a state issue, but needs to be addressed by each county. DHR computers do 
not link together, so one county does not have access to the records from another county. 
This allows people who neglect/abuse their children to move about the state without 
consequences for their behavior and the children suffer.

Need more mental health facilities and access to housing (low income, sliding scale, public 
housing)

Kids being exposed to violent situations.

Outcomes assessment required from non-profits in order to justify funding seems to take a 
significant portion of the non-profit’s actual funding.

Take on one huge community project like obesity or smoking cessation and put all your eggs 
in that basket. Work more creatively with the Community Foundation.
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Emerging Issues: Public Response Text   ...continued

Over the past two years, I have seen much better collaboration between nonprofits. The 
staff at United Way are so much more approachable and willing to help in any way they can. 
Resources for lower income more available especially for younger age group.

Children living in poverty or in abusive/neglected situations should be the highest priority for 
UW [United Way] funds...food, safety, educational supplies...anything that will help lift them 
up and give them hope for a better future.

Pray for Madison County.

Too many quick loan / title pawn shops - need to direct people away from using these 
“resources” and toward better assistance with their needs.

This questionnaire didn’t allow for a range of answers so results will not be accurate.

I’d like to see the feedback, please. Thank you United Way.

I just want to thank United Way for all that you do, I know you cannot do it all by yourself and 
that is why I was happy to take this survey.

United Way needs to be more visible in the community by spreading the news of the needs 
and programs in place to support Madison County (Through the web, advertisements, 
newspaper, billboards, etc.). I believe the message is not getting out to the general public of 
the great work being done by United Way and partner agencies.

I know a lot of people who are looking but can’t find stable jobs, both with degrees and 
without degrees. I also know people who are working jobs that don’t pay enough to really 
support themselves, much less their family. I think the biggest need I see in the people 
around me is more job opportunities and financial assistance.

Those that qualify for food stamps or welfare eat better than anyone!  There is level just above 
that who do not qualify for food assistance that need help

Reach out to include other groups to help with volunteer needs. This could also help build a 
pool of volunteers to help build leadership down the road.
It seems that many of the same people do a majority of work. When they become burned 
out, there needs to be a system in place to help bring up someone to fill their spot in a more 
seamless manner. It could also help spread the workload to prevent burnout and loss of 
valuable resources (people.)

JB the domestic violence court advocate is wonderful but she needs some help.

I would like to look back at your survey to point some of your assumptions. Many of your 
choices are in fact the same thing. The needs are far more basic and great than the city seems 
aware of. Transportation is the means to raise economic status and earning and health all at 
the same time. The cost of not having public transportation means paying more for food and 
even not being able to pay for food because getting to work costs too much.

We need to be on the look out for Human Trafficking
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S NOTE:  As noted in the methodology section of this report, a deliberate part of capturing 

various voices in any given “community conversation” was assigning multiple note takers 
to each group.  Note takers’ transcripts were combined and consolidated according to focus 
group populations, and extensive content analysis was conducted.

The content in Appendix C is a summary of key words transcribed from the various focus 
groups. To improve readability, the following documentation appears in a subject matter 
summary rather than a chronological one, although the raw data files still contain the 
information in the latter form. 

Bold print indicates those topics and ideas that were frequently mentioned and upon which 
most of the group members agreed.  Items of less consensus are captured in standard print.

Client Focus Group Notes
Consensus issues:  Education, Health, & Employment
Secondary Issues:  Self-sufficiency/Income, Transportation, and Housing
Additional areas of concern were Crime and Aging. 

Education | Clients want to see more programs in the following areas:
• Consumer/financial education

 »  Health care 
 »Resources
 »Availability
 »How to access

• Reading Programs
• Parental Education 

 »For young, inexperienced parents who are expected to “learn as you go”
 »Providing information on early childhood education and developmental milestones

• Computer/technology training
 »For parents (gives ability to help students with assignments)
 »For older people

• Skills training/soft skills/how to apply for jobs online
• Professional development training for early childhood providers and caretakers 

 » Increase interaction with children 
• School re-zoning and re-districting is a concern: sometimes students aren’t able to 

walk to school because it is too far
• Include low-tech devices for teaching – still need books 
• Handwriting, writing skills are suffering
• STEM 

 »Partner businesses with schools to provide access to educational opportunities
 »Summer and afterschool programs to enhance STEM Education
 »Starting as early as Kindergarten
 »STEM programs offered through all grades to students helps them be competitive 
in the workforce upon graduation

• Youth bureaus to bridge gap between law enforcement and youth, to give youth hope 
skills 

• Offer more social and educational programs for young girls
• Reading and Math
• Pre-K/early childhood
• Tutoring program in every school
• Dropout prevention 
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 »Education goes unappreciated for what it has to offer them
 »Failing Exit exam (What can be done for those who fail and do not graduate?)
 »Dropout = No job = No future

• Speech therapy  
 »Speech and grammar

• Not enough child socialization 
• Laptop and iPad transition in schools
• Children not able to learn with electronic devices

 »Too much learning on electronic devices makes learning by more traditional means 
more difficult

 »Can’t write
 »Can’t read a book (books become unfamiliar to students when their primary learning 
vehicle is an electronic device

 »Teachers refusing to answer questions during instructional time, insist upon an email
 »Not all students have internet access in the home so homework cannot be completed
 »Must go to other location to complete assignments with free Wi-Fi

• GED prep and instruction
 »Need to be in low income areas because of lack of transportation 
 »Not enough prep and instruction given
 »Outdated information being taught although requirements changed recently

• Sex Education 
 »Start earlier (8-10 years old) - critical because sexual maturation is starting earlier
 »Children going through early puberty need education to cope with changes
 »Give more information
 »Teen pregnancy

• Provide opportunities to learn a 2nd language
• Financial literacy
• Special needs children

 »Provide SN kids with life skills to function post-high school
 »Developmental delay programs to supplement classroom instruction

• No summer school for kids living in Harvest
 

Health | Clients want to see more programs in the following areas:
• Medical Care

 »Not affordable
 »Not accessible
 »Going without Health care leads to bigger problems and problems that go beyond 
health

 »Resources are limited:  in scope & funds
 »Better Education and awareness on Health care topics of concern 

• Nutritional education
• Nutrition 

 »Not getting enough water, fruits, or vegetables
 »Cost of healthy eating is expensive and inconvenient

• Medicaid payment restrictions (ex: only pays for 2 wheelchairs, dental services for 
disabled ends at age 21)

• Medical information is available online but not accessible to older, low income clients
• Health care information of topics of concern (ex: hypertension, diabetes, vision, obesity, 

teen pregnancy)
• Vision and vision screenings
• Lack of Health care for poor 
• More affordable and varied athletic activities

 »Consider trading gym membership for volunteer service
• Centralized ambulance service needed in Madison
• Childhood obesity
• Create more bicycle paths
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• Health Insurance
 »Educating the public on healthcare reform
 »With no health insurance, unable to get appointment for doctor visit, affordable 
prescriptions, and other help to handle an illness

 »Co-Pays and deductibles are unaffordable events for those who have health insurance 
 »Only one free clinic

• Prescription assistance
• Lack of health care for those without insurance
• Sexual and domestic violence needs our attention
• Dental care

 »Need mobile dental health
 »Not affordable
 »Not accessible
 »Resources are limited -  in scope & funds
 »Free dental clinic only does extractions  
 »Hard to get dental or medical aids

 �HEALS, Community Free Clinic, Dental clinic
 »Not enough capacity

 �Wait lists
 �More need than slots available (capacity)
 �Not enough ability for handling issues  

• Mental Health/substance abuse
 »Need to have greater awareness of available resources
 » Inadequate resources to meet needs
 »Not enough providers
 »Eligibility issues can be a barrier
 »Expensive 
 »Exclusions in health insurance policies for this type of care or drastic limits in 
coverage

 »Mental Health/substance abuse/violence go hand-in-hand with homelessness, job 
loss, and failure to meet basic needs 

 »Need to address anger/stress management
 »Children on mental health medications have no counseling or follow-up

 �Educate on the medications and how it affects them
 »Mental Health issues going unaddressed in children and young people

 �Need greater parental recognition and ways to help them help their children
 �Teachers carry a huge load and this is an added burden to put on their plate
 �Counselors coming into the schools to educate students about physical abuse, 
bullying, interventions, child abuse, other areas of abuse they may be unaware 
of

• Aging/Elderly
 »More and better resources are needed to assist the aging
 »Make such resources accessible to seniors who may not be tech savvy
 »Daily living assistance for seniors
 »Caretaking for seniors with health issues
 »Problems arise when seniors refuse help (because of dementia, fear, or because they 
don’t want people in their homes)

 »Dementia, Parkinson’s
 »Relieve burden on family care providers
 »Alleviate hunger and nutritional deficiencies in this population
 »Prescription assistance for seniors because of limited income
 »Some go without or take only medication when there’s a problem, leads to even 
bigger problems

• Promote increase in physical activity (i.e. walking, biking, and exercising)
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Income  | Clients want to see more educational programs in the following areas:
• Consumer/financial education needed
• Hard to get resources because of eligibility rules (too old, too young, income too high or 

not high enough)
• Ineligible for public housing
• Affordable housing

 » Identify what is and what is not affordable
• Mismatch between HR needs and worker skills
• Financial literacy for all populations
• Better awareness and promotion of food pantries
• Better communication is needed about services to populations who aren’t connected or 

have barriers 
• Basic needs

 »Aging/Elderly struggle with limited income, food stamp assistance is minimal
 »Mortgage/rent, utilities, phone, toiletries, cleaning products
 »Weighing of needs
 »Food versus medication

• Affordable and safe childcare
 »Low income earners lose welfare benefits because they are working
 »There’s a real desire to work but childcare is too expensive/cost prohibitive

• Families with multiple problems
 » Expensive
 » Overwhelming/what do you address first?

• Transportation: Public transportation inadequate
 » Hours are limited
 » No weekend service
 » Need for seniors to have transportation 
 » Routes are limited and some being eliminated
 » To access destinations outside of public transportation routes, more expensive forms 
of transportation must be used (ex: cab, taxi, paying a friend for gas)

 » Necessary to get to jobs and to access services (health, employment, food, 
education)

 » Some families have no internet access at home and need to get their kids to a place 
with free Wi-Fi for children to complete school assignments

 » School re-zoning makes it too far for some children to walk to school
 » Handi-Ride is has restrictions on who can utilize the service
 » Transportation to health care after 6pm (or weekends) doesn’t exist
 » Cannot get to ER or clinic
 » Mass transit is needed so people can get to work any time of day or night

• Crime
• Need better/more policing- crime reduction: “Police won’t go into public housing 

communities.” (stigma, don’t want to go in there, fear)
• Arrests for minor offenses (such as drugs) – “without offering help, you’re just storing 

people”
• Increase in crime: need added outreach and prevention 
• Employment
• Un- and under-employment
• Employment assistance

 »Pre-employment skills training
• Workforce skills/training/education

 » Jobs training in low income communities
 »Computer/technology training
 »There is an expectation that even low skilled workers have to apply for jobs online

• Working poor issues
 »Transportation: need for mass transit

• Want to be productive member of society, but need assistance transitioning back
• Need more employment assistance
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 »Skills (soft, technical, vocational, job)
• Paradox/dichotomy of community – jobs are so specialized

 »Difficult to find jobs outside of that specialization
• Lack of motivation to enter the workforce

 »Seeing other people in similar or worse circumstances getting up and going to work 
motivates others

 » Job fairs in neighborhood communities
• Employers not offering enough hours to make working a real option
• Benefits decrease, rent increases
• Raise minimum wage  

Community Strengths
• Many in the community volunteer
• Non-profits in the community
• Affluent community
• Programs for children/youth that exist are very good
• Can get anywhere in Madison within 10 minutes (if you have a car)
• Friendly people
• Good schools
• Existing, organized family activities are good
• Diverse religious backgrounds found in the community
• Having a police presence in our community (Butler Terrace)
• Local Huntsville Housing Authority Residence Council shows we care about what happens 

in our community
• Collaboration
• Inner City Learning Center

Community Weaknesses
• Need more presentations on community concerns (ex: teen pregnancy, breast cancer, etc.) 

held in locations where people are already convening
• Social and educational programs for young girls (10-13) 
• Medical care needs to be accessible and affordable
• Need more information on how to get needed services (ex: food, utilities assistance, 

mortgage/rent assistance) 
• Limited resources and window of time in order to access services (busy or reached 

assistance capacity for that period of time)
• Better education for non-profits on how to connect with those in need
• Re-entry programs for non-violent offenders is lacking: non-addicted felons transitioning 

back do not qualify for any type of assistance
• Not enough half-way houses for women and children
• Need more focus on the homeless and their needs

 » How to get them off the street and not eating out of dumpsters?
 » Businesses toss leftover food into garbage

• Prejudice/discrimination
• Inequitable resources through the community

 » Predatory lending and pawn shops are not in South Huntsville
 » Addressing needs differently based on geography
 » Libraries and grocery stores are scarce in sections of North Huntsville
 » Gaps in needs & services

• Poor political awareness/voter apathy/motivation
 » Need greater voter registration and voter presence at the polls
 » Greater recognition by politicians - Some populations are dismissed by politicians
 » Put signs on the edge of the community; they won’t come into the community
 » They won’t come and speak to us

• Some children have no respect for adults, their neighborhoods, their community
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• Lack of transportation- can’t get to available services and programs
• Transportation to get to work or remain working
• Mass transit is needed so people can get to work any time of day or night

Emerging Concerns
• Jobs
• Un- and under-employment

 »Skills training
 »Targeted job training

 �Match job training program with incoming economic opportunities
• Education

 »Skills training
 »Life skills
 »Teen parenting classes 
 »Madison County has highest level of STDs in the state
 »AIDS awareness education
 »Focus on providing more Spanish language classes offered in schools
 »Become a more diverse community

• Community unity
 »Address needs and see a change
 »Diverse population 
 »Focus on inclusivity when addressing needs (ex: disability, class, orientation)
 »Gain better understanding of other cultures

• Transportation
 »Roads and traffic
 »Too many two-lane roads- can’t handle the traffic

• Congestion and growth
 » Increase in crime
 »Madison County is over 200 square miles and has around 400 officers

• Health issues/outcomes
 »Rise in obesity, diabetes, asthma
 »Lead the nation in poor health outcomes

• Health awareness and prevention programs
 »Pap smears, mammograms, cancer, nutrition
 »Male health issues need to include outreach

 �How to get men to see about their health and go see a doctor?
• Need for public storm shelters 

 »More emergency preparedness
 »Better collaboration needed

• Lack of infrastructure/need for uniformity (ex: septic tanks instead of sewers)
 »Challenges will arise from annexing and zoning between Huntsville and Madison City

• Parks for community events
 »More festivals 
 »Showcase for artists of all types

• Air fare reductions
• Need better awareness of available resources
• Housing insecurities

 »Huntsville Housing Authority residents don’t know if they will have a place to live
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Recommendations for United Way | Clients made the following recommendations and 
observations specifically about how United Way works in the community with their partner 
agencies/collaborators and how United Way is perceived:

• Engage more businesses/organizations in funding initiatives/giving programs
• Make more copies of the Resource Guide available
• Need to raise United Way’s visibility

 » Increase awareness on how United Way meets needs for those in need
 » Increase community awareness on what United Way has to offer

• Transparency in process of alignment with United Way goals
• Keep having focus groups, getting feedback, and surveys on continuous improvements

 » Offer those in-person or online
• Keep the lines of communication open with the community

 » Ask the community what it needs
 » Provide one particular format to convey information to and from United Way and stick 
with that format: continuity of the flow of information

 » Advocate the community’s needs instead of telling individual stories
• Streamline the process used to access services

 » Improve customer service to get people where they need to go
 » Reduce frustration and confusion

• Improve job and food programs
 » Re-entry and transitional programs

observations from Clients
• People are unaware of what United Way does/has to offer

 » Disseminating information on services available needs to be better
• Explain how United Way money is apportioned
• Fun Learning Moments® has been successful in improving reading skills and literacy
• United Way’s efforts on behalf of tornado/disaster response has been very helpful in 

getting the community back on track
• Discouraged by the amount red tape recipients must go through in order to obtain the help 

and services
 » Communication needs more clarity
 » Work cohesively 

• United Way is supposed to:
 » Tell those with money to give
 » Act as a gateway for providing information (ex: Harris Home, pricing information)
 » A big database for community resources
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Service Providers Focus Group Notes
Consensus Issues: Education, Self-Sufficiency, & Health
Secondary issues here: Transportation, Crime
Additional area of concern was Funding. 

Education | Service Providers want to see more educational programs in the following areas:
• Younger and new parents need resources for parental education to better care for their 

child and recognize developmental milestones. 
• Preschool education and daycare were critically important
• Caregivers of children, those with disabilities, and the elderly

 »Better and more frequent trainings for
• Sex Education
• Job skills 

 »For undereducated clients 
• High School

 »Graduates are leaving school unprepared for college and the workforce 
 »Some college graduates also unprepared 
 »Kids not on a college track are not having educational needs met – applicable skills 
training

 »Barriers to educational achievement 
 �Limited to certain populations (Hispanics)

 »Access to educational opportunities 
 �Limited to certain populations (Hispanics)

• Focus on 
 » the importance of education
 » reducing dropout rates
 »understanding not all students will opt for college, offer multiple educational tracts 
including vocational, technical, and trades, stop devaluing trade opportunities 

 »Add Relationships to the “3 rs”
 »Offer computer literacy training for kids and parents
 »Schools and non-profits offer 1:1 budgeting support

Self-sufficiency | Service Providers want to see more programs in the following areas:
• Touches on other primary areas of concern, such as education and income.  
• Income affects one’s outlook.
• Hunger
• Availability of affordable housing
• Availability of affordable child care 
• Better exposure to information on accessing services and basic needs
• Job skills development intersects Self-Sufficiency with Education and Income. 
• Working poor lose services because they made too much money
• Employers need to hire more full-time employees than part-time.
• Transportation 

 »Commute to work
 »Going to school
 »Grocery shopping and medical appointments are not luxuries – accessing resources 
is hard

 » Influences healthy smart choices
 »wheelsforwork.com program
 »Bus system inadequate countywide
 »Hours and routes limited
 »Those working menial or off-peak hours must use cabs (more expensive) 
 »Forces people to constantly pit one need against another
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 »One of the issues that feeds the unbreakable cycle of poverty
 »Families who don’t have access to transportation cycle back and forth, on the edge
 »Limited routes and hours, wait times, inflexibility are all problems  

• Crime
 »Related to issues with health, education, and income
 » Increase in crime locally 
 »Crime is not concentrated to particular areas of our community; it is all over. 
 »By recognizing the factors that influence crime and modifying the behaviors that 
influence them, crimes against women and young girls, their victimization, and 
human trafficking could be mitigated. 

Health | Service Providers want to see more programs in the following areas:
• Access to and affordability of health

 »Dental, and mental health care 
 »Community needs adequate information and education on health concerns
 »Remove barriers to obtaining health services
 »Help those who fall through the cracks

• Insurance 
 »Premiums are too high 
 »Health insurance policies carry exclusions to necessary services and prescriptions.  
 »Some health insurance policies have substance abuse exclusions.
 »Substance abuse goes hand-in-hand with mental illness.  
 »Gaps in mental health/substance abuse coverage 

 �24-hour in-patient coverage is offered for a set number of days and then they 
are released to outpatient follow-up treatments of one hour a week. Many 
patients leaving in-patient care need more than one hour a week sessions, but 
less than 24 hour a day in-patient coverage. 

• Children with Mental Health Issues
 »Parents at a loss – not covered, or are too expensive, or just not addressed in any 
meaningful way.  

• Access and availability to educational and informational resources pertaining to these 
health issues is also rolled into Health/Education

• Nutrition and healthy foods choices
• Educate about the importance of physical fitness and exercise
• Prenatal health care and education (only 70% of pregnant women get prenatal care 

according to a statistic from a Provider)
• Educate new/young parents
• Educate community on mental illness and available resources
• Education and Prevention for sedentary citizens; help them become more active, self-

sufficient, and able to make better choices
• Emergency departments need to be utilized for emergencies only; not primary care
• The Free Clinic is limited in the scope of services and number of patients they are able 

to treat there, therefore some providers find it necessary to send patients to Community 
North and make their co-pay. (It was observed that there is no continuity of care at 
Community North.) That has a direct impact on that Provider’s organization’s bottom line 
and thus limits their ability to care and provide services, as well.

• Find a way to help in providing Veterans access to health care
• Give the public more information on available free/low-cost health/wellness resources and 

how to access them
• Emphasize the importance of preventative health and follow-up care, the positive 

outcomes, and how it reduces health care premiums. This can also fall under income.
• Recognize that substance abuse can be often be connected to mental illness.
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Community Strengths  
• Hundreds of non-profit organizations 
• Community’s affluence 
• HEALS and the Backpack programs
• Free clinics
• Farmer Markets/Community Gardens in neighborhoods
• NOVA  (youth part of Mental Health Center)
• Local higher learning institutions working on projects seeking solutions for local issues
• Strong schools with high tech emphasis
• Community partnerships
• Greater collaboration between governmental leaders
• Local higher learning institutions working on projects seeking solutions for local issues
• Abundance of community resources
• Collaboration among service organizations 
• Community Gardens in neighborhoods
• Many programs/agencies to meet crisis needs
• De-concentration of low-income housing
• Huntsville Police Department does more than roust homeless; also there to help outreach 

efforts in handing out blankets to the homeless. 

Community Weaknesses 
• Two Huntsvilles  
• Duplication of services
• Discrimination and racism
• 2-1-1 is not promoted enough
• Service Providers are spending too much time chasing grants and not enough time with 

clients and developing solutions.
• Undocumented individuals have a lack of resources and services-complex issue
• Schools have technology but families have not internet accessPublic Transportation
• Many undocumented people are showing no desire to become documented, as was done 

in the past
• Lack of personal motivation
• Undocumented individuals have a lack of resources and services, complex issue-

transiency is an issue as well
• Loss of Planned Parenthood and the women’s clinic
• Not enough money going to social services even though Huntsville is an affluent 

community
• Crisis help is available but fewer long-term resources
• An apathy and frustration with trying to improve- “Damned if you do. Damned if you 

don’t.” 

Emerging Concerns
• The expected population growth

 »Especially among seniors and soon to be seniors
• Generational differences/dealing with two populations- differing expectations 
• An increase in need from middle class for social services 
• Basic living expenses surpass income
• Extremely limited resources for social services
• Addressing fear
• Fear of spending resources--afraid that there won’t be any left
• Prejudice and discrimination
• Technical literacy
• Education about and access to health care, additional resources
• Investments in early education 

 »Nurturing environment for all children to grow up in
• Uneducated men- largest component of the prison population (One provider mentioned ).
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• The number of prisons being built in the US is directly correlated with the reading level of 
today’s 4th grader.

• Cost of higher education
• Providing parents meaningful education and support
• Need physicians and allied health professionals who accept Medicaid
• Prescription drug costs for the general public
• Mental health and substance abuse care and destabilizing effect on families
• An increase in the senior population will increase the need for older citizens’ prescription 

drug needs
• Anger management/mental health strategies
• Bullying of elderly and dependent adults with mental problems
• Women’s health services
• Domestic violence
• Childhood obesity
• Efficiency creating less available surplus food/sources-of-food issues/cost of food 

increasing
• Health care needs that will put elderly into poverty
• Healthcare/Medicaid expansion 
• Transportation and infrastructure
• Home food delivery besides Meals on Wheels
• Affordable housing
• Immigration
• Violent crime
• Meeting high tech expectations

Recommendations for United Way of Madison County | Other recommendations and/or 
perceptions to consider about how United Way works in the community and with their partner 
agencies and/or collaborators.

• All focus groups, not just Providers, felt that it was crucial that United Way communicate 
who they are, raise awareness about what they do, and provide better access to resources 
available by their partner agencies. 

• Many agreed that United Way’s message is not reaching those who need to hear it the 
most and is often lost in pleas for money. 

• Providers are concerned that the 2-1-1 system needs better branding and awareness. 
• Find new and improved ways to communicate needs and the solutions (outcomes). 
• Inform the public that there is more collaboration than duplication of efforts
• Communicate that “Your gift matters!” to potential donors.
• Unease regarding the turnover of key leadership and staff at United Way Instability of 

leadership has affected goals. Providers feel that reflects a loss of the community’s 
confidence in United Way, and by default their partner agencies that depend upon United 
Way’s reputation to raise funds. 

• When creating a non-profit organization, one Provider was told it wasn’t advantageous to 
align with United Way. There’s seems to be some community misconception that being a 
non-profit organization automatically means that you are a United Way partner. 

• Some Providers felt that United Ways’s ongoing fundraising efforts hurt their own efforts to 
raise money. 

• Local campaign goals have not been met in several years. That is perceived as instability 
from the top down. While some outside agencies are getting better at fundraising for their 
organization, there was a general agreement with Providers that United Way should focus 
on supporting the different agencies.

• It was suggested that United Way could better utilize resources by leveraging volunteer 
time differently and leave United Way staff to do the actual evaluation of funding. Having 
volunteers that know nothing about the organization requesting funding seems to be 
doing things backwards.  

• Working outside the scope of the 3 areas was debated. Supporters recognize it allows a 
strategic and significant focus. Proponents cite overlooking good programs that wouldn’t 
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be able to get to the table otherwise. 
• Would adding a 4th category to the United Way service areas- a general category- allow 

organizations to stop being limited by tailor made outcomes? 
• United Way does a good job of connecting agencies together and is very knowledgeable of 

available resources.   
• The decline in campaign goals has also proven that the old model is changing and United 

Way needs better local branding. Local branding is weak, and there is a lack of awareness 
of United Way and what it actually does and its effectiveness. 

• United Way is visible, but there is in general a lack of awareness in the community of what 
United Way actually does. 

• 2-1-1 is not marketed or branded effectively to the public or even agencies with 
partnerships with the United Way. 

• Get out the message that “Your gift matters” and be clear that no amount is too small or 
unappreciated: Small amounts add up!  

• Look for new and improved ways to communicate the community’s needs! 
• Reciprocal resource page, a Facebook page dedicated to United Way non-profit partners, 

using social media to raise awareness.
• A closed intranet for United Way providers to communicate and collaborate to provide 

assistance to one another and better serve those in need. 
• Providers see United Way as a gatekeeper. Those who may have complaints with service 

providers have a place to seek mediation and resolution. “Power with, not power over.” 
Give feedback to an agency. 

• The LGBT community is 40,000 strong in Madison County, and needs representation to 
ensure we have a happy, healthy community.

• One Provider mentioned that mega “serial” churches were locating in Madison County and 
targeting non-profit dollars and grant money. United Way needs to be poised to be the 
center of the community for human resources.

• Providers believe that if United Way would concentrate on meeting fundraising campaign 
goals and ensure the process of making specified, targeted donations through payroll 
deductions was streamlined and easier to achieve, that would allow service Providers 
better able to provide services. 

• United Way’s message should be that they serve EVERYONE; it’s not just for poor people 
who made poor choices. Give the community a sense that they are all stakeholders.

• An area that Providers find that United Way shines is stepping up during disaster relief 
efforts. The ability to pool resources and collaborate with agencies and local governments 
in reaching particular target goals has been impressive. There was a wish that United Way 
could use their disaster relief model to improve their day-to-day efficiencies.

• One Provider did mention that having three distinct sections (health, income, and 
education) artificially limits United Way partners and forces the agency to choose one.

• Funding, in general, is sorely lacking (not just from United Way). Providers said this lack of 
funding keeps them spending their time chasing grants and governmental funding, while 
being forced to work with a shoestring budget and subpar staffing levels to meet their 
objectives. They feel overworked and unable to give an optimal level of service to their 
clients.
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Stakeholders Focus Group Notes
Consensus Issues: Health, Education, & Transportation
Secondary Issues: Income/Sustainability, Aging, Inequality

Health | Stakeholders want to see more programs in the following areas: 
• Access to and affordability of health, dental, and mental health care topped the list of their 

concerns in this area
• Providing the community with adequate information and education on health concerns, 

removing barriers to obtaining health services, and finding a way to help those who fall 
through the cracks in the health and social services system were touched on as well

• Stakeholders categorize hunger and nutrition under health concerns
• Child hunger and food insecurity
• School hunger programs
• Identifying hunger as a component of poverty
• Food deserts
• Many struggling to make ends meet have to make critical choices in needs, so they go 

without necessary care
• Nutrition
• Hunger

 »Child hunger/food insecurity
 »Expansion of school hunger programs
 » Identify gaps in schools without those programs
 »Expansion of the Backpack program offered by churches
 »Hunger is a component of poverty
 »Free and reduced lunch programs
 »Huntsville City schools has 45% of students on free/reduced lunches
 »Grissom saw an increase of students in the program (went from 3% to 24%)
 »Madison City schools has 18-22% of students on free/reduced lunches
 »Food deserts- no access to affordable, healthy foods.  Instead, families buy food at 
convenience stores (market driven component?) 

 »With no money and no transportation, healthy eating is inaccessible
 »Need fresh, local alternatives to un-nutritious convenience store foods
 »“Income does determine the availability of healthy food choices and access.”
 »Food banks
 »Working with local farmers to get healthy foods

• Obesity/Fitness
 »Emphasize importance of and promote exercise
 »Enhance youth fitness
 »Outreach to more economically challenged children
 »Create more green spaces and interconnected greenways
 »Emphasize importance of and promote healthy eating
 »Deep Roots program teaches children to garden: expand to more schools
 »Support Manna House
 »Food truck to curb hunger
 »Look at cost versus impact

• Health care
 »Teach importance of health care, prevention, and wellness
 »Preventative health care saves money for everyone, reduces premiums
 »Preventative and follow-up care
 »Provide access to quality health care
 »Pre-natal care for mothers
 »For seniors
 »For children
 »For young-old
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 »For veterans
 »Returning home with physical and mental disabilities
 »HEALS- a community medical home
 »Reduce fear of going to the doctor/obtaining health care
 »All types of health care needs to be affordable
 »Many are now being forced to make choices between basic needs and health care
 »Employers that don’t provide health coverage as a benefit
 »Employees and their dependents have to access health department, free dental clinic
 »Not just those in poverty are experiencing health care issue
 »Health care premiums have escalated/cost-prohibitive co-pays

• Mental illness
• Recognition of mental illness

 »Mental illness touches all the populations
 »Low-income often have no access or education on mental illness
 »Community should influence more mental health awareness
 »Often mental illness is tied to substance abuse and/or homelessness
 »Affordable and adequate treatment options are needed
 » Income affects access to mental health services 
 »Better resources and awareness for those in need of mental health services
 »Case management
 »Bloated case loads and limited resources
 »Overwhelming demand for services
 »Expected exodus of medical professionals at all skill levels

Education | Stakeholders want to see more programs in the following areas: 
• Early childhood education and school readiness 
• Re-education for lifelong & elderly learners 
• Adult literacy programs
• School readiness

 »Early childhood education
 »Socialization of pre-school children
 »Head Start/Pre-K programs
 »Getting children to existing programs
 »There’s demand (demand>capacity)
 » Is it a monetary or availability issue?

• Educational inequalities
 » Inability to access services necessary to provide a better quality of life
 »Extracurricular activities 
 »Summer programs (due to lack of transportation and money)
 »Home internet access 
 »Technology driven society that overlooks the digital divide
 »Unequal distribution of technological or vocational programs throughout Madison 
County 

 »Consider centralizing/sharing resources to avoid expensive duplications
 »The 30-million word gap study
 »Gap between children living in poverty and their more affluent peers
 »Provide opportunities for all/exposure to role models or mentors
 »Access and availability to educational and informational resources

• Health issues
 »Prenatal health care education

 �Educate new/young parents on child health and educational needs
 »Nutrition and healthy foods choices

 �Backpack Program 
 »Educate about the importance of physical fitness and exercise
 »Providing educators training to identify mental illness 
 »Educate community on mental illness and available resources
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 »Give the public more information on available free/low-cost health/wellness 
resources and how to access 

 »Emphasize the importance of preventative health and follow-up care, the positive 
outcomes, and how it reduces health care premiums (this can also fall under income)

• Training and re-education
 »For lifelong and elderly

 �For parental support
 �Parents are our first teachers
 �Give them the tools to make their children successful
 �Give to society/improve the community
 �School readiness

 »Skills training in all areas 
 �Soft skills for workforce re-entry 
 �Technology/vocational for high school kids to get on a career path if/when 
college is not an option
 �College and career readiness
 �Need more on-the-job training to get un- and under-employed back to work
 �Money management/financial literacy
 � In preparation for projected jobs of the future (strategic plan)
 �Make our community competitive
 �City of Madison has career academies
 �Partnerships with businesses (need more)
 �Offer employment certifications upon graduation

 »Need better access, awareness, and availability of educational resources
 »Education with a Chamber of Commerce perspective

 �Leadership skills
 �Necessary for better collaboration and understanding
 �Recognize opportunities
 �Civic responsibilities
 �Service learning - Use that to give back to the community - Service makes a 
difference
 �Education and sustainability
 �Better education creates self-sufficiency
 �Short and long term needs
 �Connect people with education

• Transportation as it relates to education
 » Inadequate public transportation

 �Parents unable to come to events and parent-teacher conferences
 »Not enough time when buses run once an hour on limited routes
 »Student enrollment in lower-income areas declining
 » Inadequate school bus service to get students re-zoned for areas too far away or too 
unsafe to walk to and from

Income | Stakeholders want to see more programs in the following areas: 
 »Housing

 �There is a huge need for safe and affordable housing
 �Huntsville Housing Authority waiting list is reported as nearly 6000, in the 
meantime, these people couch surf, stay with family, or end up in shelters
 �Displaced families
 �Homeless

 »Childcare
 �Lack of quality, affordable childcare
 �Especially during atypical work hours (beyond 9-5)
 �There are not many childcare providers who even offer that service
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 �Unable to work if childcare is so cost prohibitive
 »Employment

 �Minimum wage
 �There are a large number of minimum wage jobs
 �Families are often working multiple minimum wage jobs to make ends meet
 �Leaves no time to actually care for family
 �Un-and under-employment
 �Less opportunity for unskilled workers

 »Aging population may double by 2025
 �Needs for support services will increase
 �Especially for those seniors without any family support

 »Support for grandparents taking care of grandchildren
 �Unable to receive services or support for children left in their care
 �Huge burden, not entitled to social services or health care for the children

Transportation | Stakeholders want to see more educational programs in the following areas: 
• Makes accessing available resources impossible 
• Has the ability to make all the other areas of concern an unbreakable cycle of poverty
• Prevent our community’s youngest children from participating in early childhood Education 

programs
• Prevents students from getting to school, participating in extracurricular activities, 

accessing free Wi-Fi outside of the home to complete homework assignments. 
• Public transportation 

 »Lack of/inadequate to meet demand
 »Routes and hours limited
 »Community is spread out
 »Service providers not concentrated in centralized location making accessibility 
difficult/impossible

 »Destinations beyond Huntsville are not even an option for public transportation: City 
of Madison,  Madison County communities (ex Hazel Green, Harvest, Chapman Mt)

 »Unable to use public transportation if destination is not on the shuttle route or during 
hours outside of limited hours of operation

 »Lack of transportation/public transportation makes accessing available resources 
impossible

 »Has the ability to make all other areas of Stakeholder concern an unbreakable cycle 
of poverty 

 »Renders otherwise capable people from becoming (or remaining) productive 
members of society

 »Those with medical conditions resort to not getting the necessary medical help or 
paying for expensive taxis and cabs 

 »Safe roads and sidewalks
 »Get children to schools safely

• Bike or walk when nearby, as alternatives to public transportation

Community Strengths
• Health:

 »Orange Fish-an organization formed to raise awareness to the issues surrounding 
mental health 

 » Including lack of access and information that plagues all ends of the socio-economic 
spectrum

 »DeepRoots program looking to expand into more schools
 »One provider thought that the community has strong health care

• Education:
 »Strong public education
 »Partnerships and collaborations between schools and businesses to get students 
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career ready
 »Madison’s career academies
 »Volunteer services/Service learning

• Transportation:
 »Butler High School has transportation for students
 »Get them to school; keep them out of poverty

• Income/Sustainability:
 »Madison County having approximately 400 non-profit organizations and its affluence 
were considered community strengths

 »Thriving economy
 »Strong Chamber of Commerce

• Other:
 »Community rallies around need
 »Leadership integrity
 »Communication—“We’re talking about the issues”
 »Tolerant of the homeless 

Community Weaknesses
• Health:

 »Overlap in services and clients
 �Lack of collaboration

 »Overload in mental health case management
 �Resources limited
 �Framework exists but there are not enough resources there to help effectively

 »Obesity
 »Mental illness is ignored on all ends of the economic spectrum

 �Community should influence more awareness
 »No mid-level care for mental illness
 » Income affects access to mental health help and communication

• Education:
 »Unaware of available resources for education and training/vocation
 »More available technical training opportunities for high school students

 �Put on career path
 »Need for more partnerships between schools and businesses
 »Career academies are expensive

 �Maybe look at sharing 
 »Free and reduced lunches have increased in the public schools. 

 �45% of HSC students are on free and reduced lunch.
 »Transportation issues make parental involvement in schools difficult
 »Enrollment drop in low-income areas
 »Community awareness of available resources is lacking

• Transportation:
 »Poor public transportation

 �County and Madison City access 
 �Not enough routes
 �Hours too limited/restrictive

 »Community and its resources are so spread out
 �Make accessibility difficult

 »Community’s lack of investment in public transportation 
• Income/Sustainability:

 »Lack of affordable childcare
 »Need childcare during atypical hours
 »Demand is there. There are just not enough providers of this service.
 »Accessibility of services
 »Scope of services makes taking care of at one location hard to do
 »Poverty 
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 »Visibility and perception of poverty in the community is skewed
 »Unrecognizable

• Housing:
 »Lack of safe and affordable housing for all populations
 »HHA wait list

• Employment:
 »Un-and under-employment
 »Career changes to lower-income jobs due to the economy
 »How to make workforce ready
 »Need more career path/technical training
 »Opportunities for those between 20-40
 »Upcoming wave of retirees…how and will they be replaced

• Aging:
 »Lack of services for older citizens without any means of support (financial and 
familial) 

 »Need for grandparents support to caring for children
 »Need for more Healthcare providers to accept Medicare
 »Generational issues

• Inequality:
 »Rush to judgment
 »“Not my problem” attitude among disconnected segments of society
 »Undermines lifting up the community if people think certain issues are not their 
problems

 »Undocumented people
 »Non-English speakers
 »Growing numbers
 »Schools have 50+ languages represented 
 »Prejudice and discrimination
 »Lack of services available to assist
 »Public education system
 »Accessibility/digital divide
 »Digital divide

 �Accessibility/awareness of online resources
 �Not available to low-income without internet access
 �Not everyone is tech literate (older people, those living in poverty conditions 
with no exposure)
 �Need internet access available to all

 »Prejudice/discrimination
 �Services and support unavailable for undocumented and non-English speaking
 �Non-English speakers is a growing population, locally
 �Need safe and affordable housing; undocumented cannot get into public 
housing; Living in some bleak conditions…can’t really tell anyone or ask for help

 »Perception of what poverty looks like
 �Goes unrecognized

• Income barriers
 »Prevent accessing all forms of help/resources

 �Health care
 �Social services
 �Education
 �Housing
 �Childcare 
 �Transportation
 �Opportunities
 �Employment and otherwise

• Educational needs of 
 »College bound kids versus those on vocational/tech career path
 »Students in North Huntsville versus everywhere else in Huntsville
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 »Students with internet access in the home versus those who do not
• Branding the community as high tech/progressive/government town 

 �Unfairly typecasts the community as a whole
 �Limits opportunities for growth or branching out into other areas/employment 
sectors
 �Limits diversity economically & socially

Emerging Concerns
• Aging- Elderly population predicted to double by 2025

 » Increase in aging concerns, health issues
 »Strain on the system 
 »Health care providers already leaving workforce or limiting services 
 »Wave of retirees leaving the workforce
 »Labor force increase
 »Exodus of high tech/civil service employees
 »NASA is already 40-45% over 50 years of age

• Employment
 »Workforce development
 »More entrepreneurship
 »Labor force increase

 �More high tech jobs
 �Less opportunity for unskilled workers
 �AIDT-  found a way to fill that skills gap

 »Community is government, market-driven
 �Able to predict flat rates
 �Cannot tell what the funding will be to train those individual

 »Prison reform will increase workforce re-entry
 � If there are no jobs for them when they come out, there will be recidivism

• Homelessness
 »Remains a hidden problem
 »Often interwoven with substance abuse

• Legal representation for low-income
• Disaster recovery
• Middle class needs

 »Population is growing slower but there is an increase in the number of people with 
needs

• Health care
 »Cost
 »Shortage of health care providers because providers are leaving the profession or 
limiting services

 »Mental health/substance abuse problems
 � Interwoven with homelessness
 � Increase in Rx/designer drug usage

• Increase in request for basic needs
• Inequality with: 

 »Digital divide
 »Undocumented/non-English speaking people
 »Those with access to technology versus those who do not
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Recommendations for United Way
• Teaching the importance of:

 »health & preventative care (mental health/illness care)
 »youth fitness & exercise
 »nutrition & healthy food choices and availability
 »socialization of pre-school children & pre-school readiness
 »skills training & workforce development (vocational and technical)
 »service learning opportunities
 »financial literacy
 »STEM & STEAM careers
 »self-management/awareness skills
 »parenting skills
 »awareness of political/social issues

• Emerging need to care for what is expected to be a boom in the aging population by 2025, 
there will be attrition in all areas, skilled and non-skilled workers. 

• Health care professionals will need to be replaced in order to care for the aging 
population. 

• Those who serve as skilled and non-skilled health care workers will also be leaving the 
workforce. 

• With the increase in the aging population there will come a great need for education and 
training for professional, skilled, and unskilled health care workers.

• Crucial that United Way communicate who they are, raise awareness about what they do, 
and provide better access to resources available by their partner agencies.

• One stakeholder suggested that United Way highlight successes, like the ARC/Stepping 
Stones impressive program outcome.  Many agreed that the United Way message is not 
reaching those who need it the most and often is lost in pleas for money.   

• Need better branding and awareness communicating United Way’s vision and needs, 
promote successful outcomes, offer more literacy programs like the summer reading 
programs, and partner with Huntsville Housing Authority to help with governmental 
funding shortfalls .

• There was also some concern about turnover within United Way staff and how that reflects 
poorly on it as an organization the community can stand behind and trust. 
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Voices from the Community
“Change goes unnoticed. You just want to get your life back.”

“People don’t help each other because they are the wrong color, sex, etc. 
...whatever shows on the outside.”

“We are politically illiterate.”

“Some people don’t vote because they don’t feel that what they feel 
matters.”

“Teach me how to do it. Pay me to do it. I can take care of the rest.”

“I want a home in my neighborhood where, when I flush the toilet, it 
doesn’t take a lap around my yard but goes to a treatment facility.”

“When our community calls, United Way is very responsive.”

“Today is my first experience with United Way, and I’m so appreciative 
that there’s an interest and awareness of our community and needs.”

“Too many children having children.”

“Providers believe that better educational resources for their client base 
will pull them out of poverty. More money is necessary so you can give 

them the education and tools so they don’t have to come back to you for 
assistance... If we had the funding, we could accomplish some pretty 

amazing things with them.”

“Education, after meeting immediate needs, can address further 
development and lift them out of poverty.”

“Income struggles, such as stress from trying to make ends meet, causes 
a chronic fatigue that is a joy zapper.”

“Hunger is a symptom, not a root cause.  Poverty is a root cause.”

“While Huntsville is very high tech, there is a lack of job skills.”

“The working poor are just one car problem away from collapse. They 
don’t qualify for assistance, but there is no sustainability.”
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“Those without adequate transportation (personal or public) and in the 
midst of a crisis find themselves living in fear and urgency. There’s a lack 

of hope.”

“A self-sufficient community allows every family to avoid having to 
choose between essentials, with a sufficient income to take care of their 
own.”

“Think about the struggle of a minimum wage earning single parent 
working seventy hours a week to have enough to pay HUD’s average 

amount for rent. When will that parent have time to spend time reading 
to a child, making healthy meals, or have any parental involvement in 

school activities? Those are the people who are sacrificing their quality 
of life.”

“City of Huntsville, alone, covers more square miles that Atlanta, 
Georgia. Not all people within Madison County in need of transportation 
live in the metro Huntsville area or need Huntsville to be their final 
destination.”

“Lack of, or inadequate, public transportation render otherwise capable 
people incapable of becoming, or remaining, productive members of 

society.”

“When public transportation is inadequate, they cannot get them to the 
jobs that would offer a better quality of life.”

“People are drawn to the area because of high per capita income and 
high technology jobs. But when success doesn’t happen quickly for the 

low-income earner and/or unskilled worker, they realize that created 
image of the area is a facade.”

“Money is a challenge. We are an affluent community. But we can’t fund 
what is needed. There’s not enough money in social services. We have 
to close good programs for lack of money. We’re spending too much 
time chasing grants and not enough time with clients or developing 
solutions.”

“Huntsville’s facade of high technology professionalism draws people in 
with an expectation for a better life. But it doesn’t happen right away for 

the working poor and unskilled labor force.”

“We need to create a true picture of Madison County... not the Chamber 
of Commerce pitch.”
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“Did you know that the city is building affordable housing for families 
and seniors? They are collaborating with Huntsville Housing Authority to 

leverage funding.”

“Compassion is acknowledging our problems!”

“Involve more people. Too few do most of the giving.”

“Some people are spending so much of their take-home income on 
the insurance policy, they don’t have the money for the co-pay, the 
prescription, or any out-of-pocket deductible they may need to make, so 
they go without necessary care.”

“We have kids killing kids. Parents have nowhere to go. They feel 
helpless.”

“A living wage is no longer livable.”

“We value our play-pretties. We don’t want to share with those people 
because they made poor choices. What is valued in this community is not 

the people.”

“This community is very good at creating an image.”

“I had the idea that United Way was cannibalizing its partner 
organizations.”

“These people would rather starve than tell anyone.”

“There is a perception of what poverty is and what it looks like. And 
visually, in this area, it doesn’t reflect that vision.”

“Poverty is invisible.”
“Accessibility is not available to all who are in need. Not everyone has 

access to a phone, computer, or to transportation. They may not have the 
ability to fill out paperwork.”

“...When a student doesn’t show up for school, that child won’t eat that 
day.”

“You can’t learn if you can’t eat.”
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“All kids have seen French fries. But some of these kids have never seen 
an actual potato.”

“We’re treating problems with no knowledge of whether people are 
maintaining medical compliance with their treatment.”

“Educate the educators.”

“Our society is experiencing an epidemic of depression and anxiety.”

“Connectivity begins as early as early childhood. Doors start to open. We 
need to break down the mystery about what opportunity is and how to 
recognize it.”

“Everyone at the top has a vision and those below will follow.”

“Self-sufficiency is the short-term need, while education is a longer term 
need.”

“Sustainability is getting the child to get the education.”

“Low-income families need transportation to take advantage of 
opportunities to advance career and education.”

“Agencies use grandparent’s income but consider these children as ‘not 
theirs’.”

“Families need to be intact and employed so that the children can be 
ready to be educated. Family support is crucial.”

“Middle-income needs go unmet because they fall in a financial grey 
area.”

“Poverty doesn’t look like poverty; it is unrecognizable.”

“We all have the same problems.”

“You won’t just be replacing one person [in the high tech/civil services 
field].  You’ll be replacing twenty-five.”

“[Disaster recovery] is more painful for those who are least able to recover.”
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United Way of Madison County traditionally conducts community-wide needs assessments every 
three to five years and that pattern has continued in recent years. Needs Assessments were 
most recently commissioned in 2004, again in 2008-2009, and most recently in 2014. 

In each case, significant information was collected highlighting key concerns for needs in 
the areas of health, education, and income-sufficiency. Those findings were shared, as is 
customary, with the entire community so that all organizations working to support our comunity 
were aware of, and had a chance to be informed by, these key findings and recommendations.
United Way specifically used these recommendations to focus and invest resources (totaling 
$20 million from 2004 to 2014) within their sphere of influence. 

The 2004 study identified 43 areas of concern to the community.  These issues were ranked 
in order of importance, based on input from individual households, service providers, and 
community leaders and stakeholders.  Overall, the survey results indicated that health issues 
were of the greatest concern among respondents.

The 2009 needs assessment used a similar model for listening to multiple voices in the 
community, and the findings were widely used throughout the community for strategic planning 
and grant writing.  The findings also resulted in United Way of Madison County embarking on 
a refinement of its service to the community by committing to significant strategic focus on 
collective community change (sometimes referred to as Community Impact).

The resulting Community Impact Strategic Plan, created in 2010, changed the way in which 
United Way of Madison County worked in the community in the following ways: 

• moving its distrubtion of donor dollars to a multi-year funding cycle with a 3-year 
commitment to nonprofit partners (effective in 2011), funding specific programs approved 
through the allocation process

• expanding the roles of the volunteer impact teams and creating a board-led Community 
Impact Steering Committee  charged with guiding this refinement and the allocation/grant 
process

• renewing dedication to engaging the community to focus on key issues and refinement of 
the goals and vision of United Way of Madison County

The initial extended funding cycle, a transition piece, was two years in length, 2011-2013.  A 
three year funding cycle, from 2013-2016, is currently underway.

United Way of Madison County commissioned this Community Needs Assessment as a means 
of listening to and informing the entire community about the most pressing health and human 
service needs of our community.  As is always the case, additional concerns arose beyond 
this scope, and where possible, these are also included for the benefit of those in a position 
to affect change in those areas.  United Way of Madison County strongly encourages other 
organizations to use the information obtained through this survey as a resource tool when 
seeking new funding sources and leveraging community resources.

United Way of Madison County continues to strive to be a key leader in the community, bringing 
together resources and volunteers to find ways to address community needs.  The programs 
and services United Way funds through partner organizations provide a safety net of services 
to meet the area’s critical needs, and these findings and recommendations will also serve as a 
basis for setting priorities to be addressed in the request for proposals anticipated in 2015 (to 
be applied to the next three year funding cycle starting July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2019).
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EDUCATION | every child ready for school
 »Kindergarten Readiness of Heart of 
the Valley YMCA
 »Born Learning® of United Way of 
Madison County

EDUCATION | increased community 
service

 »Leadership for a Lifetime of Girl 
Scouts
 »Leadership Social Services of United 
Way of Madison County
 »The Volunteer Center of United Way of 
Madison County
 »Youth Leaders Council of United Way 
of Madison County

EDUCATION | increased school success
 »After School Program of Harris Home 
for Children
 »Book Drives of United Way of Madison 
County
 »Center Based Learning of Girls, Inc.
 »FAST of Family Services Center
 »Formula for Impact of Boys & Girls Club 
of North Alabama
 »Fuel Their Hunger for Learning of The 
Care Center
 »School Based Mentoring of Big 
Brothers Big Sisters of North Alabama
 »STEM2 of Sci-Quest
 »Village of Promise (initiative 
investment)

INCOME | basic needs met as a path to stability

Alabama Kidney Foundation
 »Services to the Armed Forces of The American Red Cross of North Central Alabama
 »Single Family Fire & Disaster Relief of The American Red Cross of North Central 
Alabama

 »2-1-1 of United Way of Madison County & 
Crisis Services of North Alabama
 »Emergency Economic Resources 
& Services of Christmas Charities Year 
Round
 »Emergency Financial Assistance of 
Catholic Center of Concern
 »Food Distribution Program of Manna 
House
 »Local Regional office Program of 
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INCOME | poverty & dependence decreased
 »Alabama Non-Violent offenders organization 
(initiative investment)
 »CA$H of United Way of Madison County
 »Extended Stay Shelter of The Salvation Army
 »LIFT Transitional Housing of Family Services Center
 »Phoenix Industries (initiative investment)
 »Stepping Stones to Independence of The Arc of 
Madison County

hEALTh | health concerns of adults addressed
 »Aging in Place of CASA of Madison County
 »Drug & Rehabilitation of Pathfinder
 »FamilyWize of United Way of Madison County

hEALTh | reduced domestic and sexual violence
 »Child Abuse Intervention of the National Children’s 
Advocacy Center
 »Domestic Violence Program of Crisis Services of 
North Alabama
 »HELPline of Crisis Services of North Alabama
 »Stop Child Abuse & Neglect of the National 
Children’s Advocacy Center

hEALTh | health concerns of children addressed
 »Bright Smiles of HEALS, Inc.
 »The Caring House of Hospice Family Care
 »Families on the Go! of North Alabama Medical 
Reserve Corps
 »FamilyWize of United Way of Madison County
 »Financial Assistance Program of The Autism 
Resource Foundation
 »FocusFirst of Impact Alabama
 »Foster Children’s Alliance (initiative investment)
 »Healthy Children of HEALS, Inc.
 »Healthy Families of North Alabama of the National 
Children’s Advocacy Center
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